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Abbreviation Definition 
ACT actinorhodin 
ATP adenosine triphosphate 
CDA calcium-dependent antibiotic 
D dilution rate 
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid 
F air flow rate 
f flow rate 
KOH potassium hydroxide 
L, I litre 
M Molar 
MFA metabolic flux analysis 
ml millilitre 
MOPS 3-[N-Morpholino]propanesulfonic acid 
ORF Open reading frame 
p (MUE) growth rate 
NADH nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
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RNA ribonucleic acid 
RO Reverse osmosis (water) 
S Substrate concentration 
tRNA transfer ribonucleic acid 
V volume 
v/v volume/volume 
w/v weight/volume 
Note: see Appendix 6 for abbreviations of all metabolites 
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Summary 
Streptomyces coelicolor is the best characterised streptomycete and serves 
as the genus model organism for biochemical, genetic and physiological 
studies. S. coelicolor M510 pIJ8714, a strain that expresses actinorhodin 
(ACT) constitutively was examined. A series of chemostat cultures, operating 
over a range of growth rates, was subjected to metabolic flux analysis using 
the metabolite balancing technique. Using stepwise iterative correlation of 
the ACT production rate with the fluxes of every reaction in the network, the 
strongly correlating (positive and negative) reactions that could be used for a 
metabolic engineering approach to enhance antibiotic productivity were 
identified. The reaction showing the strongest correlation with ACT 
biosynthesis, across all the dilution rates, was glutamate-5-phosphate 
biosynthesis (r=0.97). This reaction diverts carbon flux away from 
oxaloacetate resulting in higher flux to acetyl CoA, the ACT precursor. 
Similarly, lysine biosynthesis also correlated strongly with ACT (r=0.95). It 
also diverts oxaloacetate from its acetyl CoA draining reaction. When 
negatively correlating reactions were examined, those of TCA cycle 
correlated strongly, especially citrate biosynthesis (r=0.95). This is obvious 
as citrate competes directly with ACT for acetyl CoA. This analysis suggested 
that feeding glutamate, citrate, and lysine should enhance antibiotic 
production. Results from feed experiments were consistent with the findings. 
ACT production was improved by 56%, 44%, and 13% in glutamate, citrate, 
and lysine fed cultures respectively. This also coincided with results from 
elementary modes analysis, which found that citrate and glutamate can also 
be used as carbon sources for ACT production. Two reactions with 
low/medium correlation coefficients were also tested, leucine biosynthesis 
(r=0.90) and glutamine biosynthesis (r=0.89). According to correlation 
analysis, feeding leucine should decrease ACT production whilst feeding 
glutamine should increase, but the effect of both should be insignificant. The 
results showed that ACT production was decreased by 20% in leucine feed 
and no effect on ACT production was seen in glutamine feed. The results 
from this study suggest the usefulness of metabolic flux analysis in helping 
design process to improve antibiotic in the organism. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Taxonomy and Ecology of Streptomycetes 
Streptomycetes are Gram-positive, filamentous bacteria of the Genus 
Streptomyces within the class Actinobacteria (Waksman and Henrici, 1943; 
Stackebrandt et al., 1997), and belong to the order Actinomycetales, a 
division of Gram-positive bacteria characterised by a high genomic G+C 
content (mean 74 mol %) (Goodfellow et al., 1992). They are regarded as 
common saprophytic soil-dwelling bacteria with a complex life cycle. In nature 
streptomycetes are ubiquitous and they typically occur in soil as spores, 
which germinate and produce substrate mycelium under favourable nutritional 
conditions. Growth restriction is related to aerial mycelium formation and 
sporulation, and the induction of secondary metabolite biosynthesis. 
The ability of these saprophytic soil bacteria to colonise the soil is mainly 
facilitated by the development of complex vegetative hyphal growth. These 
branching hyphae obtain nutrients and energy largely by degrading insoluble 
organic material through the production of a variety of extracellular hydrolytic 
enzymes (McCarthy and Williams, 1992). The vegetative hyphae can also 
differentiate into spores, which assist the organisms in spreading to wider 
areas and in persistence in unfavourable environments. The spores are in a 
semi-dormant stage and are resistant to low nutrient and water availability 
whereas the mycelia are sensitive to drought (Karagouni et al., 1993). They 
also can survive in soil for long periods (Ensign, 1978) and for much of the 
times as spores (Mayfield et al., 1972). Studies by Morita (1985; cited by 
Kieser et al., 2000) found that viable Streptomyces cultures were recoverable 
from 70 year old soil samples. However, the comparatively high numbers of 
streptomycetes in soil exist mostly as inactive spores for most of the time. 
This may be due to the competition for nutrients with native microorganisms 
dominating the particular soil habitats. 
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Figure 1.1 The life cycle of Streptomycetes (diagram by Camille M. Cao, Stanford 
University). 
1.2 Streptomycetes as the Main Producers of Antibiotics 
Streptomycetes are known to be the main source of natural products with 
applications to human and veterinary medicine as antibacterial, antifungal and 
antitumour agents; and in agriculture as growth promoters, agents for plant 
protection (generally fungicides), antiparasitic agents and herbicides. The 
most widely known of these biologically active natural products are antibiotics. 
These compounds are classified as secondary metabolites and are also 
produced in nature by many plants and microorganisms. Their distribution 
within taxonomic groups is shown in Table 1.1. 
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Bio active metabolites "Inactive" 
Source 
Antibiotics Other Total metabolites 
Non-actinomycete 
1400 (12%) 240 (9%) 1640(11%) 2000 - 5000 bacteria 
Actinomycetes 79001 (66%) 12201 (40%) 9120' (61 %) 8000 - 10,000 
Fungi 2600 (22%) 1540(51%) 4140(28%) 15,000 - 25,000 
11,900 14,900 
Total microorganisms 3000 (100%) 25,000 - 40,000 (100%) (100%) 
Lichens 150 200 - 500 - 1000 
Algae 700 800 - 900 100 - 2000 
25,000- 500,000- 
Higher plants 5000 35,000 800,000 
10,000- 200,000- 
Terrestrial animals 500 15,000 300,000 
Marine animals 1200 1500 - 2000 2000 - 3000 
35,000- 
Total higher organisms 7500 50,000 
> 1,000,000 
In each category, nearly 80% were found in Streptomyces and 20% in other actinomycetes 
Table 1.1 Approximate numbers of known antibiotics and secondary metabolites 
produced by different groups of organisms, as of 1994 (Kieser et al., 2000). 
Actinomycetes, including streptomycetes, are the group of bacteria in the 
class Actinomycetales. Actinomycetes isolated from soil and related 
substrates show primary biodegradative activity secreting a range of 
extracellular enzymes and exhibiting the capacity to metabolise recalcitrant 
molecules (for a review, see McCarthy and Williams, 1992). Regarding 
numbers of antibiotics produced, actinomycetes are the most important of all 
producing microorganisms (Miyadoh, 1993). The proportions are, roughly, 
70% from actinomycetes, 20% from fungi and 10% from other bacteria. 
The survey on antibiotic screening over the last ten years carried out by 
Miyadoh (1993) showed that Streptomyces is overwhelmingly predominant 
among the genera of actinomycetes. It represents two-thirds of all antibiotic 
references, making it a genus of great commercial importance accounting 
for 
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nearly 80% of all actinomycete secondary metabolites (Demain and Fang, 
1995). Strains of Streptomyces hygroscopicus produce over 180 different 
secondary metabolites (Zedan, 1993: cited by Demain and Fang, 1995). 
Many Streptomyces species are very industrially important being responsible 
for the production of many biologically and pharmaceutically active secondary 
metabolites, including approximately 70% of all known antibiotics (Hesketh et 
al., 2001). 
Antibiotic Producer Application 
Amphocetin B S. nodosus Antifungal 
Choramphenical S. venezuelae Antibacterial 
Chlortetracycline S. aureofaciens Antibacterial 
Clavulanic acid S. clavuligerus Combined with a 
ß-lactam as antibacterial 
Clindamycin S. lincolnensis Effective against 
obligate anaerobes, 
especially Bacteroides 
fragilis 
Cycloheximide S. griseus Antifungala 
Kanamycin S. kanamyceticus Antibacterial 
Lincomycin S. lincolnensis Antibacterial 
Neomycin S. fradiae Antibacterial 
Nystatin S. noursei Antifungal 
Streptomycin S. griseus Antibacterial 
Spectinomycin S. spectabilis. Antibacterial 
Tetracycline S. aureofaciens Antibacterial 
Table 1.2 Some common antibiotics synthesised by species of Streptomyces 
(Madigan et al., 2000; Kieser et al., 2000). a Use in agriculture 
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1.3 Streptomyces coelicolor as a Model Organism for the Study 
Within the Streptomyces genus, S. coelicolor A3(2) is genetically the best 
characterised streptomycete and has served as a model organism for the 
genus for carrying out biochemical, genetic and physiological studies. It has 
been meticulously studied by researchers from all around the world for 
decades. Furthermore, it produces at least four chemically distinct classes of 
secondary metabolites with antibiotic activities, and some of them have 
technical advantages, i. e. pigmentation (Hopwood et al., 1995). These 
compounds are two pigmented secondary metabolites: a diffusible red-blue 
pH indicator polyketide actinorhodin (ACT) (Wright and Hopwood, 1976b; 
Rudd and Hopwood, 1979) and a red cell-wall-associated tripyrrole 
undecylprodigiosin (RED) (Rudd & Hopwood, 1980; Hobbs et al., 1990), 
methylenomycin (Haneishi et al., 1974; Wright and Hopwood, 1976a; Hobbs 
et al., 1992), and the calcium-dependent antibiotic (CDA) (Hopwood, 1988). 
Thus, it provides the opportunity to study both pathway-specific and 
pleiotropic regulation of antibiotic biosynthesis. Moreover, two of these 
antibiotics are pigmented, which facilitates visual observation of product 
synthesis. 
Figure 1.2 Colonies of Streptomyces coelicolor on solid medium exhibiting spores. 
The blue colour zone around the colony is the antibiotic actinorhodin (David A. 
Hopwood, John Innes Centre, UK). 
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1.4 Actinorhodin 
6 
Brockmann and Pini (1947: cited by Wright and Hopwood, 1976b) first noted 
the inhibitory activity of the pH indicator pigment of Streptomyces coelicolor 
against Staphylococcus aureus. Its chemical structure was subsequently 
elucidated and this antibiotic was named actinorhodin (Brockmann et al., 
1966; cited by Wright and Hopwood, 1976b). 
Actinorhodin (ACT) is an isochromanequinone red-blue pH indicator 
polyketide antibiotic which inhibits the growth of some Gram-positive bacteria, 
but only at a comparatively high concentration (Wright and Hopwood, 1976b). 
It is classified as antimicrobial in a therapeutic category (Güzeltunq and 
Ölgen, 2001). 
O cR 
HO- 0---, %, OH 
o0 
HO 
f 
0 
HIC 
HO 
OH 
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0 OH 
Figure 1.3 The isochromanequinone structure of actinorhodin 
1.5 Secondary Metabolism and Antibiotic Production 
In common with many other bioactive microbial metabolites, antibiotics are 
classified as secondary metabolites (Martin and Demain, 1980). Secondary 
metabolites have also been termed "idiolites" (Walker, 1974) because they 
are formed during the idiophase (production phase) of batch cultures. Idiolites 
are synthesised by a greater variety of pathways than primary metabolites. 
Despite this variety of pathways and final products, most secondary 
metabolites are assembled from a few key intermediary metabolites. 
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Unlike primary metabolism, which is largely identical for all organisms, 
secondary metabolism is found only in certain taxonomic groups of 
microorganisms and higher organisms. Primary and secondary metabolites 
might be better termed "general" and "special" metabolites respectively (For a 
review see Martin and Demain, 1980). Primary metabolism involves an 
interconnected series of enzyme-mediated catabolic, amphibolic 
(anaplerotic), and anabolic pathways, which provide biosynthetic 
intermediates and energy and convert biosynthetic precursors into essential 
macromolecules, such as deoxyribonucleic acid, ribonucleic acid, protein, 
lipids, and polysaccharides. 
The metabolic reactions of primary metabolism are finely balanced, and 
metabolic intermediates other than those necessary for cell survival rarely 
accumulate. In addition to this general type of metabolism, certain groups of 
organisms are capable of synthesising special types of metabolites by using 
either the same general enzymes or special synthetases produced by specific 
cells under specific nutritional conditions. For instance, fatty acid synthesis is 
common to all living cells, whereas polyketide synthesis, in which the same 
precursors and similar biosynthetic enzymes are used, is restricted to some 
groups of microorganisms and plants. 
These special types of metabolites usually possess unusual chemical 
structures such as amino sugars, quinones, coumarines, epoxides, ergot 
alkaloids, glutarimides, glycosides, naphthalines, nucleosides, macrolides, 
phenazines, polyacetylenes, polyenes, pyrroles, quinolines, terpenoids, and 
tetracyclines (Gerdy, 1974; Weinberg, 1970); and are not essential for growth 
of the producing organism, although they probably have survival functions in 
nature. 
1.6 Functions and Importance of Secondary Metabolites 
Secondary metabolites, including antibiotics, are produced naturally and have 
many functions. Demain and Fang (2000) have compiled a list of the natural 
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functions of these compounds. Secondary metabolites may serve as 
competitive weapons used against other bacteria, fungi, amoebae, plants, 
insects, and large animals; as metal assimilation agents; as agents of 
symbiosis between microbes and plants, nematodes, insects, and higher 
animals; as sexual hormones; and as differentiation effectors 
Some secondary metabolites stimulate spore formation and inhibit or 
stimulate germination. Prosser and Tough (1991) discussed the relationship 
between cellular growth mechanisms and vegetative growth in filamentous 
actinomycetes, which are responsible for production of the majority of 
commercial natural products, in particular antibiotics, enzymes, and vitamins. 
These compounds are typically secondary metabolites and their production is 
associated with the formation of aerial spore bearing structures. Work carried 
out by Adams and Yu (1998) indicated that the production of the toxic 
secondary metabolite sterigmatocystin is associated with developmental 
processes such as asexual sporulation in Aspergillus nidulans. 
1.7 Effect of Growth-limiting Substrates on the Production of Secondary 
Metabolites 
Antibiotics are the most important and best known of all secondary 
metabolites. As it was discussed above, such compounds have been 
described as being produced after the culture growth-rate has decayed during 
batch culture (Demain et al., 1983; cited by Wilson and Bushell, 1995). 
Secondary metabolites are produced when a specific nutrient in the culture 
becomes growth-rate limiting. This implies that their production rate is 
dependent upon the rate of utilisation of the growth-rate limiting substrate 
(gls) (Bu'lock, 1974), and that the identity of that substrate is important. The 
study of erythromycin production in Saccharopolyspora erythraea by 
McDermott et al. (1993) pointed out that non-growth-linked product formation 
was observed when the medium was glucose- or phosphate-limited but 
growth-associated product formation was observed in a nitrate-limited 
medium. Carbon and phosphate provided the classical "secondary 
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metabolite" type kinetics, with the peak in erythromycin production rate 
following that of specific growth rate. The kinetics observed in nitrate-limited 
chemostat culture provided evidence that S. erythraea may be subject to non- 
competitive inhibition by a growth-linked product under these conditions. This 
idea was supported by the study carried out by Bushell et al. (1997) that the 
substrate affinity for nitrate is significantly lower than that for glucose, 
resulting in nitrogen-limitation effectively occurring throughout the culture. 
Glucose-limitation occurs later in the culture, coinciding with the induction of 
antibiotic production. Induction occurs at the start of nitrogen-limited culture 
so that the production appears to be growth-associated. 
Other studies related to the effects of nutrient limitations on antibiotic 
production were performed using Streptomyces coelicolor. Bystrykh et al. 
(1996) showed that antibiotic production in Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2) was 
subject to various nutrient limitations, for example ammonium-, nitrate-, 
phosphate-, or trace elements; also during growth cessation, caused by a 
relatively low medium pH, blue pigment production was initiated. The highest 
ACT production rate was observed in glucose- or ammonium-limited cultures, 
whereas almost no ACT was produced in sulphate-, phosphate-, potassium-, 
or magnesium-limited cultures (Melzoch et al., 1997). Elibol and Mavituna 
(1998) have found that sucrose, included for osmotic balance, has an effect 
on ACT production in S. coelicolor A3(2). Phosphate-limitation also has an 
influence on the synthesis and secretion of agarase in Streptomyces lividans 
(Parro et al., 1998). In soil and other natural environments, inorganic 
phosphorus is commonly the major growth-limited factor in the synthesis of a 
wide range of antibiotics (Martin, 1977). 
Hobbs (1990) discovered that ammonium and phosphate are both major 
controllers of secondary metabolism in S. coelicolor A3(2) and that their 
control systems are interrelated in some way. A reduction in the phosphate 
concentration is able to relieve ammonium inhibition of ACT production. The 
reverse is not true as inhibition of ACT production by high levels of phosphate 
is not relieved by reducing the concentration of ammonium. This asymmetry 
in the relationship between ammonium and phosphate control of ACT 
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production implicated a phosphorylated intermediate as a major regulating 
element for secondary product synthesis. 
1.8 Molecular Regulation of Antibiotic Production in Streptomyces 
coelicolor 
As mentioned earlier, Streptomyces coelicolor is the best characterised and 
genetically manipulable streptomycete, and serves as a model organism for 
the genus. This organism has a well-developed genetic and physical linkage 
map (Redenbach et al., 1996). Antibiotic production in streptomycetes 
generally occurs in the stationary phase in liquid medium and correlates 
temporally with the onset of morphological differentiation in surface grown 
cultures (Demain et al., 1983; Chater, 1989: cited by Gramajo et al., 1993). 
The isolation of mutants that are deficient in both processes suggests at least 
that there are some common elements of genetic control (Champness and 
Chater, 1994: cited by Bibb, 1996; Bibb, 2005). 
S. coelicolor produces at least four chemically distinct classes of antibiotics, 
including the blue-pigmented polyketide actinorhodin (ACT) (Rudd and 
Hopwood, 1979) and the red-pigmented tripyrrole undecylprodigiosin (RED) 
(Rudd and Hopwood, 1980), thus providing the opportunity to study both 
pathway-specific and pleiotropic regulation of antibiotic biosynthesis. 
1.8.1 Pathway-specific Regulatory Genes 
Many antibiotic-biosynthetic-gene clusters contain pathway-specific regulatory 
genes. Pathway-specific regulatory genes play a pivotal role in determining 
the onset of antibiotic production in S. coelicolor. Two of these genes are 
transcriptional pathway-specific activators for ACT and RED production, actIl- 
ORF4 (Fernandez-Moreno et al., 1991: cited by Bibb, 1996) and redD (Narva 
and Feitelson, 1990) respectively, showing 33% amino acid sequence 
identity. The study carried out by Arias et al. (1999) has demonstrated that 
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the Actll-ORF4 protein is a DNA-binding protein that positively regulates the 
transcription of the actinorhodin biosynthetic genes. 
In liquid culture, transcription of redD (Takano et al., 1992) and of actll-ORF4 
(Gramajo et al., 1993) normally occurs only during the transition from 
exponential to stationary phase, and is followed shortly afterwards by 
transcription of the corresponding biosynthetic structural genes, and by the 
production of the antibiotics. If expression of either r athwav-specific 
regulatory gene is forced during 
transcription of the corresponding 
hence, antibiotic production occurs 
words, over-expression of the path, 
significantly the amount of antibiotic 
al., 1993). 
exponential phase growth, premature 
biosynthetic structural genes results, 
while rapid growth continues. In other 
Nay-specific regulatory genes increases 
made (Strauch et al., 1991; Gramajo et 
Bruheim et al. (2002) have confirmed the importance of pathway-specific 
activator genes by introducing actll-ORF4, the actinorhodin pathway-specific 
activator gene from S. coelicolor, on a multicopy plasmid to S. lividans 1326. 
This resulted in the production of actinorhodin in this strain which usually 
does not produce actinorhodin in liquid culture even though it carries the 
entire actinorhodin biosynthesis gene cluster. 
1.8.2 Pleiotropic Regulatory Genes 
Pleiotropic regulatory genes have also been found to control antibiotic 
production in S. coelicolor. In addition to pathway-specific regulatory genes, 
S. coelicolor possesses several genes with pleiotropic effects on antibiotic 
production. Some of these have been found to play regulatory roles. 
AfsR, a protein product, is a homologue of Actll-ORF4 and RedD, with its N- 
terminal region showing 33% amino acid sequence identity to each of the 
pathway-specific regulatory proteins. afsR was found to stimulate ACT 
production in a close relative of S. coelicolor, S. lividans, in which the ACT 
and RED gene are poorly expressed (Horinouchi et al., 1983). Another gene 
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located immediately downstream of afsR that can induce antibiotic production 
in Streptomyces strains is afsS. This small gene encodes a protein of 63 
amino acids which alone is capable of stimulating antibiotic production 
(Matsumoto et al., 1995; Vögtli et al., 1994). 
The third pleiotropic regulatory gene is afsB. Mutants of S. coelicolor lacking 
afsB are defective in ACT and RED production (Hara et al., 1983): synthesis 
of methylenomycin and the calcium-dependent antibiotic (CDA) also appear 
to be affected (Adamidis and Champness, 1992; Bibb, 1996). 
The other pleiotropic regulatory gene for antibiotic production is bldA 
(Champness and Chater, 1994: cited by Bibb, 1996). Mutants lacking this 
gene are deficient in aerial mycelium formation (giving rise to the term 'bald') 
and also fail to produce any of the four S. coelicolor antibiotics. The gene 
bldA encodes the only tRNA in S. coelicolor that can efficiently translate the 
rare leucine codon UUA (Lawlor et al., 1987; Leskiw et al., 1991; Bibb, 1996). 
The dependence of ACT production on bldA is due to the presence of a single 
UUA codon in the actll-ORF4 pathway-specific-regulatory gene which needs 
bldA to translate. However, no regulatory role for bldA gene in ACT 
production has been identified. A review by Kelemen and Buttner (1998) 
indicated that an initiation of aerial mycelium formation in Streptomycetes 
involves bld genes and the y-butyrolactone receptor gene. 
1.8.3 The Stringent Response 
The stringent response was first characterised and reported by Sands and 
Roberts (1952), who described a drastic reduction in stable RNA (rRNA and 
tRNA) synthesis upon amino acid starvation; the latter became the 
characteristic of the stringent response (for a review see Takano and Bibb, 
1994). It is widely accepted that in most eubacteria, amino acid starvation 
triggers a stringent response. The stringent response can be described as the 
microbial mechanism of an organism for surviving difficult conditions by 
means of protecting its resources by undergoing only the minimum metabolic 
activity until conditions improve. 
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Studies on several Streptomyces strains have implicated the stringent 
response as an initiating signal and suggested a role of guanosine 5'- 
diphosphate 3'-diphosphate (ppGpp) in triggering antibiotic production (Ochi, 
1987; Takano et al., 1992; Kang et al., 1998). Whitehead et al. (1998) have 
discovered that ppGpp does accumulate in Streptococcus pyogenes and 
Streptococcus rattus following amino acid starvation. A study carried out by 
Hesketh et al. (2001) has indicated that induced ppGpp concentrations in late 
exponential phase S. coelicolor cultures caused activation of transcription of 
act1l-ORF4. This level of ppGpp had no effect on growth rate implying a 
causal role for ppGpp in activating Actll-ORF4 transcription. However, it had 
no effect on the production of RedD. Work done by Takano and Bibb (1994) 
has also shown similar results. 
Ochi (1990) suggested that the stringent response rel (relaxed) gene product, 
ppGpp, is a component of a cascade of factors and events leading to 
antibiotic production. However, Strauch et al. (1991) suggested that an 
increase in ppGpp levels alone is unlikely to trigger antibiotic biosynthesis 
even though it plays a role as the stringent response's signalling molecule. 
The increase in uncharged tRNA concentration may therefore stimulate 
antibiotic production via a mechanism that does not directly involve ppGpp. 
The observation of Wilson and Bushell (1995) supports the assertion of Ochi 
(1998) and Bibb (1996) that ppGpp probably plays a crucial role in the 
initiation of antibiotic synthesis, since accumulation of uncharged tRNA 
initiates production of ppGpp (which leads to the stringent response). 
According to this study by Wilson and Bushell (1995), the increase in the 
antibiotic production rate coincided with the period when the protein synthesis 
rate decreased significantly and the specific growth rate was declining. This 
suggests that protein synthesis rate appears to be the "biological clock" 
determining when antibiotic production rate is induced. In all cultures where 
antibiotic was detected, onset of antibiotic production coincided with the 
minimal protein synthesis rate. It was suggested that a critical decrease in 
protein synthesis rate acts as a trigger for secondary metabolite production if 
it results in a significant increase in uncharged tRNA. On the other hand, it 
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can be said that a possible trigger for the induction of antibiotic production is a 
down regulation of growth-rate. Further, in S. erythraea this corresponded to 
a minimum ratio of charged to uncharged tRNA, i. e. when uncharged tRNA 
accumulated. This latter phenomenon was investigated in the presence of a 
protein synthesis inhibitor (Wilson and Bushell, 1995). 
Kang et al. (1998) have determined the effects of growth rate and nutrient 
feed rate on the production of actinorhodin (ACT) and undecylprodigiosin 
(RED) in S. coelicolor A3(2) and in a congenic relA null-mutant known to be 
deficient in ppGpp synthesis and antibiotic production under conditions of 
nitrogen limitation. Production of ACT and RED in the relA mutant was lower 
than that of the parental strain, particularly under conditions of glucose- and 
ammonium-limitation. This indicates an important and general role for ppGpp 
in determining the onset of antibiotic biosynthesis under conditions of nutrient 
limitation. Bibb et al. (2001) supported the hypotheses that ppGpp production 
is a consequence of protein synthesis rate slowing down. Their study 
indicated that induction of ppGpp synthesis elicits ACT production without 
affecting growth-rate implying a causal role for ppGpp in activating the 
transcription of actll-ORF4, the pathway-specific activator gene for ACT 
production. However, it has no effect on RED biosynthesis. 
Nevertheless, an investigation by Bascarän (1991) revealed that the 
biosynthesis of cephalosporin by S. clavuligerus occurs with no 
accompanying increase in ppGpp levels, indicating that the onset of antibiotic 
may depend not only upon the stringent response but also on other factors. 
1.8.4 The y-butyrolactones 
Many streptomycetes produce extracellular y-butyrolactones. In addition to 
pathway-specific activator genes, pleiotropic genes and the stringent 
response molecules (ppGpp), y-butyrolactones have been shown to act as 
signals for the onset of antibiotic production. It has been stated that 
secondary metabolism and cell differentiation are controlled by diffusible low- 
molecular weight chemical substances called autoregulators (Horinouchi and 
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Beppu, 1992). A-factor, the representative of the autoregulators, was 
originally discovered by Khokhlov et al. (1967: cited by Horinouchi and 
Beppu, 1992) and is the most studied of the y-butyrolactones: required for 
streptomycin biosynthesis, yellow pigment production and sporulation in 
Streptomyces griseus (Mori, 1983: cited by Takano et al., 2001). 
Other well studied y-butyrolactones include the virginiae butanolides 
responsible for the control of virginiamycin production in S. virginiae (Yamada 
et al., 1987; Kondo et al., 1989); IM-2, which triggers production of 
showdomycin and minimycin in S. lavendulae FRI-5 (Sato et al., 1989); and (- 
Factor which induces antibiotic production in S. viridochromogenes, S. 
bikiniensis, and S. cyaneofuscatus (Gräfe et al., 1983). 
The study carried out by Takano et al. (2000) has shown the first indication of 
a possible role for these y-butyrolactones in S. coelicolor. They have found 
that several molecules made by the strain elicited the precocious production 
of antibiotics ACT and RED when added to a lawn of the strain but none of 
the compounds induced morphological differentiation. One of these factors, 
SCB1, was elucidated as a novel y-butyrolactone. 
In further studies (Takano et al., 2001), a complex role for the y-butyrolactone 
SCB1 in regulating antibiotic production in S. coelicolor A3(2) was 
investigated. It has been indicated that ScbA, a homologue to AfsA, which is 
required for A-factor synthesis of the y-butyrolactone A-factor and 
consequently for streptomycin production in S. griseus, is a positive 
autoregulator in addition to being required for y-butyrolactone SCB1 
production. It appears that different y-butyrolactones regulate antibiotic in 
different ways. 
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1.9 Genome Sequence of Streptomyces coelicolor 
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Streptomycetes are crucial and important in soil environments because of 
their broad range of metabolic processes and biotransformations including 
exploitation of surrounding nutrients and degradation of the insoluble remains 
of other organisms such as lignocellulose and chitin (McCarthy and Williams, 
1992). Streptomycetes also exhibit a complex life cycle developing and 
differentiating into distinct multicellular-like form: a branching, filamentous 
vegetative mycelium giving rise to aerial hyphae bearing long chains of 
reproductive spores. They are very important to medicine as they are known 
to produce over two-thirds of natural antibiotics and many other 
pharmaceutically useful compounds such as anti-tumour agents and 
immunosuppressants by means of complex secondary metabolic pathways. 
S. coelicolor A3(2) is one of the two streptomycetes to have had the entire 
genome sequenced; the other is S. avernitis (Omura et al., 2001). As a result 
of the genome sequencing project of S. coelicolor (Bentley et al., 2002), it is 
known that this organism possesses one of the largest completely sequenced 
bacterial genome containing 8,667,507 base pairs. It has the distinguishing 
feature of a linear chromosome, whose origin of replication (oriC) is located in 
the middle. Most streptomycetes show conservation of gene order (synteny) 
in the core region (Friend and Hopwood, 1971). Mycobacterium tuberculosis 
and Corynebacterium diphtheriae (as the causative agents of tuberculosis 
and diphtheria respectively) are members of the same taxonomic order 
(Actinomycetales) as S. coelicolor but with different lifestyles from that of one 
another. The genomes of these two pathogenic actinomycetes have been 
sequenced recently (Cole et al., 1998 and Cerdeno-Tärraga et al., 2003 
respectively). Their genomes reveal much similarity at the level of individual 
gene sequences, and many similar gene clusters to those of S. coelicolor. 
However, M. tuberculosis and C. diphtheriae have more extensive synteny 
than either has with S. coelicolor reflecting taxonomic groupings: they are 
both in the suborder Corynebacterineae of the actinomycetes, whereas S. 
coelicolor is in the suborder Streptomycineae (Bentley et al., 2002). Much 
could be learned about these pathogens from genome-level comparisons with 
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harmless saprophytic relatives such as streptomycetes. This indicates that a 
better understanding of S. coelicolor at a molecular level may lead to new 
discoveries beneficial to medicine in other related bacteria 
The linear chromosome of S. coelicolor contains 7,825 predicted genes, the 
largest number so far discovered in a bacterium (compared with 4,829 genes 
in the Gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli; 4,099 in the Gram-positive 
spore-former Bacillus subtilis; 6,203 in the lower eukaryote Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae; and a predicted 31,780 in humans). 
There are 965 proteins (12.3%) in the genome of S. coelicolor predicted to 
have a regulatory function. This probably shows that the proportion of 
regulatory genes increases with bacterial genome size (Stover et al., 2000). It 
also has 614 proteins (7.8%) with predicted transport function reflecting its 
many interactions with the complex soil environment. These transporters 
include those for sugars, amino acids, peptides, metals and other ions. 
It is proposed that there are 819 (10.5%) potentially secreted proteins; further 
evidence to support the idea that streptomycetes are excellent at exploiting 
nutrients in the soil. These secreted proteins include hydrolases, 
proteases/peptidases, chitinases/chitosanases, cellulases/endoglucanases, 
amylases and pectate lyases. 
"The genome sequence of S. coelicolor has revealed much about the many 
adaptations of this model actinomycete to life in the highly competitive soil 
environment' (Bentley et al., 2002). 
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1.10 Bioreactor Cultures 
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The most important part of any microbial research is the cultivation of 
organisms of interest. This enables researchers to obtain experimental data 
needed for and corresponding to other analyses of interest. Two of the well 
known and most popular cultures are batch and chemostat culture. 
1.10.1 Batch Culture 
Batch cultures have long been the foundation and classic method for 
microbial research projects. This is simply because of the facts that they are 
easy to perform, inexpensive and do not require high technical expertise. 
They also allow the investigators to study with a wide range of selective 
growth conditions. 
Batch cultures are in closed systems. Substrate is added at the beginning of 
the process and no fresh medium is supplied during the cultivation. While 
carbon dioxide and other off-gases are removed, oxygen is supplied 
continuously to prevent the culture from being oxygen limited due to the low 
solubility of oxygen in aqueous medium, by increasing the air flow or stirring 
rate. The liquid volume in batch bioreactors can be considered constant if 
there are no leaks or evaporation from the vessel. 
1.10.2 Chemostat Culture 
Chemostat culture is one of the most invaluable tools in microbial 
researches. During this continuous culture the organisms can be grown at a 
specific growth rate throughout the run permitting the steady-state generated 
data to be obtained for studies requiring growth rate and flux balance such as 
metabolic flux analysis. All parameters in chemostat can also be strictly 
controlled to allow defined conditions to be created. Therefore, the natural 
environments of chosen microorganisms can be precisely imitated. 
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Chemostat culture is the most commonly used continuous culture system 
(Monod, 1950; Herbert et al., 1956; Hoskisson and Hobbs, 2005). The basic 
theory of chemostat culture is based on the system that a growing biomass in 
a vessel with specific volume (V) is continuously supplied with a constant 
inflow of fresh medium at a constant flow rate (f). Therefore, the biomass is 
continuously diluted from the culture vessel at a rate dependent upon both 
the vessel volume (V) and the flow rate (f) of medium. This is defined as the 
dilution rate (D), and has unit of inverse time (e. g. h"1). 
D=f 
V 
Since specific growth rate is also determined by the supply of the limiting 
nutrient (Monod, 1950), therefore, p is affected by D. As a result, biomass (X) 
concentrations of the culture become dependent upon the dilution rate and 
will change over time which can be expressed as; 
dX=µX 
- DX dt 
If the specific growth rate is lower than the dilution rate, there is a net loss of 
biomass from the culture vessel. In the other hand, if the specific growth rate 
is higher than the dilution rate (i. e. p> D), biomass will accumulate within the 
culture vessel. 
Under steady state the biomass concentration is constant (dX = 0), thus; dt 
µX - DX=O 
Or N=D 
Under this condition, the specific growth rate is determined by the flow rate. 
Once a specific flow rate has been initiated in a chemostat system, the 
biomass concentration may initially fluctuate as cells adjust to the rate of 
supply of the limiting nutrient. Cells will eventually reach a physiological state 
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in which they are able to utilise the limiting nutrient at the same rate as that 
they are supplied with. This determines a steady state in the chemosat 
culture. 
Batch and chemostat cultures employed in this study are explained in 
"Chapter 2: Materials and Methods". 
1.11 Metabolic Flux Analysis 
1.11.1 Introduction 
One of main purposes of microbial physiology studies is to improve the 
properties and productivity of microorganisms that have economic 
significance by modifying the physiology of the organism, improving pathway 
flux, and by increased understanding of the underlying mechanisms. 
A new aspect to pathway modification was introduced in the last few decades 
by the development of molecular biological techniques for DNA 
recombination. Genetic engineering allowed precise modification of specific 
enzymatic reactions in metabolic pathways, which led to the construction of 
well-defined genetic backgrounds. This new approach has emerged in the 
past decade and played an important role as a tool to improve cellular 
properties by using modern genetic technologies to modify enzymatic 
pathways (Stafford and Stephanopoulos, 2001; Stephanopoulos et al., 1998; 
Bailey, 1991), leading to the (study and) production of improved strains which 
are economically, pharmaceutically, and agriculturally important. Various 
terms have been proposed in order to express the potential applications of 
this technology but the most popular one is metabolic engineering (Bailey, 
1991; Stephanopoulos and Vallino, 1991). 
Metabolic engineering has been defined by Stephanopoulos et al. (1998) as 
"the directed improvement of product formation or cellular properties through 
the modification of specific biochemical reactions or introduction of new ones 
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with the use of recombinant DNA technology'. The specificity of the 
biochemical reactions targeted for modification (or to be newly introduced) is 
an essential element of this definition (Stephanopoulos, 1999). Once these 
reactions are identified, molecular biological techniques are employed to 
inhibit or delete, transfer, amplify, or deregulate the associated genes or 
enzymes in order to produce improved strains. The essence of metabolic 
engineering is the combination of analytical methods, to quantify fluxes and 
their control, with molecular biological techniques to implement suggested 
genetic modifications (Stephanopoulos, 1999). 
Metabolic pathways and metabolic fluxes are the most important parts of 
metabolic engineering. A metabolic pathway is a sequence of biochemical 
reaction steps which are feasible and observable (that is present in the cell 
and detectable experimentally). It connects and corresponds to a specified 
set of input and output metabolites. The metabolic flux is the rate at which a 
metabolite is processed through a metabolic pathway. The 
study/determination of metabolic fluxes in vivo has been increasingly 
undertaken by researchers worldwide and has been termed metabolic flux 
analysis. 
1.11.2 Metabolic flux analysis: An overview 
Metabolic flux analysis (MFA) is the technique used to analyse fluxes of 
metabolites through a metabolic network, especially in the steady-state 
condition. In the last decade, MFA has become one of the main tools in 
metabolic engineering. It is an invaluable technique that allows the 
determination of carbon fluxes through individual metabolic pathways. MFA is 
based on mass balances of metabolites, which assumes that when the cell is 
in a steady-state condition the fluxes of input substrates or precursors will be 
equal to the fluxes of output products or metabolites. In a genome-scale 
network based on annotated genes, a stoichiometric model is constructed 
involving all the enzyme reactions that may occur in all living cells including 
glycolysis, the pentose phosphate pathway, the tricarboxylic acid cycle, and 
biosyntheses of amino acids, etc. Therefore, the calculation of intracellular 
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fluxes based on mass balances of the relevant intracellular metabolites is 
permitted. For metabolic flux analysis in this study, a smaller (=100 reactions) 
network was used (more details in "Chapter 2: Materials and Methods" 
By definition, when cells reach steady-state the carbon balance is assumed to 
be 100%. This means the rate of carbon consumed (from substrate, e. g. 
glucose; input) is equal to the sum of the rates of carbon compounds 
produced (products, e. g. C02 evolution, antibiotic production, biomass 
production; outputs). Using mass balancing technique along with the 
constructed stoichiometric model and the constraints placed upon the system, 
the intracellular carbon fluxes can then be determined once the rates of these 
input and outputs are measured. 
MFA uses mass balancing of metabolites, which can be represented as the 
following equations; 
dx 
-=S"v-b dt 
Where; 
dx 
= the accumulation rate of metabolites dt 
S= the stoichiometric matrix containing the stoichiometric coefficients of the 
reactions in the network 
v= the vector of metabolic fluxes 
b= the vector of measured rates 
The concentrations of intracellular metabolites are constant under the 
assumed steady-state, therefore, 
dX 
=0 and hence the system can be dt 
expressed by the equation below. 
S"v=b 
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The system can be solved according to its determinacy and its redundancy 
depending on the number of reactions (m) and metabolites (n) (Klamt and 
Schuster, 2002). The system is determined if the number of (m - n) fluxes or 
larger are measured. The metabolic flux distributions within cells can be 
calculated by finding, for example, the least squares solution to the system. 
1.11.3 Applications of flux analysis techniques to improve bioproduct 
formation 
One of the important tools for the rational "improvement" of microorganisms 
(to maximise the transformation of substrates into useful and valuable 
products) is the determination of fluxes through metabolic pathways. In recent 
years, many studies has been undertaken in order to improve bioproduct 
production using metabolic flux analysis techniques. 
De Hollander (1994) used metabolic network analysis to identify potential 
bottlenecks in the metabolism of Corynebacterium glutamicum for lysine 
production. It was found that the impossibility of negative fluxes through some 
irreversible pathways limits the rate of lysine biosynthesis in high-producing 
industrial strains of C. glutamicum. Kirk et al. (2000) carried out a study on 
growth-limiting substrates affecting clavulanic acid production in S. 
clavuligerus. According to their work, P-limited culture produced the highest 
clavulanic acid concentration. Using metabolic flux analysis, they discovered 
that changing the nutrient limitation affected the availability of the C5 
precursor. They proposed that C-limitation restricts the capacity for 
anaplerotic metabolism, decreasing fluxes of biosyntheses from TCA cycle, 
which is the first stage in C5 precursor production. N-limitation would restrict 
the availability of nitrogen for amino acid biosynthesis, the next stage of the 
production of C5 precursor. 
calik et al. (2000) also used MFA in a study of serine alkaline protease (SAP) 
production in Bacillus licheniformis to predict the potential strategies for 
enhancing the performance of the organism. They discovered that high 
oxygen transfer rates have an effect on SAP overproduction. These results 
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suggested and encouraged the application of metabolic engineering and 
genetic engineering in order to improve the SAP production. Another 
application of MFA to enhance antibiotic biosynthesis was shown by Van 
Gulik et al. (2000). They applied MFA to C-limited chemostat cultures of 
Penicillium chrysogenum, to identify potential metabolic bottlenecks for 
increased productivity that they discovered in previous metabolic analysis of 
biosynthesis of penicillin-G. These bottleneck reactions are located at: (1) 
glucose-6-phosphate; (2) 3-phosphoglycerate; (3) mitochondrial pyruvate; 
and (4) mitochondrial isocitrate. Using different substrates, namely; glucose, 
ethanol, and citrate as carbon source, they found that fluxes of carbon 
through and around these reactions were significantly different. However, it 
was shown that primary carbon metabolism was not likely to be the potential 
bottleneck since it did not have any effect on penicillin productivity. Their 
further experiments to investigate the metabolic NADPH demand, using 
xylose as carbon source and nitrate as nitrogen source (for which the 
metabolism requires additional NADPH), showed a decrease in penicillin 
production. This suggests that the potential bottlenecks are in primary 
metabolism related to penicillin metabolism, especially around co-factor 
supply/regeneration (NADPH) and not likely around the supply of carbon 
precursors. Thus, these reactions can be targeted for genetic modifications in 
order to produce improved strains. 
Avignone-Rossa et al. (2002) studied carbon distribution in antibiotic 
producing chemostat cultures of S. lividans using MFA techniques. They 
found that increasing growth rates promoted an increase in the flux of carbon 
through glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP). They also 
discovered that the synthesis of both actinorhodin and undecylprodigiosin, the 
antibiotics produced by this strain, was inversely related to the flux through 
the PPP. It can be inferred from this that an improved strain can be produced 
by targeting the deletion of the PPP enzyme reactions. 
Metabolic flux analysis has also been used in the study of the physiology of 
other commercially important bioproducts, including; penicillin (Jorgensen et 
al., 1995), Clavulanic acid (Bushell et al., 2006), vitamins (Sauer et al., 1996), 
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amino acids (Vallino and Stephanopoulos, 1993), proteins (Zhu et al., 1998) 
and recombinant DNA for gene therapy (Rozkov et al., 2004). However, few 
studies have applied metabolic flux analysis to the design of mutants for 
enhanced antibiotic production. This is an interesting aspect and a great 
opportunity for other researchers to conduct new studies based on this latest 
technique to further investigate into the depth of this potentially useful topic. 
1.12 Overall Objective of the Project 
The main objectives of this study were to investigate and improve our 
understanding of the physiology and metabolism of antibiotic production; and 
of the relationship between primary and secondary metabolic pathways 
leading to ACT biosynthesis in S. coelicolor using continuous cultures and 
metabolic flux analysis techniques; eventually leading to the engineering of 
antibiotic production by manipulating the metabolism of the organism through 
nutrient feeds (and eventually with the aids of genetic engineering), based on 
the knowledge generated from MFA. 
1.13 Concluding Remarks 
S. coelicolor is, by far, the most studied streptomycete and serves as the 
model organism for the genus. It produces at least 4 different secondary 
metabolites including two pigmented antibiotics, ACT and RED, allowing the 
study of both pathway-specific and pleiotropic regulation of antibiotic 
biosynthesis in an easily observable culture. It is one of the two 
streptomycetes to have the entire genomes sequenced giving advantages to 
genetic and physiological studies and making it one of the best models for the 
current study. 
The area of genetic engineering has enabled the production of genetically 
modified organisms, which are useful both economically and 
pharmaceutically. Metabolic flux analysis is an invaluable multidisciplinary 
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technique that has recently and quickly evolved as one of major tools for 
metabolic engineering. The use of metabolic engineering, along with genetic 
engineering, will enable the development of "improved" strains of targeted 
microorganisms responsible for the production of secondary metabolites with 
economic, pharmaceutical, or agricultural importance. This project was 
designed to further that process. 
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2.1 Genotype of Strain Used 
2 
A single spore isolate of Streptomyces coelicolor M510 pIJ8714, a strain 
known to overproduce actinorhodin (ACT), was obtained from the John Innes 
Centre, Norwich, and used throughout this work. S. coelicolor M51 0 plJ8714 
is derived from S. coelicolor M510 (Kieser et al., 2000) which is itself a 
derivative of M145, the prototrophic strain used as the source of DNA for the 
sequencing of the genome of S. coelicolor A3(2) (Bentley et al., 2002). M510 
is different from M145 only in the deletion of redD, the pathway-specific 
activator gene for the biosynthesis of the red pigment undecylprodigiosin 
(RED), another pigmented antibiotic made by S. coelicolor. Thus, this M510 
strain does not produce undecylprodigiosin. 
S. coelicolor M51 0 pIJ8714 is a strain engineered to overproduce 
actinorhodin by the introduction of a constitutively expressed copy of actll- 
ORF4, the pathway-specific activator of the actinorhodin pathway genes, 
carried on the integrating plasmid pIJ8714, and resulting in overproduction of 
the enzymes of actinorhodin biosynthesis. Plasmid pIJ8714 is based on 
pSET152 (Bierman et al., 1992; Kieser et al., 2000), a plasmid that can 
replicate in E. coli, and is transferred by conjugation into S. coelicolor. It 
integrates stably and efficiently into the S. coelicolor chromosome at the 
cpC31 prophage attachment site. It also contains an additional copy of actIl- 
ORF4 under the control of the strong constitutive promoter ermE* (from 
pIJ4090 from Saccharopolyspora erythraea); M. J. Bibb, unpublished, cited in 
Kieser et al., 2000). Hence, actinorhodin is constitutively produced. 
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Figure 2.1 Colonies of S. coelicolor M510 plJ8714 on SFM agar exhibiting 
sporulation and excretion and diffusion of the blue pigmented actinorhodin. 
2.2 Culture Media 
SFM medium: (gl-', in reverse osmosis purified water) soy flour 20.0, 
mannitol 20 . 0, nutrient agar 16.0 
(Hobbs et al., 1989). The pH was adjusted 
to 7.0 with 4M NaOH before autoclave sterilising. This solid medium was 
used as sporulation medium. 
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GG1 medium: (gl-1) glucose 15, glycerol 15, soya peptone 15, sodium 
chloride 3, calcium carbonate 1 (Kieser et al., 2000). The pH was adjusted to 
7.0 with 4M NaOH before autoclaving. Glucose was added aseptically to the 
sterilised medium via a bottle top filter at 10% v/v (i. e. 150 gl-' stock was 
added to 10% total volume to give the final concentration 15 gl-' ). The pH of 
glucose stock was also adjusted to 7.0, prior to filter sterilisation using a 
0.2pm bottle-top filter (Nalgene). This liquid medium was used for the 
preparation of working cell banks. 
GYB medium: (gl-1) glucose 33, yeast extract 15 (Kieser et al., 2000). The 
pH was adjusted to 7.0 with 4M NaOH before autoclaving. Glucose was 
added aseptically to the sterilised medium via a bottle top filter to 10% v/v 
(i. e. 330 gl-1 stock was added to 10% total volume). The pH of glucose stock 
was also adjusted to 7.0 before sterilising by filtration. GYB medium was 
used as growth medium for the inocula. 
Phosphate-limited modified Evans medium. 
The phosphate-limited chemically defined bioreactor medium for S. coelicolor 
contained the following major nutrients: (gl-', in reverse osmosis purified 
water) glucose 35.0, NaH2PO4.2H20 0.62, KCI 0.75, MgCI2.6H20 0.25, 
(NH4)2SO4 6.6, Na2SO4 0.28, CaCl2 0.028, Citric acid 0.38, and 200pl of 
Breox FMT30 antifoam (Water Management and Gamlen). The medium was 
supplemented with trace elements, by addition (5 ml per litre of medium) of a 
solution containing (gl-1): ZnO 4.1, FeCl3 3.2, MnCI2.4H20 2.0, CuC12 1.4, 
CoCl2.6H20 4.8, H3B03 0.62, Na2MoO4.2H20 0.0048, and 80ml of HCI. The 
medium was sterilised by fitration through a sterile 0.2pm filter cartridge 
(Sartorius). The pH was adjusted to 7.0 with NaOH pellets before filter 
sterilising. This medium was used for all cultures in the bioreactor throughout 
this work except in the feed experiments. Formulae of Modified Evans media 
in mM are in Appendix 1. 
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Carbon-limited modified Evans medium 
ý(1 
This medium was used in the carbon-limited chemostat experiment (results in 
Appendix 2) and the feed experiment. The preparation of this medium was 
the same as the phosphate-limited, except that this medium contained 9.0g1-' 
of glucose and 1.56 gl-' of NaH2PO4.2H20. 
Medium for feed experiments 
Both Modified Evans phosphate-limited and carbon-limited medium 
(ingredients shown above) were used in feed experiments in which 1 0mM of 
a single amino/organic acid was added (also 3mM in one of LEU feeds). The 
details of the amino/organic acid feed are explained in Chapter 4. 
2.3 Preparation of Inocula 
S. coelicolor cultures were routinely maintained on Soy Flour Mannitol (SFM) 
sporulation agar. A loopful of spores from a single colony was spread on an 
SFM agar plate in order to produce confluent growth, and incubated at 300C 
in a moistened chamber until the sporulation had developed. Agar plugs were 
aseptically cut out from sporing growth and transferred to cryotubes 
containing 1 ml of Brain-Heart Infusion broth with 10% v/v glycerol as 
cryoprotectant. The spore stocks were kept at -80 °C as a "master cell bank". 
The contents of a single cryotube was transferred to a sterile 250ml 
Erlenmeyer flask containing 30ml GG1 medium with a triangular magnetic 
stirrer bar (CAMLAB), and incubated at 30 °C for 48h on a magnetic stirring 
plate. The contents of the GG1 flask was then aliquoted into cryotubes, 1.5ml 
per tube, and kept at -80 °C as working cell banks until required. 
In order to prepare an inoculum, the contents of 2 working cell banks (3ml) 
were emptied into a sterile 250ml Erlenmyer flask containing 27ml GYB 
medium with a triangular magnetic stirrer bar, and incubated at 30'C for 24h 
on a magnetic stirring plate. After which 15ml was removed and used to 
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inoculate flasks of the defined medium (for instance, a sterile 500ml 
Erlenmeyer flask containing 135ml P-limited Modified Evans medium), and 
incubated to provide a 24h old inoculum culture at 10% (v/v) for bioreactor 
experiments. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates the main steps of inoculum preparation. Once the 
inoculum in P-limited Modified Evans medium had been incubated for 24h, it 
was used for the inoculation of the bioreactor. Bioreactor cultures were used 
to obtain all the experimental data needed for completing the metabolic flux 
analysis in silico. 
Plugs 
a, 
a 
SFM agar GG 1 medium WCB 
MFA 
00 " "" 
"e 
" 
P-ltd medium 
batch/chemostat 
GYB medium 
P-ltd medium 
Figure 2.2 The preparation of the inoculum for a Streptomyces coelicolor 
batch/chemostat bioreactor culture in order to obtain data for carrying out MFA. 
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2.4 Bioreactor Culture 
;ý 
Both batch and chemostat cultures were performed in order to obtain all 
experimental data needed in this study. 
T- 
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Figure 2.3 The 2L Adaptive Biosystems Xplora bioreactor used for batch and 
chemostat cultures of S. coelicolor M51 0 plJ8714. 
2.4.1 Batch Culture 
In this study, batch culture was performed in a 2L Adaptive Biosystems 
Xplora bioreactor (Fig. 2.3), with a maximum volume of 1.65L. The stirring 
rate was 1000rpm and agitation was provided by two disc turbine impellers. 
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The temperature was controlled at 30°C using the automatic heating probe. 
The pH was controlled to 7.0 ± 0.2 by the automatic addition of 1. OM NaOH 
and 1. OM HCI, and a Broadley-James pH fermprobe was used in the 
bioreactor. Airflow was measured using an Adaptive Biosystems MassFlo 
unit and dissolved oxygen concentration in the bioreactor was controlled by 
automatically varying the flow rate of sterile air through a sparger and 
monitored using a Broadley-James Polarographic OXyprobe. Exhaust gas 
was analysed by using an Adaptive Biosystems Tandem dual gas analyser. 
Foaming was eliminated by including 0.02% antifoam agent (Breox FMT30 
antifoam) in the culture medium. 
2.4.2 Chemostat Culture 
In this study, chemostat cultures were maintained in a 2L Adaptive 
Biosystems Xplora bioreactor at constant working volume of 1.2L using a 
weir overflow and by supplying the cultures with the corresponding fresh 
medium using a Gilson Minipuls peristaltic pump. The bioreactor system was 
controlled in the same manner as in the batch culture mentioned above, 
except that the airflow was maintained at 0.61-min-1 throughout the cultivation 
in order to keep the culture volume constant. 
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Figure 2.4 A drawing diagram representing a chemostat bioreactor system 
(Adapted from that drawn by Michael E. Bushell, personal communication). 
2.5 Culture Sampling 
2.5.1 Batch Culture 
Samples from batch cultures (35ml) were taken every 6-8h, and more often 
during exponential phase, via a sampling pipe submerged in the culture 
broth, and received in a sterile bottle kept in an ice-bath. Biomass, 
actinorhodin, and supernatant nutrient concentrations were determined as 
soon as possible after sampling. When necessary, supernatants for 
determinations of nutrient concentrations were stored at -80 °'C until the assay 
time. 
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2.5.2 Chemostat Cultures 
;ý 
At least three volume changes were allowed before sampling in order to 
ensure steady states had been reached. This was confirmed by constancy in 
02 consumption and C02 production. Exhaust gas analysis and calibration 
were performed before sampling using a reference gas mixtures and nitrogen 
(for zero setting). Culture samples were withdrawn from the chemostat 
cultures by a sampling tube submerged in the culture broth, and received in a 
sterile bottle kept in an ice-bath. In order to accurately calculate the nutrient 
consumption rates, samples of the fresh medium were taken from the 
reservoir simultaneously with the culture sampling and were analysed for 
glucose, ammonium and phosphate at the same time as the culture 
supernatants. 
2.6 Biomass Determination 
Culture samples (5ml) were collected on pre-dried and pre-weighed 
membrane filters (Gelman 0.45pm) placed in a filter holder fitted to a vacuum 
pump. The biomass-loaded filters were then washed three times with reverse 
osmosis purified water (3 x 10ml). Filters were dried in a microwave oven 
(700 watt, 2x5 min). After cooling in a dessicator for at least 30min, filters 
were re-weighed to obtain the biomass dry weight. Triplicate biomass 
concentrations were determined for each time point in batch experiments and 
6 determinations were performed for each chemostat steady state sample in 
order to obtain a more accurate concentration for MFA. 
2.7 Actinorhodin Determination 
Actinorhodin (ACT) concentration was determined spectrophotometrically 
using the method adapted from that described by Bystrykh et al. (1996). 1 2ml 
of culture was centrifuged at 1981xg for 10 min. Pellets and supernatants 
were separated and measured for ACT independently. ACT was extracted 
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from the pellet by adding 12ml of 3M KOH. The mixture was then sonicated 
(Heat Systems), on ice, for a total of 5min (30sec on/off cycles) after vigorous 
mixing. The lysate was aliquoted in Eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes (1 ml 
each) and centrifuged at 6858xg for 5min to remove any remaining debris. 
The absorbance of the lysate was measured at 640nm, in triplicate, using a 
Pharmacia Biotech Ultraspec 2000. If necessary (the blue colour was still 
observed), the extraction was performed again by adding 1 ml of 3M KOH to 
the aliquots and mixing to break open the cells. In this case the 
concentrations of ACT obtained from the second and/or third extractions 
were added to the original value for the pellet. 
For the concentration of extracellular ACT (i. e. in the supernatant), a known 
volume of 3M KOH was added to dilute the sample and the dilution factor 
was taken into account. Actinorhodin concentration was calculated by using 
the molar extinction (absorption) coefficient, E640 = 25320 M-1cm-1 (Bystrykh, 
1996). 
Molar extinction (absorption) coefficient (c), or molar absorptivity, is the 
absorbance for a molar concentration (M or mol I-) of a substance with a 
path length (I) of 1 cm determined at specific wavelength. Each substance 
has a specific molar absorption coefficient at the specific wavelength. 
According to the Beer-Lambert's Law, the absorption of light (absorbance, A) 
is exponentially related to the solute concentration ([C]) and the length of the 
light path through the absorbing solution (I). 
Hence, A =F-I[C] 
And [C]= 
EI 
Therefore the concentration of ACT (MW=628 gmol-') at the wavelength of 
640nm, and with the light path of 1 cm can be calculated as: 
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ICIACT = 
A640 xd 
mol I-' 25320 x1 
A640 xdx 628 Or LCýACT - 25320x1 g 
Where d= dilution factor 
Iý 
The total ACT concentration was the sum of the concentrations of ACT in the 
pellet and in the supernatant. 
2.8 Analytical Determinations 
2.8.1 Nutrient Concentrations 
Glucose, ammonium, and phosphate concentrations in culture supernatants 
and in fresh medium were determined reflectometrically using an RQflex 
reflectometer (Merck/VWR International) and the corresponding assay kits 
(containing analytical test strips). 
Glucose was measured using an enzymatic kit (VWR International: 
Catalogue No. 31947 3T). Glucose is converted into gluconic acid lactone 
through the catalytic action of glucose oxidase in this assay. As a result, 
hydrogen peroxide is produced and it reacts with (in the presence of 
peroxidase) an organic redox indicator which in turn develops into a blue- 
green dye. The concentration of this dye therefore represents the glucose 
concentration and can be determined reflectometrically using the RQflex 
reflectometer. The detection limits of this assay are 1-100mgl-l glucose; 
samples with higher glucose concentration need to be diluted accordingly. 
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Ammonium was determined using a calorimetric assay kit (VW R 
International: 31914 3E). In this assay, NH4+ ions react with Nessler's 
reagent resulting in a yellow-brown compound, the concentration of which 
can then be determined refIectometrically. The detection limits for NH4+ are 
20-180 mg 1-' . 
Phosphate was also analysed using a calorimetric test kit (VW R 
International: 31923 3F). Orthophosphate ions (P043-) and molybdate ions 
form molybdophosphoric acid in a solution acidified with sulphuric acid. The 
resulting molybdophosphoric acid is then reduced to phosphomolybdenum 
blue (PMB), and hence the phosphate concentration can be measured. The 
detection limits of this kit are 5-120 mgP043- 1-1. 
2.8.2 Amino/Organic Acid Concentrations 
In the feed experiment (Chapter 5) the concentration of amino/organic acid 
feed in fresh medium and in the culture supernatants were also measured in 
order to perform the metabolic flux analysis. 
Lysine and leucine in culture supernatants and in fresh medium were 
determined externally using ion exchange chromatography with ninhydrin 
detection. Frozen samples of culture supernatants and their corresponding 
control medium were sent to the Alta Bioscience lab, University of 
Birmingham (http: //www. altabioscience. bham. ac. uk) for analysis. 
Citrate was determined using an enzymatic test kit (Boehringer 
Mannheim/R-Biopharm: Catalogue No. 10 139 076 035). In this assay, citric 
acid (citrate) is converted to oxaloacetate and acetate in the reaction 
catalysed by the enzyme citrate lyase (CL). Oxaloacetate and its 
decarboxylation product pyruvate are then reduced to L-malate and L-lactate 
respectively in the presence of the enzymes L-malate dehydrogenase (L- 
MDH) and L-lactate dehydrogenase (L-LDH) by the reduced nicotinamide- 
adenine dinucleotide (NADH + H+). Therefore, the amount of NADH oxidised 
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(NAD+) in both reactions is stoichiometric to the amount of citrate. NADH 
concentration is determined by means of its light absorbance at 340nm. 
Glutamate was determined using a calorimetric test kit (Boehringer 
Mannheim/R-Biopharm: 10 139 092 035). In this method, in the presence of 
enzyme glutamate dehydrogenase (GIDH), L-glutamic acid (L-glutamate) is 
oxidatively de-aminated by nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) to a- 
ketoglutarate. The NADH formed converts iodonitrotetrazolium chloride (INT) 
to a formazan in the reaction catalysed by diaphorase. The resulting 
formazan is measured at its absorbance maximum in the visible light range at 
492nm. 
Glutamine was determined using the same test kit as that for glutamate, with 
the addition of the enzyme L-asparaginase (Cat. No. 102003). The 
concentration of L-glutamine is determined by adding the enzyme 
glutaminase (which converts L-glutamine to L-glutamate) to the assay 
mixture after completion of the L-glutamate reaction. Due to the unavailability 
of glutaminase, the enzyme L-asparaginase, which shows a glutaminase side 
activity of approximately 2%, was suitable for the determination of L- 
glutamine. 
2.8.3 Macromolecular Determination 
The concentrations of macromolecules in S. coelicolor M510 plJ8714 in this 
study were measured in freeze-dried biomass. To freeze-dry the samples, 
300ml of culture was collected from a steady-state chemostat culture in a 
sterile bottle kept in an ice-bath. The culture was then centrifuged at 1981 xg 
for 10min in a refrigerated centrifuge to separate the biomass pellet from the 
supernatant. The biomass was washed three times with cold sterile RO 
water. The freshly washed biomass was afterwards stored at -80 °C overnight 
and later freeze-dried (Edwards Freeze Dryer- Modulyo) for 2-5 days 
depending on the size of the pellet. The freeze-dried biomass was kept in a 
cool dry place until the determination of macromolecule composition was 
performed. 
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Protein: Protein was determined using the Lowry method (Lowry et al., 
1951). Copper (II) ions (Cu2+) form a complex with nitrogen atoms in the 
peptide bonds of proteins under alkaline condition, and are reduced to 
copper (I) ions (Cu'). The resulting Cu' ions, along with the R groups of 
aromatic amino acid (i. e. tyrosine, tryptophane, etc. ) residues of the protein 
are then oxidised by the Folin-Ciocalteau phosphomolybdic-phosphotungstic 
acid, which in turn is reduced to become molybdenum-tungsten blue 
(Mikkelsen and Eduardo, 2004), which can be measured by the absorbance 
at 750nm. Protein concentration was estimated against a standard curve of 
bovine serum albumin (25-200pg. ml-1). The original freeze-dried biomass 
required for the determination was calculated using the published protein 
range of 40-50% of dry cell mass. 
Carbohydrate: Carbohydrate was determined by the phenol/sulphuric acid 
method (Dubois et al., 1956). Polysaccharides are hydrolysed to 
monosaccharides in concentrated sulphuric acid. The subsequent products 
are dehydrated to reactive intermediates, which form yellow products (in the 
presence of phenol) which can be measured spectrophotometrically. Cellular 
composition was measured against standard curve of glucose (10-200pg ml- 
1). The estimated biomass required for the assay was based on the averaged 
concentration 10-15% of carbohydrate in bacterial dry biomass. The amount 
of freeze-dried biomass needed for the assay was then prepared in order to 
obtain a carbohydrate concentration that would be within the mid-standard 
range (i. e. 1OOpg ml-1). 
Lipid: The lipid content in the biomass for the correlation analysis (explained 
in Chapter 4) was determined using the modified Folch's extraction method 
for lipid (Folch et al., 1957; Bligh and Dyer, 1959). Solvent extraction using a 
chloroform-methanol mixture was applied to freeze-dried biomass. The 
residual mass of lipid was then measured by weight after the solvent was 
evaporated. However, the concentration of lipid in biomass for the feed 
experiment was analysed using a new calorimetric method for lipid (Izard and 
Limberger, 2003). One of the advantages of this method is that it can be 
used directly on whole cells without any extraction step. In this assay the lipid 
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concentration in the freeze-dried biomass was estimated against standard 
curve of triolein (glycerine trioleate). 
DNA: DNA was determined using the diphenylamine method described by 
Burton (1956) and using a perchloric acid DNA/RNA extraction step. This 
method, based on the colorimetric measurement of products formed by the 
reaction of diphenylamine with w-hydroxylevulinylaldehyde from the 
extracted DNA in 1M perchloric acid (Mikkelsen and Eduardo, 2004), yields a 
mixture of products which can be measured from the absorbance at 600nm. 
The DNA concentration can be determined stoichiometrically from the 
concentration of these products. Samples were calculated against calf 
thymus DNA standard solutions (100-500pg ml-1). 
RNA: RNA content was determined using the orcinol assay (Herbert, 1971) 
on the same DNA/RNA extract used for the DNA assay. In concentrated HCl, 
RNA is depurinated and the resulting ribophosphates are dephosphorylated 
and dehydrated to produce furfural, which then reacts with orcinol (in the 
presence of iron (III) ions) to form coloured products that can be measured at 
640nm. The samples were estimated against calf liver RNA standard 
solutions (100-500pg ml"'). 
Results of the macromolecular composition for correlation analysis 
experiment are shown in Appendix 3 and for rational feed experiment are 
shown in Appendix 4. 
2.9 Flux Analysis Techniques 
2.9.1 Metabolic Network 
The metabolic networks used in this study were built and developed using 
published information on S. coelicolor A3(2) and on metabolic reactions 
found within other organisms, such as Escherichia coli k12 
(www. metacyc. org) and also from those found in the KEGG database 
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(www. genome. j p/kegg//) that are S. coelicolor specific to fill in "gaps" not 
covered by the Streptomyces literature. These reactions were also similar to 
those in the genome-scale metabolic network of S. coelicolor that has been 
recently published (Borodina et al., 2005). 
The metabolic network used in correlation analysis consisted of 106 
reactions, of which 69 were reversible (Appendix 5), involving primary 
metabolic pathways (glycolysis, tricarboxylic acid cycle, pentose phosphate 
pathway, anaplerotic metabolism), the pathways for amino acid metabolism, 
as well as routes for the synthesis of all precursors involved in biomass 
production (biosynthesis of nucleotides and macromolecules), and 
biosynthetic reactions for the polyketide actinorhodin. The reaction equations 
also included the requirements for cofactors such as ATP, NADH, NADPH, 
and FADH. 
The metabolic network designed for the feed experiments and the 
Elementary Modes Analysis comprised 110 reactions (Appendix 5) based on 
the 106 reaction-network explained above. Six additional reactions that were 
included in this network were of the feed amino/organic acid uptake and 
excretion reactions. According to the requirements of Elementary Modes 
Analysis (Schuster et al., 2002), the 104 metabolites (Appendix 6) included in 
the model were declared as external or internal (balanceable). The 14 
external metabolites (i. e. substrates and products, biomass components, 
cofactors) were considered to be connected to reservoirs. Thus, their 
concentrations were assumed to be invariant. 
More details of the Elementary Modes Analysis are in Chapter 3 and the 
essence of feed experiments is explained in Chapter 4. 
The equations for the main metabolic pathways are those recognised to be 
present in most species of Streptomyces (Salas et al., 1984; Dekleva and 
Strohl, 1988a: Hodgson, 2000, Avignone-Rossa et al., 2002). The Entner- 
Doudoroff pathway is non-functional and the glyoxylate shunt is absent or 
non-functional in most species of Streptomyces (Dekleva and Strohl, 1988b: 
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Akopiants et al., 2006). Therefore, neither the Entner-Doudoroff pathway nor 
the glyoxylate shunt was included in this model. Only one anaplerotic 
reaction was considered, namely the carboxylation of phosphoenol pyruvate 
(Appendix 5, reaction 29), following reports stating that this is the only 
anaplerotic reaction found to be present in Streptomyces species (Hodgson, 
2000). 
The reactions for amino acid biosynthesis (Appendix 5, reactions 37-105) are 
those considered to be present in most microorganisms (Moat and Foster, 
1995; Kirk et al., 2000). 
The stoichiometric equations for actinorhodin biosynthesis (Appendix 5, 
reaction 32) were grouped into a single reaction (no intermediates were 
considered). Actinorhodin biosynthesis requires two carbon units. The 
(polyketide) ACT is derived from acetyl-CoA (Gorst-Allman et al., 1981; Katz 
and Donadio, 1993). The demand for NADPH assumed in ACT biosynthesis 
was based on the known features of polyketide biosynthesis. Polyketides are 
synthesised in a series of reactions that resemble the biosynthesis of fatty 
acids by the fatty acid synthase complex, differing in the post-termination 
processes (reductions, hydroxylations, etc. ) occurring on the acyl chain (Katz 
and Donadio, 1993). 
The complete stoichiometric bioreaction networks used in this research are 
presented in Appendix 5. The metabolic network map of the 106 reactions is 
shown in Fig. 2.5. 
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2.9.2 Method and Programme Tool 
45 
The theoretical background for metabolic flux analysis is discussed in 
"Chapter 1: Introduction". The method for metabolic flux analysis is based on 
the mass balancing of metabolites. The system can be solved according to 
its determinacy (determined or undetermined) and its redundancy (redundant 
or non-redundant), depending on the numbers of reactions and metabolites 
(Klamt and Schuster, 2002). If the number of reactions is larger than that of 
the metabolites, the system is determined and redundant. It is then possible 
to calculate the metabolic flux distribution by finding the least squares 
solution to the system. The models used in this study were evaluated to be 
determined and redundant. 
The software tool FluxAnalyzer (kindly supplied by Dr S. Klamt, MPI - 
Magdeburg, Germany) was used in this study for metabolic flux analysis. 
This package was developed with the programming language "MATLAB", in 
which several required routines of linear algebra are available. It includes an 
interactive graphical interface for metabolic networks, which can be defined 
by the user (Klamt et al., 2002). 
The calculable rates were determined as a non-redundant system, using the 
simple least squares estimation procedure (Klamt et al., 2002). Constraints 
were set for each reaction in the matrix (rate maximum, rate minimum) which 
was set as the specific glucose consumption rate for each growth rate 
sample. If a reaction was considered to be irreversible, the rate minimum was 
set at zero. The experimental rates entered for some reactions (i. e. ACT 
production, glucose consumption, CO2 evolution, 02 consumption, NH4+ 
consumption, and p) had to be included in order to render the remaining flux 
values in the network calculable. These rates were the specific consumption 
and production rates which were calculated as consumption/production rate 
per the biomass produced and input into the FluxAnalyzer programme in 
mmol. gbiomass-'. h-' 
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In order to be able to solve the metabolic flux analysis all of the 
experimentally measured values were used to calculate the consumption and 
production rates. It is discussed below. 
2.9.3 Calculations of consumption and production rates (r) 
Glucose (substrate- S) consumption rate (rGLucosE or rs, gL"'h"') 
Under the steady-state period of chemostat culture the accumulation of 
glucose (S) is zero. This means that the amount of glucose fed in is equal to 
the amount of glucose removed plus the amount of glucose consumed by the 
biomass in the specific time. 
dS (gL_1h_1)= 0= rglu cos e, - rglu cos eOdt CO SU ED 
And the concentration (g L-') of consumed glucose can be described as; 
GIuCOSeCONS 
= 
GIuCOSeMEDIUM 
- 
GIuc0SeCULTURE 
The glucose consumption rate (gL-'h-1) in each chemostat depends on the 
growth rate (p) of the culture. In the steady state chemostat, the growth rate 
is equal to the dilution rate of the culture (p=D). According to chemostat 
culture theory Equation 1.1, dilution rate (D) is the rate of fresh medium being 
pumped into the culture divided by the volume of the culture: 
D(h-')= f 
V(Lh-1) (L) 
And from the chemostat theory (Pirt, 1975), the rate of consumption of 
glucose is, 
rGLUCOSE 
- 
D(GIUCOSeMEDIUM 
- 
GIUCOSeCULTURE) 
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This can be rewritten to represent any substrate (S) consumption rate as; 
rS =D" (SMedium - SCulture 
Where SCulture = SSteady-state 
(Equation 2.1) 
47 
Similar to glucose consumption rate, ammonium (NH4') and amino/organic 
cid consumption rate (i. e. citrate, lysine, leucine, glutamate, and glutamine) 
can be calculated using the Equation 2.1. 
Biomass (X) production rate (rx 9 gL''h") 
In steady state chemostat culture, the amount of biomass formed is equal to 
the amount of biomass flowing out. Thus; 
dX (gL-lh-l 
=0 = rxFORMED - rXOUT 
dt 
Thus, 
XFORMED 
- 
XOUT 
= 
XSTEADY-STATE 
And from the chemostat theory (Pirt, 1975), the production rate of biomass 
can be represented as; 
rx = 
D(XSTEADY-STATE 
ACT production rate (TACT, 
(Equation 2.2) 
Similar to biomass production rate (rx), ACT production rate can be 
described as follows; 
rACT = 
D(ACTSTEADY-STATE) (Equation 2.3) 
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Oxygen consumption rate (roxYGEN, moIL"'h"') 
48 
Unlike glucose consumption rate, biomass and ACT production rates which 
depend on the flow rate of the fresh medium (f) and the volume of the culture 
(V), oxygen consumption rate and carbon dioxide production rate are 
involved directly with air-flow rate (FAIR), which is measured in Lmin-'. The 
oxygen consumption rate can be calculated as follows; 
rOXYGEN = 
FAIR 
(%OXygenOUT 
- %OXygen1N) V 
Since 22.4L of gas =1 mole of gas, hence, 
roXYGEN = 
FAIR 
X1x (%OXygenOUT - %OXygenlN) V 22.4 
Since N2 makes up most of the air composition (79%) and the unit of the air 
flow is converted to Lh-', the oxygen consumption rate can be rearranged as 
below. 
O 
rp, = 0.79 x 
FAIR 
xIx 60 x {[( 
%°tout Ml 
V 22.4 100 
%O2in) ý0 
%O2in %CO2in 
100 100 100 
Carbon dioxide production rate (rCARBONDIOXIDE, moIL-1h 
1) 
(Equation 2.4) 
Similar to oxygen consumption rate, carbon dioxide production rate can be 
%O2OUt %CO2OUt 
100 100 
calculated as the equation below. 
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rC02 =0 . 79 x 
FAIR 
xIx 60x {[( 
%CO2out) ý (1 
%CO2out %O2out A 
V 22.4 100 100 100 
[(%CO2in) / (1 - 
%CO2in %O2in )ý} (Equation 2.5) 
100 100 100 
Both oxygen consumption rate and carbon dioxide production rate are in 
mol. L-'h-1, and especially for carbon dioxide, which has one carbon atom, the 
unit of its production rate could be used as C-mol. L-'h-1 which could be used 
directly to estimate the carbon balance. 
2.9.4 Calculation of carbon balance 
In order to carry out the metabolic flux analysis, the maximum acceptable 
range of ±10% carbon balance had to be obtained from all data for the 
steady-state chemostat cultures. 
, -.. 
................................................ 
Substrate 
(Glucose) 
............................................... 
I UU"/o 1 UU7O 
ACT 
....................... 
C02 
In steady-state chemostat culture, the rate of substrate consumption (in this 
case, glucose) is equal to the sum of the rates of production of biomass, 
carbon dioxide and secondary metabolites (in this case, ACT). 
Glucose (substrate) consumption rate = Biomass production rate + C02 
evolution rate + ACT production rate 
....................................... 
Biomass 
Therefore, 
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Carbon balance (CB) = 
(rX + rC02 + rACT) 
X100 
rs 
50 
(Equation 2.6) 
All of the consumption and production rates at this stage were in g. L"1h"1 and 
needed to be converted into C-mol. L"'h"1 first, in order to be able to perform 
the carbon balance check. This was due to the fact that each substrate or 
product had a different number of carbon atoms in their molecule. Thus, the 
equivalent values of these rates per one carbon mole had to be worked out in 
order to calculate the carbon balance. 
To convert the values based on one C-mole, the consumption/production 
rates were divided by the amount of a substrate/product that contains 12g of 
carbon. 
1 C-mole of a substance = amount of a substance containing 12 grams of 
carbon (i. e. 1 gram-atom of carbon) 
Therefore, 
For glucose 
1 mole of glucose = 180g 
1 C-mole of glucose (6 C atoms) = 180/6 = 30g 
For ACT 
1 mole of ACT = 628g 
1 C-mole of ACT (32 C atoms) = 628/32 = 19.625g 
For biomass 
The molecular weight of biomass in this study was measured and calculated 
directly from the results of the elementary analysis. The freeze-dried biomass 
of each sample from the steady-state chemostat cultures was sent to the 
Microanalysis Service, Department of Chemistry, School of Biomedical and 
Life Sciences. University of Surrey, for elementary analysis. The results from 
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this analysis are given as percentages of C, H, and N in the freeze-dried 
biomass. The percentage of 0 was then estimated using the values of all 
three elements assuming that C, H, 0, and N were the main components in 
the biomass. A carbon mole of biomass was then approximated using these 
values based on only 1C atom. 
For example; 
C H0 N 
% Calculated (raw values) 45.64 6.42 37.94 10.00 
No. of atom per 1 mole 3.80 6.42 2.37 0.71 
No. of atom per 1 C-mole 1 1.69 0.62 0.19 
g per 1 C-mole 12 1.69 9.98 2.62 
Biomass formula CH1 
. 7006N0.2 
1 C-mole of biomass = 12+1.69+9.98+2.62 = 26.29g 
Table 2.1 Example of the calculation of the amount (g) in 1 C-mole biomass using 
the percentages of C, H, 0, and N from the elementary analysis. 
From the table above, it can be said that each freeze-dried sample has its 
unique value of biomass in g per 1 C-mole. Thus, the biomass production 
rate in each sample was calculated according to the elementary analysis 
result for its freeze-dried biomass. 
The amounts in g per 1 C-mole with the simple formula for all biomass in 
each chemostat sample are shown in Appendix 7. 
For C02 
The value of CO2 consumption rate was already estimated in C-mole. L"'. h-' 
and was used to work out the carbon balance. 
Hence, the rates in C-mol. L-1. h-1 can be calculated as the follows. 
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CB - 
[(rx/26.29*) + rC02 + (rgCT, 19.625) 
- x100 (Equation 2.7) (rglu cos e /30) 
Note: * Value varies according to each biomass sample. In the feed 
experiment, where there were more than one substrate (glucose and 
amino/organic acid) and an extra product (amino acid), the carbon balance 
was calculated taking all substrates and products into account. 
2.9.5 Calculations of uptake/excretion rates for MFA 
All the values of the rates needed for MFA had to be converted to 
mmol. gbiomass-' h-' in order to be able to solve the matrix using the 
FluxAnalyzer programme. These rates were those of substrate uptake and 
excretion of products. This was achieved by converting the 
consumption/production rates back from C-moIL-'h-1 to mmolL-'h-1 and then 
dividing it by the biomass concentration (g. L-1) of each chemostat culture. 
For instance, 
Glucose uptake rate in mmol. gbiomass-1h-1 was calculated, given that 1 mole 
of glucose has 6 C-moles, as the following; 
Glucose uptake rate = Glucose consumption rate (C-mol. L-'h-') x 1000 
Biomass (gbiomassL )X6 
Where; 1000 = conversion factor; 6= number of C-mole of glucose 
The uptake rates for other substrates and excretion rates for other 
metabolites and products, both in mmol. 9biomass"'h"', were also calculated in 
the same manner as for glucose, except that NH4' and 02 do not have C. 
One mole of NH4' is equal to 18g. 
NH4+ uptake rate = NH4' consumption rate (g. L-'h-') x 1000 
Biomass (gbiomassL) x 18 
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Citrate uptake rate = Citrate consumption rate (C-mol. L-'h-') x 1000 
Biomass (gbiomassL) x6 
Lysine uptake rate = Lysine consumption rate (C-mol. L-' h-') x 1000 
Biomass (gbiomassL) x6 
Glutamate uptake rate = Glutamate consumption rate (C-mol. L-'h-') x 1000 
Biomass (gbiomassL )x5 
Glutamine uptake rate = Glutamine consumption rate (C-mol. L-'h-') x 1000 
Biomass (gbiomassL )x5 
Leucine uptake rate = Leucine consumption rate (C-mol. L-'h-') x 1000 
Biomass (gbiomassL )X6 
02 uptake rate = 02 consumption rate (mol. L-' h-) x 1000 
Biomass (gbiomassL ) 
Glutamate excretion rate = Glutamate production rate (C-mol. L-'h-') x 1000 
Biomass (gbiomassL1) X5 
ACT excretion rate = ACT production rate (C-mol. L-' h-) x 1000 
Biomass (g. L) x 32 
C02 evolution rate" C02 evolution rate (mol. L-' h-' x 1000 
Biomass (g. L" ) 
Where; 1 mole of ACT = 32 C-moles 
1 mole of citrate =6 C-moles 
1 mole of lysine =6 C-moles 
1 mole of glutamate =5 C-moles 
1 mole of glutamine =5 C-moles 
1 mole of leucine =6 C-moles 
53 
Values of all of the uptake and excretion rates used in metabolic flux analysis 
in both correlation analysis and rational feed experiment are shown in 
Appendix 11 and Appendix 12 respectively. 
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2.10 Reproducibility and Replication 
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All experimental data in this study were obtained from single cultures. 
Experiments were carried out in triplicate to ensure that the trends and 
relationships observed in the culture parameters measured were 
reproducible. Individual assays were replicated at least three times. Biomass 
concentrations varied by no more than 5% between replicates. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Metabolic pathway analysis has become a very important theoretical method 
for rational metabolic engineering. One of the most useful and a central 
concept of pathway analysis is elementary flux modes analysis. An 
elementary flux mode (EM) can be defined as the minimal set of enzymes 
that, at steady state, can operate independently of any others, and with each 
reaction irreversibly proceeding in the appropriate direction (Schuster et al., 
1999; Schuster and Zevedei-Oancea 2002). Each metabolic reaction 
network has a unique set of elementary modes depending on the metabolic 
reactions included. The EM can not operate as a functional unit, if any 
reaction in that EM is removed as there will be a missing link in that EM. 
(a) (b) 
nB 
AR -ý 
o c, 
l3 
c, 
S' 
,A 
t3 
0 
c 
A 
0 
H 
Figure 3.1 A simple metabolic network showing (a) Reaction network involving 
complex catabolic and anabolic metabolic reactions, and (b) 
Possible Elementary 
Modes in the metabolic network (a). Each EM starts from one substrate in only one 
direction towards a product. 
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Elementary modes analysis has been increasingly useful for a number of 
biotechnology applications, such as predicting and enhancing the product 
yield (Carlson et al., 2002), channelling a product into desired pathways, and 
reconstruction of bacterial metabolisms (Schuster et al., 2001). 
3.2 Aims 
Elementary modes analysis aims to find potential metabolic pathway route(s), 
which can be used to understand better the antibiotic production pathway 
based on the metabolic model used in this project; and to use the results 
generated from this analysis as one of the supplementary criteria to the 
correlation analysis to design the rational feed experiment. This will lead to 
the design of potential high-yielded strains. 
3.3 Network reactions and programme tool 
Elementary modes analysis was performed on the metabolic model used in 
this study representing the S. coelicolor M510 plJ8714 strain, and all feasible 
routes through the network were identified. The network reaction used in the 
elementary modes analysis consisted of 112 reactions and 104 metabolites 
(Appendix 5 and 6), of which 13 reactions and macromolecular components 
of biomass were declared external metabolites (clamped off) in order to 
reduce the large potential number of elementary modes (Dandekar et al., 
2003). These external metabolites were those measured experimentally and 
all cofactors (e. g., glucose, ACT, C02, ATP, NADPH). The total elementary 
modes were reduced to 66. Of these, only 9 elementary modes included 
actinorhodin biosynthesis. 
3.4 Elementary Modes of ACT biosynthesis 
Only 9 out of the 66 EMs obtained involved actinorhodin biosynthesis. These 
9 EMs were rearranged and shown here according to the sets of pathway 
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reactions participating in each EM allowing the investigation of the route of 
fluxes from substrate to ACT in each EM compared to other EMs to be 
easier. The overall reactions and maximal theoretical ACT yield (YACT) in C- 
mole ACT/C-mole carbon sources can then be worked out by balancing all 
the intermediary reactions in each EM. 
3.4.1 EM1 
EM1 uses 8 moles of glucose as a precursor to produce 1 mole of ACT via 
the glycolysis pathway with the net oxidation of 6 NADPH resulting in the 
production of 6 CO2 and 19 NADH. 
Reactions involved ; (see Appendix 5 for full stoichiometric reactions) 
8 GLUCOSE_GLUC6P 8 GLUC6P_FRU6P 8 FRU6P_FRU16P 8 FRU16P_DHAP 8 
DHAP_GAP 16 GAP_3PDGP 16 3PDGP_G3P 16 G3P_2PG 16 2PG_PEP 16 
PEP_PYR 16 PYR_ACCOA 1 ACT_EX 
8 GLUC +8 ATP 
8 GLUC6P 
8 FRU6P +8 ATP 
8 FRU16P 
8 DHAP 
16 GAP 
16 3PDGP 
16 G3P 
16 2PG 
16 PEP 
16 PYR 
16 ACCOA + 16 ATP +6 NADPH 
_ <> GLUC6P 
=8 FRU6P 
=8 FRU 16P 
=8 GAP +8 DHAP 
=8 GAP 
= 163PDGP 
= 16 G3P + 16 ATP 
= 16 2PG 
= 16 PEP 
= 16 PYR + 16 ATP 
= 16 ACCOA + 16 C02 + 16 NADH 
=1 ACT +3 NADH 
Overall reaction 
8 GLUC +6 NADPH =1 ACT + 16 C02 + 19 NADH 
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The number in front of each reaction represents the number of moles of a 
precursor needed for the production of 1 mole of ACT in each EM. 
By balancing the metabolites and cofactors on the right hand side with the 
left hand side of the above set of biochemical reactions, the overall reaction 
of this elementary mode was obtained. Metabolites and cofactors in grey 
were those balanced. This overall reaction does not represent a true 
biochemical reaction but the net consumption or production of substrate, 
metabolite, or cofactors required for the production of one mole of ACT. 
Using this reaction, the maximal theoretical YACT can be calculated in C-mole 
of ACT per C-mole of glucose or glucose/other carbon sources. YACT can 
also be determined in mole per mole if there is only one carbon source 
present in the EM. 
YACT (C-mole ACT per C-mole carbon source) 
mole ACT x 32 (Equation 3.1) 
[(mole glu cos ex 6) + 
(moleC-source2 x NC-source2) + 
Where; 
moleACi =1 (mole of ACT produced); 1 mole of ACT has 32 C atoms 
molegiucose = moles of glucose consumed to produce one mole of ACT; 1 
mole of glucose has 6C atoms 
molec_source2 = moles of the second carbon source consumed to produce one 
mole of ACT 
Nc-source = number of C atoms in 1 mole of the second carbon source; 1 mole 
of CIT has 6C atoms; LYS has 6C atoms; LEU has 6C atoms; GLU has 5C 
atoms; GLN has 5C atoms 
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Hence, YACT of EM1 = (1 x 32) / (8 x 6) = 0.6667 C-moleAcT C-moleg, ucose-1 
In this analysis EM1 for ACT biosynthesis from glucose was involved in 
Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway or Glycolysis. It is the most direct 
route from glucose as a substrate to ACCOA, a precursor of ACT (Fig 3.2). 
Moles of each substrate, metabolite needed in order to produce one mole of 
ACT are also included in the diagram. 
Figure 3.2 Biochemical reaction diagram showing Elementary 
Mode 1 of the 
production of ACT from glucose. This EM involved glycolysis. 
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3.4.2 EM2 
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EM2 uses 9.6 moles of glucose to produce 1 mole of ACT via the pentose 
phosphate pathway and parts of glycolysis. This EM also results in the net 
production of 25.6 CO2,19 NADH and 13.2 NADPH. 
Reactions involved : 
9.6 GLUCOSE_GLUC6P 6.4 FRU6P FRU16P 6.4 FRU16P DHAP 6.4 DHAP GAP 
16 GAP 3PDGP 16 3PDGP G3P 16 G3P 2PG 16 2PG PEP 16 PEP_PYR 16 
PYR ACCOA 9.6 GLUC6P 6PPGL 9.6 6PPGL 6PPG 9.6 6PPG RU5P 3.2 
RU5P RIB5P 6.4 RU5P XYL5P 3.2 RIB5P+XYL5P GAP+SED7P 3.2 
GAP+SED7P ERI4P+FRU6P 3.2 ERI4P+XYL5P FRU6P+GAP 1 ACT EX 
9.6 GLUC +96 ATP 
9.6 GLU6P 
9.6 6PPGL 
9.6 6PPG 
3.2 RU5P 
6.4 RU5P 
3.2 RIB5P + 3.2 XYL5P 
3.2 GAP + 3.2 SED7P 
3.2 ERI4P + 3.2 FRU6P 
6.4 FRU6P + 6.4 ATP 
6.4 FRU16P 
6.4 DHAP 
16 GAP 
16 3PDGP 
16 G3P 
16 2PG 
16 PEP 
16 PYR 
16 ACCOA + 16 ATP +6 NADPH 
_ 9.6 GLUC6P 
= 9.6 6PPGl__ + 9.6 NADPH 
_ 9). 6 6PPG 
_ +. 6 RU5P + 9.6 NADPH + 9.6 C02 
=32 RIB5P 
= 6.4 XYL5P 
= 3.2 GAP + 3.2 SED7P 
= 3.2 ERI4P + 3.2 FRU6P 
= 3.2 FRU6P + 3.2 GAP 
= 6.4 FRU 16P 
= 6.4 GAP + 6.4 DHAP 
= 6.4 GAP 
= 163PDGP 
= 16 G3P + 16 ATP 
= 162PG 
_ 16 PEP 
= 16 PYR + 16 ATP 
= 16 ACCOA + 16 NADH + 16 C02 
=1 ACT +3 NADH 
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Overall reaction 
9.6 GLUC =1 ACT + 25.6 C02 + 19 NADH 
+ 13.2 NADPH 
According to equation 3.1, maximal theoretical YACT for EM2 could be 
calculated as follows; 
YACT = 32 / (9.6 x 6) = 0.5556 C-moleACT C-moleg, ucose-' 
6.4 
Figure 3.3 Biochemical reactions for ACT production from glucose involved in 
Elementary Mode 2. This EM included PPP branch and parts of glycolysis. 
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Unlike EM1, EM2 also included the Pentose Phosphate Pathway (PPP). 
Instead of following the classic glycolysis pathway, this EM branched out 
from GLUC6P into the PPP pathway reactions before it returned to the main 
glycolysis pathway at FRU6P and GAP (Fig 3.3). 
3.4.3 EM3 
EM3 needs 16 moles glucose to produce 1 ACT via pentose phosphate 
pathway and parts of glycolysis. The net productions of 64 C02,90 NADPH 
and 19 NADH are achieved in this EM. 
Reactions involved : 
16 GLUCOSE_GLUC6P -32 GLUC6P_FRU6P 16 GAP_3PDGP 16 3PDGP_G3P 16 
G3P 2PG 16 2PG PEP 16 PEP PYR 16 PYR ACCOA 48 GLUC6P_6PPGL 48 
6PPGL 6PPG 48 6PPG 
_RU5P 
16 RU5P RIB5P 32 RU5P_XYL5P 16 
RIB5P+XYL5P GAP+SED7P 16 GAP+SED7P_ERI4P+FRU6P 16 
ERI4P+XYL5P FRU6P+GAP 1 ACT EX 
16 GLUC + 16 ATP = 16 GLUC6P 
32 FRU6P = 32 GLUC6P 
48 GLU6P = 18 6PPGL 4 48 NADPH 
48 6PPGL = 48 6PPG 
48 6PPG = 48 RU5P + 48 NADPH + 48 C02 
16 RU5P = 16 RIB5P 
32 RU5P = 32 XYL5P 
16 RIB5P + 16 XYL5P = 16 GAP + 16 SED7P 
16 GAP + 16 SED7P = 16 ERI4P + 16 FRU6P 
16 ERI4P + 16 XYL 5P = 16 FRU6P + 16 GAP 
16 GAP = 163PDGP 
163PDGP = 16 G3P + 16 ATP 
16 G3P = 16 2PG 
16 2PG = 16 PEP 
16 PEP = 16 PYR + 16 ATP 
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16 PYR + 16 NADH + 16 C02 
16 ACCOA + 16 ATP +6 NADPH =1 ACT +3 NADH 
Overall reaction 
16 GLUC =1 ACT + 64 C02 + 90 NADPH + 
19 NADH 
YACT = 32 / (16 x 6) = 0.3333 C-moleACT C-molegiucose-1 
16 
48 
32 
Figure 3.4 Biochemical network of ACT production from glucose representing 
Elementary Mode 3. This EM is similar to the EM2, but without the reactions of 
FRU 16P and DHAP biosynthesis. 
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Similar to EM2, EM3 also involved PPP branch. It differed from EM2 only that 
it did not include the reactions of FRU16P and DHAP biosynthesis after being 
recycled back to the glycolysis pathway at FRU6P and GAP, and that the flux 
of carbon from FRU6P returned to GLUC6P, and in extension, to PPP 
pathway reactions. 
3.4.4 EM4 
EM4 uses 8 moles of glucose, 16 moles of citrate and 32 moles of NH4+ to 
produce 1 mole of ACT via glycolysis, parts of TCA cycle and parts of amino 
acid biosynthesis. This EM also needs the total of 16 ATP with the total 
consumption of 54 NADPH and 13 NADH and results in, apart from 1 ACT, 
the production of 16 moles of lysine and 16 CO2. 
Reactions involved : 
8 GLUCOSE GLUC6P 8 GLUC6P FRU6P 8 FRU6P FRU16P 
DHAP GAP 16 GAP 3PDGP 16 3PDGP G3P 16 G3P 2PG 
PEP PYR -16 ACCOA_CIT -16 SUCCOA SUC 
GLUTAMATE SYNTH 16 ASP ASP4P 16 ASP4P_ASPSEMALD 
16 ASPARTATE_SYNTH 
8 GLUC- 8ATP 
8 GLUC6P 
8 FRU6P +8 ATP 
8 FRU16P 
8 DHAP 
16 GAP 
16 3PDGP 
16 G3P 
16 2PG 
16 PEP 
32 AKG + 32 NADPH + 32 NH4 
=8 GLUCGP 
=8 FRU6P 
=8 FRU 16P 
8 FRU16P_DHAP 8 
16 2PG_PEP 16 
1 ACT_EX 32 
16 LYSINE_SYNTH 
= 8GAP+8DHAP 
=8 GAP 
= 163PDGP 
= 16 G3P + 16 ATP 
= 16 2PG 
= 16 PEP 
= 16 PYR + 16 ATP 
= 32 GLU 
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16GLU+16OAA 
16 ASP + 16 ATP 
16 ASP4P + 16 NADPH 
16 SUC 
16 GLU + 16 PYR +10 Sl CCO/v 
+ 16 ASPSFMAI I-) + 16 NADH 
16 CIT 
16 /\CLO/\ + 16 ATP +6 NADPH 
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= 16 AKG + 16 ASP 
_ '6 ASP4P 
= 16 ASPSEMALD 
= 16 SUCCOA 
_1 E) AKG +l r) SiUF + 16 LYS 
+ 16 C02 
=1G O/v1". +1b ACUUA 
=1 ACTH > IJJADH 
Overall reaction 
8 GLUC + 16 CIT + 16 ATP + 54 =1 ACT + 16 LYS + 16 C02 
NADPH + 13 NADH + 32 NH4 
YACT = 32 / [(8 x 6) + (16 x 6)] = 0.2222 C-moleAcT C-molegiucose"1 
From EM4 to EM9, there were more than one carbon source involved in the 
production of ACT. These were glucose and other organic acids or amino 
acids 
EM4 (Fig 3.5), EM5 (Fig 3.6), and EM6 (Fig 3.7) had CIT as a second carbon 
source. These three elementary modes followed the patterns of EM 1, EM2, 
and EM3, respectively, with the addition of parts of biosyntheses of amino 
acids and part of TCA cycle. 
EM7 (Fig 3.8), EM8 (Fig 3.9), and EM9 (Fig 3.10) had GLU as a second 
carbon source. These three EMs, too, were similar to that of EM1, EM2, and 
EM3, respectively, apart from that they also involved in some reactions in 
TCA cycle and biosyntheses of amino acids. 
The differences in each EM and the maximum theoretical yields of ACT 
corresponding to these EMs is discussed and compared in a later section of 
this chapter. 
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Figure 3.5 Biochemical network showing Elementary Mode 4 
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By looking at EM4 for ACT production (Fig. 3.5), it is clearly seen that there 
were two carbon sources involved in this EM. Glucose was the main carbon 
source for reactions in amino biosynthesis pathway and part of TCA cycle 
whilst CIT provided carbon source for the TCA cycle and ACCOA, a 
precursor of ACT. 
3.4.5 EM5 
Similar to EM4, EM5 also uses glucose (9.6 moles), citrate (16 moles), and 
NH4+ (32 moles) as precursors for ACT production via pentose phosphate 
pathway, parts of glycolysis, parts of TCA cycle and parts of amino acid 
biosynthesis, with the consumption of 16 ATP and oxidation of 34.8 NADPH 
and 13 NADH. It also produces 16 moles of lysine and 25.6 CO2. 
Reactions involved : 
9.6 GLUCOSE GLUC6P 6.4 FRU6P FRU16P 6.4 FRU16P_DHAP 6.4 DHAP_GAP 
16 GAP 3PDGP 16 3PDGP G3P 16 G3P 2PG 16 2PG_PEP 16 PEP_PYR -16 
ACCOA CIT -16 SUCCOA SUC 9.6 GLUC6P_6PPGL 9.6 6PPGL_6PPG 
9.6 
6PPG_RU5P 3.2 RU5P RIB5P 6.4 RU5P_XYL5P 3.2 RIB5P+XYL5P_GAP+SED7P 
3.2 GAP+SED7P ERI4P+FRU6P 3.2 ERI4P+XYL5P_FRU6P+GAP 1 ACT_EX 32 
GLUTAMATE SYNTH 16 ASP ASP4P 16 ASP4P_ASPSEMALD 16 LYSINE_SYNTH 
16 ASPARTATE_SYNTH 
9.6 GLUC + 9.6 ATP 
9.6 GLU6P 
9.6 6PPGL 
9.6 6PPG 
3.2 RU5P 
6.4 RU5P 
3.2 RIB5P + 3.2 XYL5P 
3.2 GAP + 3.2 SED7P 
3.2 ERI4P + 3.2 FRU6P 
6.4 FRU6P + 6.4 ATP 
_ 9.6 GLUC6P 
_ 9.6 6PPGL + 9.6 NADPH 
_ 9.6 6PPG 
_ ý! 6RU5P+9.6NADPH+9.6C02 
=32 RIB5P 
=F4 XYL5P 
_ : i. 2 GAP + 3.2 SED7P 
= 3.2 ERI4P + 3.2 FRU6P 
= 3.2 FRU6P + 3.2 GAP 
= E3.4 FRU16P 
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6.4 FRU16F, 
6.4 DHAP 
16 GAP 
16 3PDGP 
16 G3P 
16 2PG 
16 PEP 
: 32 AKG + 32 NADPH + 32 NH4 
16 GLU + 16 OAA 
16 ASP + 16 ATP 
16 ASP4P + 16 NADPH 
16 SUC 
16 GLU + 16 PYR + 16 SUCCOR 
+ 16 ASPSEMALD + 16 NADH 
16 CIT 
1U ALGOL + 16 ATP +6 NADPH 
Overall reaction 
9.6 GLUC + 16 CIT + 16 ATP 
+ 34.8 NADPH + 13 NADH + 32 
NH4 
4 GAP + 6.4 DHAP 
_4 GAP 
= i6 3PDGP 
=16 G3P + 16 ATP 
_6 2PG 
= PEP 
_6 PYR+16ATP 
= 32 GLU 
= 16 AKG + 16 ASP 
= 16 ASP4P 
= 16ASPSEMALD 
= 16SUCCOA 
= 16AKG+ 16SUC+16LYS 
+16C02 
= K) OAA + 16 ACCOA 
=1 ACT +3 NADH 
=1 ACT + 16 LYS + 25.6 C02 
YieldACT = 32 / (9.6 x 6) + (16 x 6) = 0.2083 C-moleAcT C-molegiucose-1 
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EM 5 of the production of ACT (Fig. 6) is similar to EM4. The only difference 
was that it also included the PPP reactions and the reaction of FRU6P 
biosynthesis was excluded. 
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Figure 3.6 Biochemical network involving in Elementary Mode 5 
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3.4.6 EM6 
70 
EM 6 uses 16 glucose, 16 citrate and 32 NH4+ as precursors for ACT 
biosynthesis. With the consumption of 16 ATP and the oxidation of 13 NADH, 
it produces 16 lysine, 64 CO2 and the net production of 42 NADPH. 
Reactions involved : 
16 GLUCOSE_GLUC6P -32 GLUC6P_FRU6P 16 GAP_3PDGP 16 3PDGP_G3P 16 
G3P_2PG 16 2PG_PEP 16 PEP_PYR -16 ACCOACIT -16 SUCCOA_SUC 48 
GLUC6P 6PPGL 48 6PPGL 6PPG 48 6PPG RU5P 16 RU5P RIB5P 32 
RU5P XYL5P 16 RIB5P+XYL5P GAP+SED7P 16 GAP+SED7P ERI4P+FRU6P 16 
ERI4P+XYL5P FRU6P+GAP 1 ACT EX 32 GLUTAMATE SYNTH 16 ASP ASP4P 
16 ASP4P_ASPSEMALD 16 LYSINE_SYNTH 16 ASPARTATE_SYNTH 
16GLUC+ 1GATP 
31 FkUGP 
48 GLU6P 
48 6PPGL 
48 6PPG 
16 RU5P 
32 RU5P 
16 RIB5P + 16 XYL5P 
16 GAP + 16 SED7P 
16 ERI4P + 16 XYL5P 
16 GAP 
16 3PDGP 
16 G3P 
16 2PG 
16 PEP 
= 16 GLUC6P 
= 32 GLUC6P 
= 48 6PPGL + 48 NADPH 
= 48 6PP(, 
= 48 RU5F' + 48 NADPH + 48 C02 
= 16 RIB5P 
= 32 XYL5P 
= 16 GAP + 16 SED7P 
= 16 ERI4P + 16 FRU6P 
= 16 FRU6P + 16 GAP 
= 16 3PDGP 
= 16G3P+16ATP 
= 16 2PG 
= 16 PEP 
= 16 PYR + 16 ATP 
32 AKG + 32 NADPH + 32 NH4 
16 GLU + 16 OAA 
16 ASP + 16 ATP 
= 32 GLU 
= 16 AKG + 16 ASP 
= 16ASP4P 
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16 ASP4P + 16 NADF1 
16 SUC 
16 GLU 16 PYF +1f, `>1 J( Lýýl, 
+16 F'ýrJ. /LD+16NADH 
16 CIT 
16 ACCOA + 16 ATP +6 NADPH 
Overall reaction 
16 GLUC + 16 CIT + 16 ATP + _ 
13 NADH + 32 NH4 
_16 ASPSEMALU 
= 16SUCCOA 
= 16 AKG) +16SU(, +16LYS 
+16C02 
=1 ACT NJADH 
1 ACT + 16 LYS + 64 CO2 + 42 
NADPH 
YieldACT = 32 / (16 x 6) + (16 x 6) = 0.1667 C-moleACT C-moleg, ucose-1 
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EM6 of ACT production is similar to EM3, but with the second carbon source 
as CIT. This EM included parts of amino acid biosynthesis and TCA cycle the 
same as EM4 and EM5. 
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Figure 3.7 Schematic biochemical network involving in 
Elementary Mode 6 
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3.4.7 EM7 
Apart from 8 moles of glucose and 32 moles of glutamate, this EM needs 16 
C02 as substrate to produce a mole of ACT via glycolysis, parts of TCA 
cycle and amino acid biosynthesis. Unlike the previous EMs, it results in the 
net production of 16 moles of citrate and 16 moles of lysine with the net 
consumption of 16 ATP and the oxidation of 32 NADPH and 13 NADH. 
Reactions involved : 
8 GLUCOSE_GLUC6P 8 GLUC6P FRU6P 8 FRU6P FRU16P 8 FRU16P DHAP 8 
DHAP_GAP 16 GAP_3PDGP 16 3PDGP_G3P 16 G3P_2PG 16 2PG_PEP 16 
PEP PYR -16 ACCOA CIT -32 CIT ISOCIT -32 ISOCIT AKG -16 SUCCOA SUC 
1 ACT_EX 16 ASP_ASP4P 16 ASP4P_ASPSEMALD 16 LYSINE_SYNTH 16 
ASPARTATE_SYNTH 
8 GLUC 48 AT F' 
8 GLUC6F' 
8 FRU6P f8 ATP 
8 FRU16P 
8 DHAP 
16 GAP 
16 3PDGP 
16 G3P 
16 2PG 
16PFP 
16 GLU + 16 OAA 
16 ASP + 16 ATP 
16 ASP4P + 16 NADPH 
16 SUC 
16 GLU + 16 PYR + 16 SUCCOA 
+ 16 ASPSEMALD + 16 NADH 
32 AKG + 32 C02 
32 ISOCIT 
16 CIT 
=8 GLUC6P 
= 8FRU6P 
=8 FRU 16P 
=8 GAP +8 DHAP 
=8 GAP 
= 163PDGP 
= 16 G3P + 16 ATP 
= 16 2PG 
= 16 PEP 
= 16PYR+16ATP 
= 16 AKG + 16 ASP 
= 16 ASP4P 
= 16 ASPSEMALD 
= 16SUCCOA 
= 16AKG+16SUC+16LYS 
+ 16 C02 
= 32ISOCIT 
= 32 CIT 
= 10 OAA + 16 ACCOA 
Chapter 3: Theoretical Analysis of Streptomyces Metabolism 
16 ACCOA + 16 ATP +6 NADPH = 1ACT-, NNFDH 
Overall reaction 
8GLUC+32GLU+16C02+ _ 1 ACT + 16 CIT + 16 LYS 
16 ATP + 22 NADPH + 13 NADH 
YieldACT = 32 / [(8 x 6)+(32 x 5)+(16 x 1)] = 0.1429 C-moleAcT C-moleg, ucose-1 
74 
EM7, EM8 and EM9 are similar to EM4, EM5 and EM6 respectively. The 
differences being that they had GLU as the second carbon source. In this 
case GLU provided carbon source to TCA cycle and rendered the flux 
towards CIT and ACCOA. The latter is a precursor of ACT. 
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Figure 3.8 Schematic biochemical network of Elementary Mode 7 
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3.4.8 EM8 
76 
Like EM7, EM8 uses glucose, glutamate and C02 as precursors to produce 
ACT, with the net consumption of 16 ATP and the oxidation of 2.8 NADPH 
and 13 NADH. Apart from ACT it produces 16 citrate and 16 lysine. 
Reactions involved : 
9.6 GLUCOSE GLUC6P 6.4 FRU6P FRU16P 6.4 FRU16P DHAP 6.4 DHAP GAP 
16 GAP 3PDGP 16 3PDGP G3P 16 G3P 2PG 16 2PG PEP 16 PEP PYR -16 
ACCOA_CIT -32 CIT_ISOCIT -32 ISOCIT_AKG -16 SUCCOR SUC 9.6 
GLUC6P_6PPGL 9.6 6PPGL_6PPG 9.6 6PPG_RU5P 3.2 RU5P_RIB5P 6.4 
RU5P XYL5P 3.2 RIB5P+XYL5P GAP+SED7P 3.2 GAP+SED7P ERI4P+FRU6P 3.2 
ERI4P+XYL5P FRU6P+GAP 1 ACT EX 16 ASP ASP4P 16 ASP4P ASPSEMALD 
16 LYSINE SYNTH 16 ASPARTATE_SYNTH 
9.6 GLUC + 9. Eý ATP = C) E-u CI UCÜÜfl 
9.6 GLU6F' = 9.6 6PPGL + 9.6 NADPH 
9.6 6PPGL = 9.6 6PPG 
9.6 6PPG = 9.6 RU5P + 9.6 NADPH + 9.6 C02 
3.2 RU5P = 3.2 RIB5P 
6.4 RU5P = 6.4 XYL5P 
3.2 RIB5P + 3.2 XYL5P = 3.2 GAP + 3.2 SED7P 
3.2 GAP + 3.2 SED7P = 3.2 ERI4P + 3.2 FRU6P 
3.2 ERI4P + 3.2 FRUGP = 3.2 FRU6P + 3.2 GAP 
6.4 FRU6P + 6.4 ATF = 6.4 FRU 16P 
6.4 FRU16P = 6.4 GAP + 6.4 DHAP 
6.4 DHAP = 6.4 GAP 
16 GAP = 16 3PDGP 
16 3PDGP = 16 G3P + 16 ATP 
16 G3P = 16 2PG 
16 2PG =16 PEP 
16 PEP = 16 PYR + 16 ATP 
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16 GLU + 16OA/a 
16 ASP + 16 ATP 
16 ASP4P + 16 NADPH 
16 SUC 
16 GLU + 16 PYR + 16 SUC(, C)A 
+ 16 ASPSFMAI D+ 16 NADH 
32AK(ý+32C02 
32 1 BOCH 
16CIT 
16 ACCOA + 16 ATP +6 NADPH 
Overall reaction 
9.6 GLUC + 32 GLU + 6.4 C02 + 
16 ATP + 2.8 NADPH + 13 
NADH 
_ AKG + 16 ASP 
= 16 ASP4P 
= 16ASPSEMALD 
= 16SUCCOA 
= 1F>AKG+16SUC+16LYS 
+ 16 C02 
_ 9ISOCIT 
= 32 CIT 
=1 ACT + 
=1 ACT + 16 CIT + 16 LYS 
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YieldACT = 32 / [(9.6 x 6) + (32 x 5) + 6.4] = 0.1429 C-moleAcT C-moleg, ucose-1 
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Figure 3.9 Schematic representation showing Elementary Mode 8 
9.6 LGLUC 
9.6 9.6 9.6 
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3.4.9 EM9 
EM9 only needs glucose and glutamate as precursors for ACT biosynthesis 
via pentose phosphate pathway, parts of glycolysis, parts of TCA cycle and 
parts of amino acid biosynthesis with the consumption of 16 ATP and the 
oxidation of 13 NADH. The resulting products apart from ACT are 16 moles 
of citrate, 16 lysine, 32 CO2 and the net production of 74 NADPH. 
Reactions involved : 
16 GLUCOSE GLUC6P -32 GLUC6P FRU6P 16 GAP 3PDGP 16 3PDGP G3P 16 
G3P 2PG 16 2PG_PEP 16 PEP PYR -16 ACCOA CIT -32 CIT ISOCIT -32 
ISOCIT_AKG -16 SUCCOR SUC 48 GLUC6P 6PPGL 48 6PPGL_6PPG 48 
6PPG_RU5P 16 RU5P RIB5P 32 RU5P XYL5P 16 RIB5P+XYL5P GAP+SED7P 
16 GAP+SED7P ERI4P+FRU6P 16 ERI4P+XYL5P FRU6P+GAP 1 ACT EX 16 
ASP_ASP4P 16 ASP4P_ASPSEMALD 16 LYSINE_SYNTH 16 ASPARTATE_SYNTH 
16 GLUC + 16 ATP = 16 GLUC6P 
32 FRU6P = 32 GLUC6P 
48 GLU6P = 48 6PPGL + 48 NADPH 
48 6PPGL = 48 6PPG 
48 6PPG = 48 RU5P + 48 NADPH + 48 C02 
16 RU5P = 16 RIB5P 
32 RU5P = 32 XYL5P 
16 RIB5P + 16 XYL5P = 16 GAP + 16 SED7P 
16 GAP + 16 SED7P = 16 ERI4P + 16 FRU6P 
16 ERI4P + 16 XYL5P = 16 FRU6P + 16 GAP 
16 GAP = 16 3PDGP 
16 3PDGP = 16 G3P + 16 ATP 
16 G3P = 16 2PG 
16 2PG = 16 PEP 
16 PEP = 16 PYR + 16 ATP 
16 GLU + 16 OAA = 16 AKG + 16 ASP 
16 ASP + 16 ATP = 16 ASP4P 
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16 ASP4P + 16 NADPH = 
16 SUC = 
16GLU + 16PYR+16S000OA = 
+ 16 ASPSEMALD + 16 NADH 
32 AKG + 32 C02 = 
32 ISOCIJ = 
16 CIT = 
16 AC()/,, + 16 ATP N/v[ )F FI= 
Overall reaction 
_ 16 GLUC + 32 GLU + 16 ATP + 
13 NADH 
ASPSEMALD 
6S000OA 
16 AKG + 16 SUC + 16 LYS 
16 C02 
32 CIT 
I ). ,,,, + ibAU UA 
1 ACT > NADH 
1 ACT + 16 CIT + 16 LYS + 32 
C02 + 74 NADPH 
80 
YieldACT = 32 / (16 x 6) + (16 x 5) = 0.1250 C-moleAcT C-moleg, ucose-1 
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Figure 3.10 Schematic biochemical network of Elementary Mode 9 
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3.5 Theoretical Maximum Yield of ACT Production 
EMs Overall Reaction 
Theoretical 
YieldACT 
Set 1 Only glucose as C source 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- EM1 8 GLUC +6 NADPH =1 ACT + 16 C02 + 19 NADH 0.67 
-- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- EM2 9.6 GLUC =1 ACT + 25.6 C02 + 19 NADH + 13.2 NADPH 0.56 
--- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- - EM3 16 GLUC =1 ACT + 64 C02 + 90 NADPH + 19 NADH 0.33 
Set 2 Glucose and CIT as C sources 
----------------------- ---- ----------------------------- -- --------------------------------------- 8 GLUC + 16 CIT + 16 ATP + 54 NADPH + 
EM4 13 NADH + 32 NH4 = 0.22 
1 ACT + 16 LYS + 16 C02 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 9.6 GLUC + 16 CIT + 16 ATP + 34.8 NADPH + 
EM5 13 NADH + 32 NH4 = 0.21 
1 ACT + 16 LYS + 25.6 C02 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
EM6 
16GLUC+16CIT+16ATP+13NADH+32NH4= 
0.17 
1 ACT + 16 LYS + 64 C02 + 42 NADPH 
Set 3 Glucose and GLU as C sources 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 8GLUC+32GLU+ 16C02+ 16ATP+ 
EM7 22 NADPH + 13 NADH = 0.14 
1 ACT + 16 CIT + 16 LYS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 9.6GLUC+32GLU+6.4C02+16ATP+ 
EM8 2.8 NADPH + 13 NADH = 0.14 
1 ACT + 16 CIT + 16 LYS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 16 GLUC + 32 GLU + 16 ATP + 13 NADH 
EM9 
= 0.13 
1 ACT + 16 CIT + 16 LYS + 32 C02 + 74 NADPH 
Table 3.1 Overall reaction and maximum theoretical Yield (C-moleACT. C-molec_ 
source-) of ACT production in each EM. 
The 9 EMs obtained from this analysis could be regrouped into 3 sets 
regarding the carbon sources involved (Table 3.1). The theoretical yield of 
ACT for each EM was then compared among the EMs in each set. The first 
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set, which had only glucose as the main C-source, comprised EM1, EM2, 
and EM3. The second set consisted of EM4, EM5, and EM6. These EMs also 
had CIT as a second C-source, in addition to glucose. The third group 
consisted of EM7, EM8, and EM9 and used both glucose and GLU as C- 
sources. 
3.5.1 Set 1: Glucose as sole C-source 
From the table 3.1, Elementary mode 1 shows the highest yield of ACT 
production. It does not include the pentose phosphate pathway activity, and 
the overall stoichiometry of ACT production requires a net consumption of 
NADPH. Both EM 2 and EM3 include activity of pentose phosphate pathway, 
with overall reactions that involve a net production of NADPH. Therefore, it 
can be predicted, from this analysis, that there should be a negative 
correlation between actinorhodin production and pentose phosphate pathway 
activity as it diverts fluxes away from the main glycolysis pathway, in which 
fluxes of carbon are directed to ACT production. 
This can be confirmed by looking at EM2 and EM3, which both involved PPP 
activity. EM2 gives higher yield of antibiotic production than EM3. If the 
above speculation is true this should imply that EM3 directs more C into the 
PPP than EM2. By looking at Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, it is clearly seen that EM3 
involves more PPP activity by diverting FRU6P back to GLU6P, which again 
can be used as the precursors for PPP. Thus, there is a cycle of carbon flux 
through PPP which is not processed through glycolysis and ACT. 
3.5.2 Set 2: Glucose and CIT as carbon sources 
This set of elementary modes demonstrated the potential role of CIT as 
another C-source for ACT biosynthesis. The reaction of ACCOA biosynthesis 
from PYR was clamped off, leaving CIT as the main C source for ACT 
production. According to the result from this analysis, by clamping off the 
activity of pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction, glucose was 
diverted towards 
the biosyntheses of amino acids and for the provision of NADPH and ATP for 
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ACT biosynthesis. This means that there will be less activity of TCA cycle to 
provide substrate for the productions of amino acids, therefore the activity of 
CIT biosynthesis would be negative (as seen in the list of reactions involved). 
In other words, the fluxes of carbon will theoretically go backwards towards 
ACCOA and ACT. 
This analysis predicts that feeding some amino acids and/or TCA cycle 
intermediates will help increase ACT biosynthesis as they will help provide 
more substrate for amino acid biosynthesis allowing more glucose to pass 
through glycolysis to ACCOA. Feeding TCA metabolites would also help 
divert carbon flux from CIT back to ACCOA. 
3.5.3 Set 3: Glucose and GLU as carbon sources 
Similar to set 2, this set of elementary modes included an amino acid as a C- 
source, apart from glucose. The overall stoichiometries of ACT production 
required glucose and GLU as substrates, and resulted in a net production of 
CIT and LYS. This implies the role of GLU in helping divert a carbon flux 
towards CIT, and as a result stop a conversion of ACCOA to CIT. Hence, it 
provided more substrate for ACT production. 
This analysis also predicts that GLU biosynthesis should have a positive 
correlation with ACT production. Feeding GLU would help provide more 
substrate for amino acid biosynthesis and, therefore, allow more glucose to 
convert to ACCOA. It will also help provide more CIT in TCA cycle, thus 
allowing more ACCOA for the antibiotic biosynthesis. 
3.6 Conclusions 
According to the theoretical PACT of in each EM in each set (see section 3.5, 
page 82), the ones with the most direct route of flux from carbon to ACT had 
the highest values of YACT. This finding could be used as one of the tools in 
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designing the study in channelling more flux of carbon towards the antibiotic 
biosynthesis or product of interest. 
From this analysis, it was found that CIT and GLU could be used as the 
second carbon source as these two metabolites appeared to be precursors 
for ACT biosynthesis in the overall reactions of some EMs. It is predicted, 
according to the findings in the elementary modes analysis, that feeding CIT 
or GLU with glucose would help increase the production of ACT as they 
obviously direct the fluxes of carbon towards ACT. And also by feeding CIT 
and GLU, the fluxes through TCA cycle might be decreased and this might 
alter the amount of ACCOA, the main precursor of ACT. 
The results of this analysis also coincide with those generated from the 
correlation analysis. (see Chapter 4). This accentuates the importance and 
usefulness of elementary modes analysis. The combined findings from these 
two analyses was successfully used to predict the feed medium to be tested 
in the rational feed experiments (Chapter 5). 
Metabolic pathway analysis, especially elementary modes analysis, has 
become increasingly useful for assessing network properties in biochemical 
reaction network (Klamt and Stelling, 2003). One of the most important 
aspects of elementary modes analysis is that it helps us to understand better 
the metabolic reaction network in the organism of interest. This would lead to 
the rational improvement of product of interest by rendering the biochemical, 
physiological, and genetic properties of the organism, and ultimately to the 
design of engineered high-yield strains. 
Chapter 4: Experimental Analysis of 
Streptomyces Metabolism under 
Different Physiological Conditions 
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Chapter 4: Experimental Analysis of Streptomyces 
Metabolism under Different Physiological Conditions 
4.1 The Effect of Growth-limiting Medium on Antibiotic Production 
Phosphate-limited modified Evans medium (page 29) was used throughout 
the work for batch and chemostat cultures. Many studies have revealed that 
high concentrations of inorganic phosphate inhibited the formation of many 
antibiotics while stimulating vegetative growth (for Review see Martin, 1977). 
Actinorhodin production is known to occur upon phosphate depletion (Doull 
and Vining, 1990). Liras et al. (1990) discovered that the expression of genes 
encoding enzymes involved in antibiotic and other secondary metabolite 
biosynthesis is down-regulated by easily assimilable phosphate, carbon and 
nitrogen sources. They found that phosphate-mediated control of antibiotic 
production appears to act at the transcriptional level by a mechanism similar 
to that involved in control of phosphatases and other phosphate-regulated 
enzymes. It has also been shown (Wilson and Bushell, 1995) that down- 
regulation of growth rate, via phosphate limitation, triggers antibiotic 
production in Streptomyces. A study carried out by Kirk et al. (2000) has 
suggested that the growth limiting substrate affects antibiotic production in 
Streptomyces clavuligerus. They also discovered that a specific production 
rate of clavulanic acid was highest in phosphate-limited medium. Thus, 
phosphate has a key role in the induction of antibiotic production; hence, 
phosphate-limited medium was selected in this study. 
In order to control the pH of the cultures more effectively, concentrations as 
high as 21 gL-1 of MOPS can be added to the medium (Bushell et al., 1997; 
Ives and Bushell, 1997). However, MOPS was not included 
in the medium in 
this work as the bioreactor was already equipped with an automatic pH 
controller. Glucose was used as the carbon source and a concentration of 
35 
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g I-' was used to provide an excess of glucose and to prevent the cultures 
from becoming carbon limited. 
4.2 Batch Culture 
Batch culture of S. coelicolor M510 pIJ8714 was performed to confirm the 
dynamics of actinorhodin (ACT) production. S. coelicolor M510 pIJ8714 is a 
strain known to produce ACT constitutively as it has an additional copy of 
actll-ORF4 (the pathway specific activator gene for ACT production) under 
the control of the constitutively expressed promoter ermE*. As a result, this 
strain does not produce ACT as a secondary metabolite (Bushell et al., 
2006). It has also been engineered to not produce undecylprodigiosin (RED). 
In this strain redD, the pathway specific activator gene for RED has been 
deleted. This provided an advantage to this study as there is only one 
pigmented antibiotic to be considered. The tracking and understanding of the 
fluxes of carbon through the metabolic network is, therefore, simplified when 
using this construct. 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2b show the pattern of ACT concentration following that of 
biomass concentration. However, in the parental strain ACT concentration 
peaked when the biomass production rate ceased because of the exhaustion 
of nutrient(s). Previous experiments in this lab (Bushell et al., 2006) have 
shown that the parental strain (M510) produces ACT with a secondary 
metabolite pattern (Fig 4.2a) and the concentration of antibiotic produced is 
lower than that of this M510 plJ8714 strain. This indicates that ACT 
production did, indeed, follow secondary metabolite kinetics. This supported 
the idea that onset of antibiotics metabolisms normally occurs during the 
transition of exponential phase to stationary phase coinciding with the 
decrease of protein synthesis rate and growth rate (Wilson and Bushell, 
1995). 
Although the graph in Figure 4.1 shows only the results of one experiment, 
this is representative of the typical behaviour of the strain M510 plJ8714 
(Sequeira, 2006). 
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Figure 4.1 Batch culture of S. coelicolor M510 plJ8714 in phosphate-limited medium 
According to the results shown in Figure 4.1, most of the biomass was 
produced between 20 and 70 hours and the decay in growth rate observed 
after 50h indicated that stationary phase was induced as phosphate became 
exhausted, confirming the role of phosphate as a growth rate limiting 
substrate (gls). The biomass concentration started to decline at the end of 
the culture when most of nutrients became exhausted and cellular 
breakdown started. 
Previous studies on the production of ACT and RED by S. coelicolor in batch 
cultures carried out by Doull and Vining (1990), and Hobbs et al. (1990) were 
also consistent with the former finding that a decrease in growth rate was the 
trigger for actinorhodin (ACT) production. In this experiment, however, ACT 
was produced during the exponential phase and its production followed that 
of biomass throughout the growth cycle. 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 
Time (h) 
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The results presented in this work taken with the study of Bushell et at. 
(2006) confirm that strain M510 pIJ8714 is indeed an overproducer of ACT 
and ACT is produced following a primary metabolite kinetics (Bushell et al., 
2006). 
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Figure 4.2 Biomass (triangles) and Actinorhodin (circles) concentrations as a 
function of time in batch cultures of S. coelicolor M510 (a) and S. coelicolor M510 
pIJ8714 (b) (Bushell et al., 2006) 
4.3 Chemostat Cultures 
Chemostat experiments were carried out in order to analyse the steady-state 
behaviour of S. coelicolor cultures and to study the effect of dilution rate (D) 
on antibiotic production. The S. coelicolor strain was grown in chemostat 
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culture at 7 different dilution rates (Table 4.1). Once the culture reached the 
steady state (at least 3 volume changes), confirmed by constancy in biomass 
concentration and in the composition of exhausted gas, samples were 
collected. The samples for freeze-dried biomass were washed three times 
and kept in an ice-bath during processing in order to prevent any further 
intracellular metabolic activity. 
02 CO 
2 
Glucose Biomass ACT Carbon 
D Biomass ACT consumption production consumption production production Balance 
rate rate rate rate rate 
(h-1) (g. 1-1) (9.1-1) (mole. l-1. h-l) (c-mole. 1-1. h-1) (c-mole. l-1. h-I) (c-mole. l-1. h-1) (c-mole. l I. h 1) (%) 
0.03 10.1 1.61 0.0117 0.0108 0.0228 0.0102 0.0023 102 
0.04 8.3 1.07 0.0102 0.0143 0.0266 0.0125 0.0023 109 
0.06 8.1 0.63 0.0106 0.0178 0.0384 0.0182 0.0019 99 
0.08 7.8 0.43 0.0202 0.0259 0.0479 0.0239 0.0018 104 
0.1 5.7 0.21 0.0263 0.0269 0.0468 0.0196 0.0010 101 
0.1 1 5.6 0.1 1 0.0260 0.0296 0.0534 0.0232 0.0006 100 
0.15 4.5 0.07 0.0243 0.0281 0.0581 0.0239 0.0005 90 
Table 4.1 Dilution (growth) rates, biomass and ACT concentrations, glucose and 
oxygen consumption rates and biomass, ACT and carbon dioxide production rates 
in chemostat cultures of S. coelico/or M510 PIJ 8714 
Table 4.1 represents the results obtained from an aerobic chemostat culture 
under constant nutrient limitation at 7 dilution rates ranging from 0.03 to 0.15 
h 1. After steady states were achieved, biomass dry weight, oxygen 
consumption, carbon dioxide production, and metabolite production were 
measured. From these data specific metabolic rates and carbon balances 
were calculated. In general, carbon balances for the different steady states 
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were 100 ± 5% well within the usually accepted experimental limits (except 
for the D=0.04 and 0.15 h"1). 
In this study, biomass and ACT production were inversely related to growth 
rate in continuous cultures limited by phosphate. In other words, both 
biomass and ACT production decreased with increasing dilution rate. Thus, 
the ACT profile (specific and volumetric) resembles a typical secondary 
metabolite production pattern (McDermott et al., 1993). 
The progressive decrease in biomass concentration (Fig 4.3) is consistent 
with the progressive increase in the specific rates of C02 production, 02 
consumption, and glucose consumption observed (Fig 4.4) with increasing 
growth rates in chemostat cultures. Similar results were shown by Kang et al. 
(1998) and Melzoch et al. (1997). 
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The progressive decrease of biomass concentration with D may be due to an 
increasing partition of carbon flux away from biomass and into an 
extracellular metabolite such as acetate, pyruvate and a-ketoglutarate (e. g. 
overflow metabolism - see Tempest and Neijssel, 1992) or extracellular 
polysaccharide. 
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The specific rates of glucose consumption, 02 consumption, and CO2 
production increased with growth rate (Figure 4.4). The specific actinorhodin 
production rate (Figures 4.4 and 4.5), on the other hand, was not clearly seen 
to be dependent on growth rate. It peaked at D=0.04 h-', lower at D less 
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than 0.04 h-1, and declined when dilution rates became higher until constant 
when reached D=0.11. The study by Melzoch et al. (1997) on the production 
of ACT by Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2) grown in chemostat culture was 
consistent with this study and also reported that ACT production rate was low 
at D lower than 0.05 h-1, peaked at D=0.06 h-1, and declined to almost 0 at 
the highest dilution rate tested (0.128 h-1). This also contrasts with the 
production rates of primary metabolites which are linearly correlated to 
growth rates. 
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Figure 4.5 Specific actinorhodin production rate (g g 'biomassh 
') of S. coelicolor M510 
PIJ8714 P-limited culture with different dilution rates 
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4.4 Metabolic Flux Analysis 
4.4.1 Matrix of Reactions 
The metabolic network used in this study comprises 106 reactions for the 
correlation analysis experiment and 112 reactions for the rational feed 
experiments (Appendix 5). A simplified version of this metabolic network, a 
catabolic flux map of S. coelicolor is presented in Figure 4.6. showing only 
those fluxes involved in generating ACT and in the main metabolic pathways. 
The intracellular flux distribution was determined solving the matrix using 
FluxAnalyzer. Measured values in mmol. gb; omasS"'h-' of glucose uptake, 
nitrogen uptake, 02 uptake, C02 excretion, ACT excretion and growth rate (p 
= D) were the input to the FluxAnalyzer programme to solve the matrix of 
reactions created by using the stoichiometric model described in "Chapter 2: 
Materials and Methods". Intracellular fluxes were calculated by solving the 
bioreaction network equations using those observed extracellular 
accumulation rates as constraints of the solution space. The complete fluxes 
of carbon of all reactions in the correlation analysis and those in the rational 
feed experiments are shown in Appendix 8. 
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Figure 4.6 Catabolic flux map of S. coelicolor. A screenshot of the software 
FluxAna/yzer showing the main pathways and reactions. The fluxes in green boxes 
were measured and those in blue boxes were calculated. The light blue box was the 
percentage of RNA in biomass (macromolecular composition) 
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4.4.2 Correlation Analysis 
4.4.2.1 Aims 
The main aims of the correlation analysis were to determine as to which 
pathways correlate with antibiotic production the most (both positively and 
negatively) and to predict the potential effect of their activities on the 
antibiotic biosynthesis giving rise to the design of a potential culture medium 
composition for the rational feed experiment. 
4.4.2.2 Correlation Coefficient Ranking 
Correlation analysis is a statistical technique that measures the relationship 
between two variables. This is to evaluate how closely they match each other 
in terms of their individual mathematical change, or in other words, if the two 
variables move or change in the same, or similar, or different direction. The 
result of this statistical measure is called the correlation coefficient (r). 
The correlation coefficient (r) between two data sets (X and Y) is the ratio of 
the sum of the products of the deviations of the two data sets and the total 
sum of squared deviations of the X data set and Y data set (e. g., X= carbon 
flux through ACT biosynthesis and Y= carbon flux through citrate 
biosynthesis). 
This can be expressed as: 
r= 
(xi - X)(Yi - Y) 
i=1 
X )2 )( (Yi - y)2) y 
i=1 i=1 
A correlation value was ranged from -1 .0 to 
1.0, and a value of -1.0 indicated 
the strongest negative correlation (e. g., high carbon 
flux through citrate 
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biosynthesis reaction coincided with low carbon flux through ACT 
biosynthesis reaction), whereas a value of 1 .0 suggested a positive 
correlation (e. g., high carbon flux through glutamate biosynthesis reaction 
coincided with high carbon flux through ACT biosynthesis reaction). 
In this experiment, flux data obtained from the experiments at the different 
dilution rates (D) with acceptable carbon balance values (100±5%) were 
selected for correlation analysis. These were D=0.06,0.08,0.10, and 0.11 
h-1 (Table 4.1). 
Each set of fluxes of carbon through each reaction in each dilution rate was 
normalised as a percentage of the flux through reaction 1 (glucose uptake). 
The normalised fluxes were then used to determine the correlation 
coefficients, comparing the reaction 32 (ACT excretion) dataset with the 
datasets for all of the other reactions. All of the correlation coefficients were 
then ranked (see Appendix 9). Those reactions which had the strongest 
correlations, both positively and negatively, with reaction 32 were later 
selected for further consideration. 
For details of all the reactions used, see Appendix 5. For the complete fluxes 
through each reaction in the network, see Appendix 8. 
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Correlation coefficient 
Reaction Reaction 
No name 
32 Actinorhodin production 
45 Glutamate-5-phosphate biosynthesis 
67 Acetyl-L-serine biosynthesis 
68 Cysteine biosynthesis 
71 Cystathione biosynthesis 
46 Glutamate-y-semialdehyde biosynthesis 
59 Lysine biosynthesis 
87 Leucine biosynthesis 
(ranking) 
1 
0.97 (1) 
0.97 (2) 
0.96 (3) 
0.96 (4) 
0.95 (5) 
0.95 (6) 
0.90 (19) 
38 Glutamine biosynthesis -0.89 (-22) 
4 Fructose- 1,6-bisphosphate biosynthesis -0.94 ( -6) 
17 Succinate biosynthesis -0.94 ( -5) 
16 Succinyl coenzyme A biosynthesis -0.94 ( -4) 
15 a-ketoglutarate biosynthesis -0.95 ( -3) 
14 Isocitrate biosynthesis -0.95 ( -2) 
13 Citrate biosynthesis -0.95 ( -1) 
Table 4.2 Reactions in the network whose flux values have the strongest correlation 
(positively or negatively) with that of ACT biosynthesis. Numbers in parentheses 
show the rankings. Green numbers represent the positively correlated reactions with 
ACT biosynthesis. Negative numbers in red are reactions that were negatively 
correlated with ACT biosynthesis. 
with reaction 32 
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Figure 4.7 (a) Positive correlation of metabolic flux through reaction 32 
(actinorhodin biosynthesis) with reactions 45 (glutamate-5-phosphate biosynthesis, 
closed circles) and 87 (leucine biosynthesis, open circles). 
(b) Negative correlation of metabolic flux through reaction 32 
(actinorhodin biosynthesis) with reactions 12 (citrate biosynthesis, closed circles) 
and 38 (glutamine biosynthesis, open circles). 
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According to the correlation analysis, those reactions with highest correlation 
coefficients (both positively and negatively, see Table 4.2) were selected to 
further investigate regarding, by consulting a metabolic pathway chart, how 
they related to ACT biosynthesis and the possibilities of improving its 
production by altering the metabolic pathways involving these reactions 
and/or by feeding their products. 
Two other reactions (87 and 38, Table 4.2) with lower valued correlation 
coefficients in the ranking table were also chosen in order to compare the 
effect on ACT production with that of those higher ranking reactions. These 
two reactions should have less influence (or none) on ACT biosynthesis. 
In summary, those selected reactions, which were positively correlated with 
ACT biosynthesis, are as follows (green numbers in parenthesis refer to the 
correlation coefficient ranks). 
(1) Glutamate-5-phosphate biosynthesis from glutamate 
(2) Acetyl-L-serine biosynthesis from acetyl coenzyme A 
(3) Cysteine biosynthesis from acetyl-L-serine 
(4) Cystathione biosynthesis from cysteine 
(5) Glutamate-y-semialdehyde biosynthesis from glutamate-5-phosphate 
(6) Lysine biosynthesis 
(19) Leucine biosynthesis 
Below are the negatively correlated reactions chosen to be further 
investigated for their possible roles regarding their potential effect on ACT 
production. Negative numbers in red colour refer to negative correlations and 
the corresponding ranks. 
(-1) Citrate biosynthesis from acetyl coenzyme A 
(-2) Isocitrate biosynthesis from citrate 
(-3) Alpha-ketoglutarate biosynthesis from isocitrate 
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(-4) Succinyl coenzyme A biosynthesis from alpha- ketoglutarate 
(-5) Succinate biosynthesis from succinyl coenzyme A 
(-6) Fructose-1 6-bisphosphate synthesis from fructose-6-phosphate 
(-22) Glutamine biosynthesis 
4.4.2.3 Hypothetical Scenarios 
Possible reasons for the correlation of the reactions with ACT biosynthesis 
are explored below: 
(1) Glutamate-5-phosphate biosynthesis from glutamate 
(5) Glutamate-y-semialdehyde biosynthesis from glutamate-5-phosphate 
The most and fifth most correlated reactions (1 and 5) were the biosyntheses 
of glutamate-5-phosphate (GLU-5-P) and glutamate-y-semialdehyde 
(GLUSEMALD) respectively. It is possible to speculate as to possible 
explanations. One possibility is that GLU-5-P creates fluxes away from a- 
ketoglutarate (AKG) through glutamate (GLU) (Fig. 4.8). As a consequence, 
this decreases the supply of carbon fluxes to oxaloacetate (OAA), which itself 
is one of the precursors for the biosynthesis of citrate (CIT). Lower fluxes to 
OAA would result in less CIT being produced, and greater fluxes to ACCOA. 
This scenario would directly provide more substrate (ACCOA) for ACT 
biosynthesis. 
GLU is also a precursor of many amino acids, e. g. glutamine (GLN), 
asparagine (ASN), serine (SER) and glycine (GLY). Most of these are 
reversible reactions, and are therefore theoretically capable of draining fluxes 
from GLU and thus competing with GLU-5-P. This accentuates the role of 
GLU-5-P in diverting fluxes away from AKG. 
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Figure 4.8 Postulated biosynthetic scheme for glutamate-5-phosphate (GLU-5-P) 
and glutamate-y-semialdehyde (GLUSEMALD) showing their relationships with ACT 
biosynthesis (red arrow connectors). Numbers in green circles represent the rank of 
each reaction positively correlated to ACT biosynthesis. 
Feeding GLU to the culture should theoretically provide more GLU as a 
precursor for other amino acids, and consequently, help stimulate the 
conversion of GLU to GLU-5-P at a greater rate. As a result, ACT production 
can compete favourably with production of AKG. 
As for GLUSEMALD, it is a direct product of GLU-5-P. Therefore, the higher 
the fluxes to GLUSEMALD, the more fluxes will be diverted from AKG to 
GLU. 
According to this discussion, it can be concluded that feeding GLU in the 
culture will increase ACT biosynthesis. 
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(2) Acetyl-L-serine biosynthesis from acetyl coenzyme A 
(3) Cysteine biosynthesis from acetyl-L-serine 
(4) Cystathione biosynthesis from cysteine 
The three next most positively correlated reactions (2,3 and 4) were those 
involving in the biosynthesis of cystathione (CYSTA) (Fig. 4.9). 
Acetyl-L-serine (ACESER) shares its precursor (ACCOA) with ACT. At first 
sight, this should result in a direct competition for ACCOA between these two 
products of metabolisms. According to the correlation analysis, however, it 
was found that a positive correlation between ACT and ACESER 
biosynthesis occurred. In other words, the higher the flux to ACESER, the 
greater the flux to ACT. This might be because of the biosynthesis of 
ACESER generating higher fluxes from pyruvate (PYR) to ACCOA, 
simultaneously providing more precursors for ACT. 
Figure 4.9 A schematic representation showing the biosyntheses of acetyl-L-serine. 
cysteine and cystathione relating to ACT biosynthesis. 
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Likewise, cysteine (CYS) and cystathione (CYSTA) are products of ACESER 
and, hence, require flux from PYR towards ACCOA (the precursor for ACT 
biosynthesis). 
................................................... 
This hypothesis predicts that feeding any of the products of these reactions 
(for example, CYS) should decrease ACT biosynthesis. Feeding CYS will 
lower the conversion rate of ACCOA to ACESER and consequently slow 
down the fluxes from PYR to ACCOA, and thus, curtail the fluxes to ACT. 
However, this means that there is no competition for ACCOA from ACESER, 
therefore there will be more precursor available for ACT. 
Feeding CYS was considered unlikely to affect ACT biosynthesis as 
obviously as the other products selected. Therefore, a CYS feed was not 
developed. 
....................................................................................................... 
(6) Lysine biosynthesis 
The sixth highest positive correlation with ACT biosynthesis was lysine (LYS) 
biosynthesis. This implied that increasing the flux to lysine might increase 
ACT production. GLU is one of the precursors responsible for the production 
of LYS. Hence, increased LYS flux would "drain" the flux from GLU and by 
extension from AKG. Using the same logic as the GLU-5-P competitive 
hypothesis mentioned earlier, this would be expected to give rise to the 
accumulation of fluxes of ACCOA available for ACT biosynthesis. 
Aspartate (ASP) is also a product of GLU. Being precursor of LYS, too, it will 
inevitably aid the drainage of flux from GLU rendering the role of LYS even 
more significant. Another substrate for LYS biosynthesis is PYR, which is 
also a precursor of ACCOA. In this case, LYS should act as a competitor 
against ACCOA for PYR. In spite of this, the positive correlation observed 
suggests that it helps increase fluxes towards ACCOA and ACT. This might 
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be due to the higher fluxes of PYR produced in order to supply precursor for 
LYS production, and as a consequence, simultaneously provide greater flux 
to ACCOA and ACT. 
....................................................................................................... 
Feeding LYS might not be instrumental in elucidating the effect on ACT 
biosynthesis as LYS biosynthesis is involved with many catabolic and 
anabolic reactions and many of which are less connected to the TCA cycle 
than GLU (which affects ACT fluxes more strongly). Nonetheless, 
theoretically, feeding LYS should help increase the biosynthesis of ACT. 
Figure 4.10 Schematic representation of metabolic pathway of the sixth strongest 
positive correlation with ACT biosynthesis, lysine 
biosynthesis. 
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(19) Leucine biosynthesis 
In accordance with this study, leucine (LEU) biosynthesis did not strongly 
correlate with ACT biosynthesis. Nevertheless, it demonstrated a positive 
correlation coefficient whose value placed it in the middle of the ranking. 
Feeding LEU into the culture would determine whether a moderately highly 
correlated reaction can affect ACT biosynthesis compared with feeds 
determined using higher ranked correlation coefficients 
In common with ACT, LEU uses ACCOA as a precursor (Fig. 4.11), so 
theoretically it could compete with ACT for ACCOA. A positive correlation 
achieved might be explained by the greater flux going to LEU causing higher 
flux draining from and to ACCOA, hence concurrently supplying more 
substrate for ACT biosynthesis. LEU is also produced from GLU and thus 
creates fluxes away from GLU and AKG eventually resulting in positive 
correlation to ACT biosynthesis (similar to the GLU-5-P hypothesis). 
In theory, adding LEU into the culture will supplement LEU for the 
microorganism, and thus decrease the fluxes draining to and from ACCOA 
resulting in the decreased ACT biosynthesis. However, LEU biosynthesis 
requires many intermediary metabolites and reactions. Hence, the effect on 
ACCOA and ACT is likely to be multi-factorial. 
....................................................................................................... 
According to the reasoning above, feeding LEU to the culture should have 
very little effect on ACT production, and if it has an effect, that should be to 
decrease ACT biosynthesis. 
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Figure 4.11 Schematic representation of metabolic pathway of leucine (LEU) 
biosynthesis in connection with ACT biosynthesis. 
(-1) Citrate biosynthesis from acetyl coenzyme A 
(-2) Isocitrate biosynthesis from citrate 
(-3) Alpha-ketoglutarate biosynthesis from isocitrate 
(-4) Succinyl coenzyme A biosynthesis from alpha- ketoglutarate 
(-5) Succinate biosynthesis from succinyl coenzyme A 
Regarding the negatively correlated reactions, those of the tricarboxylic acid 
(TCA) cycle appeared to correlate strongly with ACT biosynthesis (-1, -2. -3, - 
4 and -5). CIT competes directly with ACT for ACCOA, which is a precursor 
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of both. The lower amount of carbon fluxes through the TCA reactions could 
theoretically result in higher fluxes towards ACT as an end point for excess 
precursor molecules. This is clearly observed in the metabolic map which 
illustrates a scenario compatible with less flux passing through CIT and the 
TCA cycle resulting in more flux to ACCOA. 
SOGT 
y 
i -4 / AKG 
Figure 4.12 Schematic chart representing metabolic network involving TCA cycle 
and ACT biosynthesis. Numbers in red circles refer to negative ranking. 
This finding is compatible with several literature reports. Goel et al. (1995) 
discovered that by co-feeding glucose and citrate in Bacillus cultures, the 
reduction in glycolytic flux was significant compared to the glucose only feed. 
Work by Lee et al. (1997) on the analysis of growth of Bacillus subtilis on 
glucose-citrate medium also suggested similar results that the high carbon 
yield observed altered the metabolic flux in the cells especially through 
glycolysis and TCA cycle pathways. 
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Exogenous CIT has been shown to act as a regulator of ACCOA metabolism. 
This was shown in the study of ACCOA metabolism in liver mitochondria by 
Bremer and Davis (1974). They discovered that exogenous CIT inhibited CIT 
synthesis and increased ketogenesis, in addition to resulting in a higher 
ACCOA/CoA ratio in whole liver mitochondria. Cederbaum and Rubin (1973) 
also found that externally added citrate enhanced the activity of the fatty acid 
elongation and stimulated the fatty acid shuttle for the transport of reducing 
equivalents into mitochondria. It is suggested that this is analogous to role 
that CIT might have on ACT biosynthesis as ACT and fatty acid biosynthesis 
share the same precursor, ACCOA. 
....................................................................................................... 
Feeding CIT should decrease the production of CIT from ACCOA and, for 
that reason, increase the accretion of ACCOA and increase the ACT 
biosynthesis rate. 
(-6) Fructose-1,6-bisphosphate synthesis from fructose-6-phosphate 
The correlation of this reaction with ACT biosynthesis is not immediately 
apparent from simply looking at the metabolic network chart as there does 
not appear to be any obvious connection between this reaction and ACT 
biosynthesis. Nonetheless, one of the reasons for a negative correlation may 
be elucidated by looking the biosynthesis of fructose 1,6 bisphosphate 
(FRU16P) from fructose 6 phosphate (FRU6P). FRU6P needs ATP, which is 
also required for ACT biosynthesis, possibly resulting in a 
direct competition 
for energy. One other possible explanation is that FRU6P competes 
directly 
with 6PPGL for GLUC6P. The higher flux of FRU6P to 
FRU16P will drain the 
flux of GLUC6P away, resulting in a lower residual 
flux towards 6PPGL. This 
therefore will lower the amount of NADPH produced 
in the pentose 
phosphate pathway (PPP). NADPH is needed 
for ACT biosynthesis and 
obtained mainly from the PPP reactions (Avignone-Rossa et 
al.. 2002). 
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This reaction was not employed in designing experiments for testing the 
hypothesis with a rational feed experiment as the speculated connection to 
ACT biosynthesis was too tenuous. 
....................................................................................................... 
(-22) Glutamine biosynthesis 
Analogous to LEU biosynthesis, the glutamine (GLN) biosynthesis reaction 
did not correlate significantly with ACT biosynthesis. It was therefore 
assumed that feeding GLN to the culture would have less effect on ACT 
production than feeding products of those reactions which correlated with 
ACT more strongly. 
As speculated when discussing the possible role of GLU-5-P in ACT 
biosynthesis, GLN biosynthesis creates flux away from GLU, and by 
implication from AKG. Therefore, there is less flux from OAA available for CIT 
biosynthesis and therefore enhancing ACT biosynthesis from ACCOA, which 
would accumulate as a result of the inhibition of CIT biosynthesis (Fig. 4.13). 
This should indicate a positive correlation with ACT biosynthesis. 
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Figure 4.13 Metabolic network chart illustrating the biosynthesis of glutamine (GLN) 
in relation to ACT biosynthesis. 
However, GLN biosynthesis had a negative correlation with ACT 
biosynthesis. An alternative explanation is that GLN is also involved in other 
reactions related to the early precursors of ACT, i. e. the reversible reaction of 
the conversion of chorismate (CHOR) to anthranilate (ANT). This reaction 
directly engages PYR, which is a precursor for ACCOA. The negative 
correlation could imply that larger amount of GLN accumulating results in 
smaller amount of ACT produced. At the same time, a higher flux to GLN 
presumably results in the conversion of CHOR to ANT decreasing, resulting 
in lower flux to ANT, GLU and PYR (Fig. 4.14). The latter is an early 
precursor for ACT (through ACCOA. 
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Figure 4.14 Metabolic network chart presenting the reaction of ANT biosynthesis 
from CHOR in relation to ACT biosynthesis. 
....................................................................................................... 
Feeding GLN, in theory, should improve ACT biosynthesis as it will decrease 
competition for TCA cycle intermediates and/or increase the conversion of 
CHOR to ANT, thus providing more PYR for ACCOA and ACT biosynthesis. 
According to the correlation analysis result (low/medium correlation 
coefficient), however, the improvement of ACT production would be minimal. 
4.4.2.4 Conclusions 
According to the results generated from this analysis, the hypothetical 
scenarios related to each selected reactions was made and investigated as 
to which reactions having a potential to be developed as a feed medium in 
rational feed experiment. It was predicted that feeding CIT, GLU, and LYS 
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would increase the production of ACT. GLN feed would theoretically enhance 
ACT production but to the less extent compared to the former group. On the 
other hand, feeding LEU should decrease ACT biosynthesis with the effect 
not as prominent (low correlation coefficient). These organic/amino acids 
were used in the rational feed experiments. 
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Chapter 5: Testing the Predictions by Using Rational 
Designed Culture Feeds 
5.1 Rational Feed Experiments: Aims 
114 
Rational feed experiments aim to determine whether feeding biosynthetic 
intermediates of highly correlated reactions (from correlation analysis) can 
enhance or decrease antibiotic production. This will eventually lead to the 
design of engineered high-yielding strains. 
5.2 Experimental Design 
From the correlation analysis, it was postulated that feeding CIT, GLU or LYS 
into the S. coelicolor culture would improve the production of ACT. 
Additionally, feeding GLN should affect the enhancement of antibiotic 
biosynthesis less effectively than the former group, or not at all. On the 
contrary, feeding CYS or LEU should (slightly) decrease ACT biosynthesis. 
In order to test the hypotheses generated from this analysis, several sets of 
chemostat cultures were carried out using each of the abovementioned 
organic/amino acids (products of each strongly correlated reaction) as a feed. 
In this experiment, a phosphate limited chemostat culture was set for each 
run of each feed medium together with its control medium (without 
organic/amino acid feed) in order to control the system as to provide the 
comparable and reproducible data. A carbon limited chemostat of one 
particular feed (CIT) was also performed in order to compare the result to 
that of the P-limited medium. 
The dilution rates used in the rational feed experiment were 0.04 h", except 
for the cases indicated. According to the initial experiments in this 
investigation (Fig 4.5, page 93) the D of 0.04 h-' in P- ltd chemostat culture 
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gave the highest value of specific ACT production rate. For this reason 
D=0.04 h-' was used in this experiment in order to gain a significant 
production rate of ACT to use for MFA. In addition, cultures with D=0.06 h-1 
using a GLN feed, the parental M510 strain, and the C-ltd culture were also 
examined. The reason for using D=0.06 h"' in GLN feed was due to 
unexpected technical problem during the run of the D=0.04 h-'. Thus, the 
D=0.06 h-' which was unintentionally run after the first dilution rate, was 
applied instead. The results from this experiment complemented the set of 
results obtained at D=0.04 h-1. 
In addition to these, a P-ltd chemostat culture (D=0.06 h-') of the M510 
parental strain was operated in order to compare the rate of ACT production 
with that of the higher-yielding M510 pIJ5864 strain (ACT overproduction). 
One set of the C-ltd chemostat with a selected feed product (CIT feed) was 
also carried out to investigate the effect of the feed on ACT biosynthesis in C- 
ltd medium compared with that of P-ltd medium. In the C-ltd chemostat study 
(Appendix 2), the dilution rate of 0.06 h"' gave the highest specific ACT 
production rate value, hence D= 0.06 h"' was employed in this run. CIT was 
chosen because this reaction was highest in the correlation coefficient 
ranking (Table 4.2, page 98). 
5.3 Solving the Carbon Balance 
As in the correlation analysis, the carbon balance (CB) of each chemostat 
steady state in the feed experiment was evaluated using all the data obtained 
from chemostat cultures (Table 5.1). In this experiment an acceptable range 
of carbon balances of 100±10% (as opposed to 100±5% previously used) 
was applied. The wider range used at this stage was to allow for the 
complications that the extra amino/organic acid added in the feed media 
might cause to measurements and calculations. 
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5.4 Effect of the Concentration of the Amino Acid Feed Used 
117 
The conventional concentration of amino/organic acid feed previously used in 
this lab was 1 0mM (Kirk et al., 2000). In this rational feed experiment, this 
concentration was also applied for all cultures. Nevertheless, a concentration 
of 3mM was also employed in one of the feed culture, namely LEU, in order 
to compare the effect of concentration of the amino acid feed on ACT 
production. LEU was chosen to demonstrate this by reason of its low 
correlation coefficient. This should reflect the effect of concentration on the 
antibiotic biosynthesis better than the feed with higher correlation coefficient 
as the difference would be wider would it show the effect. 
According to the results obtained, there was no big difference of the specific 
ACT production, both per gbiomass and per ggiucose (Table 5.2, page 118). This 
proved that concentrations of 3mM and 10mM had no significantly different 
effect on ACT production. However, a 10mM concentration facilitated the 
measurement of the concentration of amino acid feed in the medium and 
culture supernatant. 
5.5 The Improvement of ACT Production 
By comparing the specific ACT production (gAcT g-'biomass) and the YACT (gACT 
J 1glucose) of a feed culture with that of its control culture, we can primarily 
elucidate the role of a feed and can confirm whether it really helps to 
enhance or decrease the biosynthesis of the antibiotic. 
There are many ways to look at the improvement of the product of interest 
(ACT in this study) depending on application, interest or commercial purpose 
in each research study or industrial level. Three aspects that are normally 
considered to be an indicator in terms of product improvement are the 
productivity, specific production and product yield. 
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The definition of the improvement of ACT production for this study was 
considered according to the following: 
1. ACT productivity is the amount of ACT produced per time unit. 
ACT productivity (gACT I-' h-') = [ACT] xD 
2. Specific ACT production is the amount of ACT obtained per g of 
biomass produced in the culture. 
Specific ACT production (gACT g"1biomass) _ 
[ACT] 
[biomass] 
3. Yield ACT is the amount of ACT produced per g of assimilated carbon 
source. 
Yield ACT (gACT 9 C-source) 
[ACT] 
[C 
- source] 
It was found that the results using the above criteria to quantify the 
improvement of ACT production in the rational feed experiment were mostly 
consistent (Table 5.2, page 118). ACT productivity in all the feed media 
(except 10mM LEU) was higher than that of their control medium. In the feed 
cultures of those highly correlated reactions (CIT, LYS and GLU), specific 
ACT production and yield ACT were in good agreement. All of these values 
were greater than those of the control culture. This corroborated that the 
strong correlation these three reactions having with ACT were genuine. and 
that the hypothetical scenarios described in the correlation analysis section 
were verified. 
However, the cultures fed with LEU or GLN whose enzyme reactions 
correlated less strongly with ACT showed inconsistent outputs. The specific 
ACT production in LEU feed was higher than that of the control medium. 
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whereas YACT was lower. Nevertheless, this confirmed the hypothesis that 
adding LEU would decrease ACT production when using ACT yield as the 
criterion. Similarly, GLN feed followed the same patterns as LEU, but the 
differences of these values with those of the control culture were minimal. 
This finding was consistent with the hypothetical explanation in the 
correlation analysis that GLN would slightly increase the ACT yield. 
5.6 Metabolic Flux Analysis of the Rational Feed Experiment 
In order to better understand the influence of each feed on ACT production 
and to examine the flow of carbon flux throughout the metabolic network, the 
MFA of each feed culture was carried out. The metabolic network used in the 
rational feed experiment consisted of 112 reactions (as opposed to 106 
reactions in the correlation analysis). 5 reactions involving in the uptake of 
each feed product were included. These were the uptake reactions of CIT, 
LYS, GLU, LEU and GLN. The other new reaction added to the matrix was 
the excretion of GLU. It was observed that in some feed cultures GLU was 
also excreted as a product. 
After solving the matrix, all fluxes in mmolgb; omass-'h-' through each reaction 
were then normalised to the flux of glucose uptake (reaction 1). These 
standardised fluxes in each feed culture were inspected carefully throughout 
the whole network reaction (in relation to the flux of ACT) and later compared 
with the fluxes of the control culture. All fluxes through each reaction in each 
feed along with their controls are presented in the metabolic network map 
shown in Appendix 13. 
5.7 Amino/organic Acid Feeds Really Help Improve ACT Production 
It has been previously hypothesised, according to the correlation analysis, 
that feeding CIT, LYS, GLU or GLN would help increase ACT biosynthesis. 
In 
relation to their correlation coefficients (Table 4.2, or Appendix 9). 
Adding CIT 
and GLU should have the strongest effect on ACT production. 
LYS feed 
should still assist the antibiotic production but to a lesser extent. 
GLN feed 
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was hypothesised to have the least or possibly neutral influence on ACT 
production. On the contrary, adding LEU should help slightly decrease ACT 
production. Alternatively, the easiest way to observe the improvement of ACT 
biosynthesis in the feed culture compared with its control is to compare the 
normalised flux value of ACT biosynthesis reaction of each culture with that 
of the control directly (Table 5.3). 
Culture 
Medium 
D 
(h"') 
Degree of correlation with 
ACT of original reactions' 
Effect on 
ACT prod. 2 
Normalised 
flux of ACT 
P-ltd control 0.04 .... 1.6 
P-ltd+10mM CIT 0.04 Highly (-1) TT 2.3 
P-ltd+10mM LYS 0.04 Slightly highly (5) 1.8 
P-ltd+10mM GLU 0.04 Highly (1) 2.5 
P-ltd+3mM LEU 0.04 Moderately (19) 1.2 
P-ltd+10mM LEU 0.04 Moderately (19) 1 1.1 
P-ltd control 0.06 .... 
0.09 
P-ltd+1OmM GLN 0.06 Moderately (-22) 0.09 
................................................................................................................ 
P-Itd + M510 0.06 .... 
0.05 
....................................................................................................... 
C-ltd control 0.06 .... 
1.1 
C-ltd+10mM CIT 0.06 Highly (-1) 11 1.8 
1 According to the correlation analysis. Numbers in parenthesis are the ranking. 
2 Predicted effect following hypothetical speculations: low, medium or high (1,2 or 3 arrows). 
Table 5.3 A carbon flux (mmol. gbiomass-'"h-') to the ACT biosynthesis reaction 
(normalised with flux of glucose uptake reaction). 
The normalised fluxes of ACT biosynthesis reaction in all cultures (Table 
5.3) 
clearly corroborate the findings in the previous determinations of specific 
ACT production and yield ACT. Compared with the ACT flux of 
P-ltd control 
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medium, fluxes of ACT (mmol g-'h-) in GLU, CIT and LYS feeds are all 
higher (2.5, 2.3,1.8 to 1.6). Likewise, the flux to ACT in the CIT feed was 
also higher than that of the control in the C-ltd set (1.8 to 1.1). In contrast, 
ACT flux of LEU feeds was lower than that of the control (1.2 and 1 .1 to 1.6). 
The rates in both concentration of LEU feeds (3mM and 10mM) were not 
significantly different. Moreover, the flux of ACT in GLN feed was similar to 
that of the control (0.09 to 0.09) reflecting the moderate correlation this 
reaction had with ACT biosynthesis. These observations are all consistent 
with the predicted scenarios made in earlier correlation analysis experiment. 
In order to understand the mechanisms behind these enhancements of ACT 
production in the rational feed experiment, all of the carbon flux through each 
reaction in the network in each feed culture needed to be closely examined 
along with that of the control culture. The objective here was the 
understanding of how a feed product helped redirect the carbon flux towards 
ACT biosynthesis. To do this, all the feed cultures were regrouped, according 
to their control medium, into 3 sets, e. g. the P-ltd (D=0.04 h"'), the P-ltd 
(D=0.06 h-) and the C-ltd set. 
5.7.1 Effect of Feeds in P-ltd Culture, D=0.04 h"1 
To have a clearer picture as to which feed culture most significantly 
enhanced ACT production, the % improvement of ACT flux in each feed 
culture was analysed using the fluxes of ACT in the feed and the control. This 
was done as follows: 
Percentage in improvement of ACT flux in a feed culture 
(ACTFeed - ACTControl) x 100 
ACTControl 
Where ACTFeed = Flux of ACT in feed culture 
And ACTcontrol = Flux of ACT in control culture 
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Figure 5.1 A bar chart illustrating % improvement of ACT flux in each feed culture 
compared with P-ltd Control 
Consistent with calculations of the improvement of ACT production in ACT 
yield, feed cultures containing GLU, CIT or LYS still had enhanced values of 
ACT flux compared to the control culture. The GLU feed had the highest 
improvement of ACT flux (56%). Similarly, the ACT flux in CIT feed was 
improved by 44%. These two reactions were on the top of the ranking table 
(positive and negative side respectively). The LYS feed whose corresponding 
biosynthetic reaction had a lower value of correlation coefficient than those of 
the former two also had a considerable improvement of ACT 
flux (13%). 
Both LEU feed cultures showed negative ACT flux values. 
This suggested 
that ACT flux in LEU feeds was reduced by 20-30% compared to the control 
culture (Fig. 5.1). 
Again, these calculations are consistent with the hypothetical scenarios 
described earlier in correlation analysis section regarding 
GLU. CIT. LYS. 
and LEU. 
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GLU Feed 
124 
The correlation analysis experiment predicted that feeding GLU in the culture 
would enhance the amount of ACT produced. The result from the MFA (Fig. 
5.2, or see Appendices 10,11) demonstrated that the carbon flux through the 
GLU-5-P synthesis reaction in P-ltd +10mM GLU (mmol g-'h-') was higher 
than in the control medium (11.1 % increase). However, this was not a valid 
comparison as the fluxes were very small making the difference to be not 
highly significant. 
Control 
GLU 
CIT 119.2 120.1 148.6 
1.6 2.5 2.3 
74.8 60.7 97.0 74.8 60.7 
103.6 
57.0 47.2 88.5 74.8 
60.7 
103.6 
MAL 57.3 
47.3 
57.0 47.2 88.5 89.4 
59.4 49.4 90.9 
suc 
59.6 
SUCCOA_J 
49.5 
47 43.4 36.8 
91.1 
0.9 1.0 0.7 
GLU-5-P Fj GLU 
Figure 5.2 Carbon flux through the reactions involving in ACT biosynthesis, 
GLU-5- 
P biosynthesis, and TCA cycle in GLU (green), CIT feed (red), and control culture. 
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Hence, calculating the carbon flux converted from AKG to GLU was better 
explained in terms of flux draining. The greater the conversion of carbon flux 
from AKG to GLU, the less the flux of AKG available towards OAA. This 
implied that there would be more ACCOA flux available for ACT biosynthesis. 
%o carbon flux converted from AKG to GLU = 
FIuxGLu 
X100 Flux AKG 
Where FIUXGLU = carbon flux through GLU biosynthesis reaction, and 
FIUXAKG = carbon flux through AKG biosynthesis reaction 
carbon flux 
Culture FIUXAKG 
(mmol g-'h") 
FIUXGLU 
(mmol g"'h"') 
converted from AKG 
to GLU 
P-Itd Control 74.8 47 63 
P-Itd +10mM GLU 60.7 43.4 72 
P-Itd +10mM CIT 103.6 36.8 36 
P-Itd +10mM LYS 106.6 31.5 30 
P -Itd +3mM LEU 125.9 32.8 26 
P- Itd +10mM LEU 153 27.7 18 
Table 5.4 Percentage of carbon flux converted from AKG to GLU of each P-ltd feed 
culture compared to the control 
The percentage of carbon flux converted from AKG to GLU was higher 
in the 
GLU feed culture than those of the control culture and other feed cultures 
(Table 5.4). This clearly proved that feeding GLU did increase the 
flow of 
norkon flux from AKG to GLU, and eventually to GLU-5-P (though not 
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significant in GLU-5-P). As a result, carbon flux was diverted away from AKG, 
which, in turn, resulted in less flux towards OAA and caused more flux 
towards ACCOA and ACT (Table 5.3, page 122). 
This could be confirmed by looking at the carbon fluxes through ACCOA and 
CIT biosynthesis reactions. Feeding GLU into the culture also deterred the 
conversion of ACCOA, an ACT precursor, to CIT. Consequently, there was 
more available ACCOA flux remaining for the productions of other 
metabolites including ACT. 
% decrease in the conversion of carbon flux from ACCOA to CIT of feed 
cultures compared with the control culture 
[(ACCOAFeed - CITFeed) - (ACCOAControl - CITControl )] x 100 (ACCOAControl -CITControl ) 
Where ACCOAFeed = flux of ACCOA in feed culture 
CITFeed = flux of CIT in feed culture 
ACCOAcontroi = flux of ACCOA in control culture 
CITcoýtro, = flux of CIT in control culture 
Culture 
P-Itd +10mM GLU 
P-Itd +10mM CIT 
P-Itd +10mM LYS 
P-Itd +3mM LEU 
P-Itd +10mM LEU 
% decrease in the conversion of flux 
from ACCOA to CIT 
34 
16 
0.7 
-29 
-47 
Table 5.5 The effect of feeds on the flux from ACCOA to 
CIT compared with the 
il cultures 
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Compared with the control medium, the percentage of decrease in the 
conversion of flux from ACCOA to CIT in the GLU feed was the highest 
(Table 5.5). This verified that GLU helped decrease the flow of carbon flux 
from ACCOA to CIT and therefore helped increase the biosynthesis of ACT 
(Table 5.3, page 121). In other words, GLU in a feed medium could be 
assimilated by the organism and be converted into CIT for the TCA cycle 
which, in this case, helped conserve ACCOA for the biosyntheses of other 
intermediary and secondary metabolites. 
This also coincided with the result of Elementary Mode (EM) Analysis, in 
which the observation was made as to adding GLU into the network resulted 
in the production of CIT. (see EMs 7,8 and 9 in Chapter 3) 
Elementary Mode Analysis balanced reactions 
EM 7 
8 GLUC + 32 GLU + 16 C02 + 16 ATP + 22 NADPH + 13 NADH = 
1 ACT + 16 CIT+ 16 LYS + 16 ADP + 22 NADP + 13 NAD 
EM 8 
9.6 GLUC + 32 GLU + 6.4 C02 + 16 ATP + 2.8 NADPH + 13NADH = 
1 ACT + 16 CIT + 16 LYS + 16 ADP + 2.8 NADP + 13 NAD 
EM 9 
16 GLUC + 32 GLU + 16 ATP + 74 NADP + 13 NADH = 
1 ACT + 16 CIT+ 16 LYS + 32 C02 + 16 ADP + 74 NADPH + 13 NAD 
CIT Feed 
Likewise, feeding CIT helped decrease the biosynthesis of CIT from ACCOA, 
and thus increasing the flux towards ACCOA and ACT biosynthesis 
(see 
Tables 5.3, page 121; and 5.5, page 126; and Fig 5.2, page 124). 
Moreover, 
it assisted in directing more carbon flux from PYR to ACCOA 
(Table 5.6. 
page 129), so providing more substrate for ACT biosynthesis. 
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LYS Feed 
1 -1 IS 
Even though the flux of ACT in LYS feed (Table 5.3, page 121) and the 
improvement of ACT production (Fig 5.1, page 123) were greater than those 
of the control culture, the differences were not significant. This is consistent 
with the position of the reaction of LYS biosynthesis in the correlation ranking 
table (Table 4.2, page 98). Nevertheless, the conversion of PYR to LYS in 
the LYS feed culture declined by 21 % in relation to the control culture (higher 
PYR flux remaining). In addition, the conversion of PYR to ACCOA increased 
by 51% compared with the control culture (more carbon flux going to 
ACCOA) (see table 5.6). This suggested that LYS definitely had a role in 
helping redirect more substrate for ACT biosynthesis. 
Percentage of decrease in the conversion of carbon flux from PYR to 
LYS of feed cultures compared with the control culture 
[(PYRFeed - LYSFeed) - (PYRControl - LYSControl )] x 100 (PYRControl - LYSControl 
Where PYRFeed = flux of PYR in feed culture 
LYSFeed = flux of LYS in feed culture 
PYRcontro, = flux of PYR in control culture 
LYScontro, = flux of LYS in control culture 
Percentage of increase in the conversion of carbon flux from PYR to 
ACCOA of feed cultures compared with the control culture 
_ 
[(PYRControl - ACCOAControl) - (PYRFeed - ACCOA Feed)] x 100 
(PYRControl - ACCOAControl ) 
Where PYRFeed = flux of PYR in feed culture 
ACCOAFeed = flux of LYS in feed culture 
PYRcotro, = flux of PYR in control culture 
ACCOAcontro, = flux of LYS in control culture 
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% decrease in the 
Culture 
P-Itd +10mM LYS 
P-Itd +10mM CIT 
P-Itd +10mM GLU 
P-Itd +3mM LEU 
P-Itd +10mM LEU 
conversion of flux from 
PYR to LYS (mmol 
21 
20 
0.7 
23 
29 
129 
increase in the 
conversion of flux from 
PYR to ACCOA (mmol g"'h"') 
51 
17 
0 
45 
108 
Table 5.6 Effect of feeds on flux from PYR to LYS and effects of feeds on flux from 
PYR to ACCOA 
LEU Feed 
In relation to the correlation analysis, LEU biosynthesis reaction was not 
highly correlated with ACT biosynthesis (ranked 19 in the correlation table). It 
was hypothesised that adding LEU would slow down the draining of PYR to 
ACCOA and as a consequence reduce the supply of precursor for ACT 
biosynthesis. 
This was useful in testing the speculation whether the moderately correlated 
reactions on the ranking table, with a direct and obvious connection to ACT 
biosynthesis, could affect the production of ACT. In this experiment LEU in 
both concentrations (3mM and 10mM) decreased the production of ACT 
(Table 5.3, page 121; and Fig. 5.1, page 123). The flux analysis of the LEU 
feed was also consistent with the predictions. The % decrease in conversion 
of flux from ACCOA to CIT with both LEU concentrations were much lower (- 
29 and - 47%) than that of the control culture (Table 
5.5, page 126). The 
negative values indicated that all of the flux of ACCOA was drained towards 
CIT resulting in less flux available towards ACT. 
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5.7.2 Effect of feeds in P-ltd culture, D=0.06 h" 
GLN Feed 
I; 0 
GLN biosynthesis is another reaction that did not correlate very highly with 
ACT biosynthesis (-22 in the ranking). It was predicted that feeding GLN 
should enhance ACT production by compensating for draining carbon flux 
from GLU, allowing more flux towards AKG, CIT and ACCOA. However, 
feeding GLN did not increase the production of ACT compared with the 
control culture (% improvement of ACT production = 0, Table 5.3, page 121). 
It can be speculated that greater flux towards GLU initiated SER biosynthesis 
(GLU is one of precursors of SER), thus, draining flux away from ACCOA to 
produce CYS (SER and ACCOA are substrates of CYS biosynthesis). 
5.7.3 Effects of feeds in C-ltd culture, D=0.06 h"1 
CIT Feed (C-Itd) 
Feeding CIT prevented the conversion of ACCOA to CIT. As a result, there 
was more ACCOA flux available for ACT biosynthesis. Similar to the P-ltd 
culture's CIT feed, the C-ltd culture's CIT feed also improved ACT production 
by 64% (Table 5.3, page 121). The % decrease in the conversion of flux from 
ACCOA to CIT (calculation method on page 126) was the most suitable 
explanation to support this finding. It was found that the conversion of carbon 
flux from ACCOA to CIT was decreased by 79% in the C-ltd CIT feed (see 
Appendices 10 or 11 for fluxes of ACCOA and CIT in C-ltd). This result 
agreed well with the finding in the corresponding P-ltd counterpart. 
This 
means that CIT helped enhance ACT production in both the P-ltd and 
C-ltd 
cultures. 
Chapter 5: Testing the Predictions. 
5.8 Conclusions 
1; 1 
According to the findings from the correlation analysis (Chapter 4) and the 
results obtained from the elementary modes analysis (Chapter 3), feeding 
CIT, LYS, or GLU would increase ACT production. Feeding GLN or LEU on 
the other hand would have an effect on ACT production to a lesser extent. 
GLN would increase ACT production whilst LEU would decrease it. These 
observations were proved to be consistent with the results from rational feed 
experiment. CIT, LYS, and GLU did help improve the production of ACT. 
Feeding LEU in the culture also decreased ACT biosynthesis. GLN did not 
help the enhancement of ACT biosynthesis. This was well agreed with the 
less significant correlation of its reaction with ACT biosynthesis. 
Chapter 6: Final Discussions and 
Future Work 
Chapter 6: Final Conclusions & Future Work 
Chapter 6: Final Conclusions and Future Work 
I: 
The results obtained from batch cultures confirmed the characteristic of S. 
coelicolor M51 0 pIJ8714, an ACT overproducing strain. This is advantageous 
to the metabolic analysis of the biosynthesis of the antibiotic as it is produced 
in the pattern similar to that of a primary metabolite, thus easier to control 
and observe. Moreover, the higher amount of antibiotic released will make 
the determination and calculation to be more reliable. S. coelicolor strain 
M510 plJ8714 was chosen for this study because it produces higher and 
significantly detectable amounts of antibiotic compared to the parental strain, 
particularly in chemostat culture. This allowed the calculations and the 
analysis of metabolic flux distribution to be more accurate and significant. 
The flux to ACT by the parental strain is minimal compared with those of the 
other metabolites needed for MFA. This would inevitably lead to the lack of 
significance of the correlation analysis as the values of the flux of ACT would 
be too small. 
Many studies employing the metabolic flux analysis technique have used 
published or averaged values of bacterial macromolecule compositions. 
However, studies by Bushell and Friday (1983) and Shahab et al. (1996) 
pointed out the significant variation of macromolecular composition between 
species and culture conditions. It is also known that the physiological state of 
the culture results in changes in the macromolecular composition of the cell. 
Therefore, the macromolecular composition was determined for each 
experiment and each chemostat dilution rate in this study. 
The correlations between carbon flux to the ACT production reaction and 
to 
the other reactions were analysed. CIT, GLU, and LYS biosynthesis were 
among the most correlated reactions. This work demonstrates the potential 
for rational feed design for the improvement of antibiotic production 
based on 
metabolic flux analysis. It was postulated that feeding 
CIT, GLU, or LYS in 
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the culture as a feed would increase ACT production. On the other hand, 
feeding LEU (decreasing ACT production) or GLN (improving ACT 
production) would affect the production of ACT less significantly, as 
suggested by their lower-valued correlation coefficients. The findings with 
metabolic flux analysis of feed experiments were consistent with the 
hypothesis generated from the correlation analysis. Feeding CIT. GLU, or 
LYS did improve the production of ACT by 44%, 56%, and 13% respectively. 
The LEU feed was also observed to decrease ACT production by 20% whilst 
GLN had no effect on the improvement of ACT biosynthesis. These results 
indeed prove how useful metabolic flux analysis can help improve the 
biosynthesis of antibiotic. 
The metabolic reaction networks constructed and used in this work consist of 
only 106 reactions for the correlation analysis and 112 reactions for the 
rational feed experiments. Work in the future may include the larger network 
in order to obtain more confidence on the result. The genome-scale 
metabolic network of S. coelicolor A3(2) has recently been published 
(Borodina et al., 2005). This will immensely aid the construction of the larger 
network suitable for specific work project in the future, or the genome-scale 
network itself may be applied. This will also lead to other studies for process 
feed formulation such as the meatabolic flux variability analysis technique 
(Bushell et al., 2006) using this genome scale network. 
In future experiments, it would also be interesting to use the strain lacking plJ 
construct. This might give more information as to how amino/organic acid 
feeds help increase ACT biosynthesis. As ACT is not overproduced in the 
parental strain, the improvement of antibiotic might be higher. Future work 
may include the analysis of flux variability, which might give more information 
of how to improve the antibiotic production. 
Elementary modes analysis has become one of the useful tools for studies 
aimed for metabolic engineering and process design. 
The better 
understanding in metabolic pathways using this pathway analysis tool could 
lead to the design of experiments for the improvement of product of 
interest, 
Chapter 6: Final Conclusions & Future Work 1; 4 
and eventually to the design of genetically modified strains of organism with 
potential economic and medical values. In this study, the results from 
elementary modes analysis supported that from other experimental 
experiments. This proves that this theoretical tool is useful to works in this 
field and that more benefits could be obtained from this in the future study. 
Elementary modes analysis combined with the 13C tracer analysis would also 
be helpful to confirm and investigate the experimental findings from the 
correlation analysis as this would help to understand better the flow of fluxes 
through each reaction. This will undoubtedly make the design of the rational 
feed experiments more accurate. It is also important to construct the mutants 
based on the results from feed experiments (for instance, citrate, glutamate, 
and lysine auxotrophs). The batch/chemostat cultures and metabolic flux 
analysis (using the genomic metabolic network) will then be carried out to 
test the new mutants if they can improve antibiotic production more 
effectively and significantly than the currently used strain. DNA microarray 
could also be used to confirm the results. This technique could be employed 
to assess the expression of the corresponding genes in the mutants tested 
and in the currently used strain during the onset of antibiotic biosynthesis. 
Metabolic flux analysis has increasingly been useful to research studies in 
different laboratories throughout the world. It has been used in process 
design in many research projects. Complementing those studies with 
theoretical tools will be important and beneficial for scientific and commercial 
purposes. 
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Appendix 1: Modified Evans Medium for Streptomyces coelicolor 
Composition 
(mM) 
P-LIMITED 
Composition 
(mM) 
C-LIMITED 
Composition 
(mM) 
N-LIMITED 
NaH2PO4 4 10 10 
KCI 10 10 10 
MgCI2 1.25 1.25 1.25 
(NH4)2SO4 50 50 10 
Na2SO4 2 2 2 
Citric Acid 2 2 2 
CaCI2 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Glucose 194 50 194 
150 
Trace elements are added from a stock solution at a concentration of 5ml per 
litre 
Trace elements 
Composition 
(mM) 
ZnO 50 
FeCI3 20 
MnCI2 10 
CuCI2 10 
CoC12 20 
H3BO3 10 
Na2MoO4 0.02 
HCI 80m1 
10mM of amino/organic acid is added in the medium for 
feed experiments 
Glucose (and amino/organic acid) is (are) added aseptically after 
the above 
has been autoclaved 
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Appendix 2: Experimental Data of Carbon-limited Chemostat Culture 
(Supplementary) 
111 
D 
(h") 
Biomass 
(g L") 
ACT 
(mg L") 
Specific ACT 
Production 
(m9ACT gbiomass. ) 
ACT 
Productivity 
(g 
ACT h_1) 
PACT 
(m9ACT 
9C-source- 
0.02 2.87 596.7 207.9 25.2 58.5 
0.03 2.22 374.3 168.6 12.5 36.7 
0.04 2.47 408.7 165.5 10.2 40.1 
0.06 2.39 361.3 151.2 6.02 35.4 
0.08 2.37 228.5 96.4 2.86 22.9 
0.10 2.60 228.2 87.8 2.28 23.8 
0.12 2.66 145.3 54.6 1.21 15.1 
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Appendix 3: Molecular Composition of Biomass for Correlation Analysis 
Experiment 
D 
(h-1) 
Carbohydrate 
(%) 
Protein 
(%) 
DNA 
(%) 
RNA 
(%) 
Lipid 
(%) 
0.03 13.3 55.5 3.0 13.2 15.1- 
0.04 13.3 55.5 3.0 13.2 15.1 
0.06 14.0 55.5 2.1 13.8 14.7 
0.08 12.1 55.5 2.5 13.2 13.1 
0.10 13.1 55.9 1.9 16.0 13.1 
0.11 14.5 55.1 1.8 20.2 8.5 
0.15 12.9 54.9 1.7 26.9 4.0 
Appendix 4: Molecular Composition of Biomass for Rational Feed 
Experiment 
D 
(h-1) 
Carb. 
(%) 
Protein 
(%) 
DNA 
(%) 
RNA 
(%) 
Lipid 
(%) 
Total 
(%) 
P-ltd 
14.8 53.3 5.9 17.6 8.1 99.7 
D=0.04 
P-Itd 
13.1 52.2 3.9 19.2 6.8 95.2 
D=0.06 
P-ltd 
13.1 51.3 2.6 18.4 6.8 92.2 
D=0.08 
C-ltd 
12.3 49.8 6.7 23.8 8.0 100.6 
D=0.06 
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Appendix 5: Metabolic Reaction Network of S. coelicolor Used in this Study 
Catabolic Reactions and Synthesis of Monomers 
GLU UPTAKE: 
1: ==> 1 GLUC 
Glycolysis Reactions: 
2: 1 ATP +1 GLUC ==> 1 GLUC6P 
3: 1 GLUC6P <==> 1 FRU6P 
4: 1 ATP +1 FRU6P <==> 1 FRU16P 
5: 1 FRU16P <==> 1 GAP +1 DHAP 
6: 1 DHAP <==> 1 GAP 
7: 1 GAP <=_> 1 NADH +1 3PDGP 
8: 1 3PDGP <==> 1 ATP +1 G3P 
9: 1 G3P <==> 1 2PG 
10: 1 2PG <==> 1 PEP 
11: 1 PEP ==> 1 ATP +1 PYR 
Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle (TCA) Reactions: 
12: 1 PYR <_=> 1 ACCOA +1 C02 +1 NADH 
13: 1 ACCOA +1 OAA <==> 1 CIT 
14: 1 CIT <==> 1 ISOCIT 
15: 1 ISOCIT <==> 1 AKG +1 C02 +1 NADPH 
16: 1 AKG ==> 1 C02 +1 NADH +1 SUCCOA 
17: 1 SUCCOA <==> 1 ATP +1 SUC 
18: 1 SUC <==> 1 FADH +1 FUM 
19: 1 FUM <==> 1 MAL 
20: 1 MAL <==> 1 NADH +1 OAA 
Pent 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
: ose Phosphate Pathway (PPP) Reactions: 
1 GLUC6P ==> 1 NADPH +1 6PPGL 
1 6PPGL ==> 1 6PPG 
1 6PPG ==> 1 C02 +1 NADPH +1 RU5P 
1 RU5P <==> 1 RIB5P 
1 RU5P <==> 1 XYL5P 
Appendices 
26: 1 RIB5P +1 XYL5P <==> 1 GAP +1 SED7P 
27: 1 GAP +1 SED7P <==> 1 ERI4P +1 FRU6P 
28: 1 ERI4P +1 XYL5P <==> 1 FRU6P +1 GAP 
Anaplerotic reactions: 
29: 1 C02 +1 PEP ==> 1 OAA 
Energy Production Reactions: Oxidative phosphorylations 
30: 2 NADH +1 02 =_> 4 ATP 
31: 2 FADH +1 02 =_> 2 ATP 
Antibiotic Production Reaction 
32: 16 ACCOA + 16 ATP +6 NADPH ==> 1 ACT +3 NADH 
Amino Acids Production Reactions 
37: 1 AKG +1 NADPH +1 NH4 <==> 1 GLU 
38: 1 ATP +1 GLU +1 NH4 ==> 1 GLN 
39: 1 ATP +1 ERI4P +1 NADPH +2 PEP ==> 1 CHOR 
40: 1 CHOR <_=> 1 PREPH 
41: 1 PREPH ==> 1 C02 +1 PHENPYR 
42: 1 GLU +1 PHENPYR <==> 1 AKG +1 PHE 
43: 1 PREPH ==> 1 C02 +1 NADH +1 p-HYPPYR 
44: 1 GLU +1 p-HYPPYR <==> 1 AKG +1 TYR 
45: 1 ATP +1 GLU ==> 1 GLU-5-P 
46: 1 NADPH +1 GLU-5-P <==> 1 GLUSEMALD 
47: 1 NADPH +1 GLUSEMALD <==> 1 PRO 
48: 1 ACCOA +1 GLU <==> 1 ACEGLUT 
49: 1 ATP +1 ACEGLUT <==> 1 ACEGLUP 
50: 1 NADPH +1 ACEGLUP <==> 1 ACESEMALD 
51: 1 GLU +1 ACESEMALD <==> 1 AKG +1 ACETORN 
52: 1 ACETORN <==> 1 ORN 
53: 2 ATP +1 C02 +1 GLN <==> 1 GLU +1 CARBP 
54: 1 ORN +1 CARBP <==> 1 CITRUL 
55: 1 ASP +1 ATP +1 CITRUL <==> 1 ARG_SUC 
56: 1 ARG SUC <==> 1 ARG +1 FUM 
57: 1 ASP +1 ATP <==> 1 ASP-4-P 
154 
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58: 1 NADPH +1 ASP-4-P <==> 1 ASPSEMALD 
59: 1 GLU +1 NADPH +1 PYR +1 SUCCOA +1 ASPSEMALD ==> 1 AKG +1 
C02 +1 LYS +1 SUC 
60: 1 NADPH +1 ASPSEMALD <==> 1 HSER 
61: 1 ATP +1 HSER <==> 1 PPHSER 
62: 1 PPHSER <==> 1 THR 
63: 1 G3P <==> 1 NADH +1 3PPHYDPYR 
64: 1 GLU +1 3PPHYDPYR <==> 1 AKG +1 3PPSER 
65: 1 3PPSER =_> 1 SER 
66: 1 SER <==> 1 GLY 
67: 1 ACCOA +1 SER <==> 1 ACESER 
68: 1 ACESER <==> 1 CYS 
69: 1 GLU +1 OAA <==> 1 AKG +1 ASP 
70 1 SUCCOA +1 HSER <==> 1 SUCHSER 
71: 1 CYS +1 SUCHSER <==> 1 SUC +1 CYSTA 
72: 1 CYSTA <==> 1 NH4 +1 PYR +1 HCYS 
73: 1 HCYS <==> 1 MET 
74: 1 THR ==> 1 NH4 +1 OXOBUT 
75: 1 PYR +1 OXOBUT <_=> 1 C02 +1 ACE2HYD-BUT 
76 1 NADPH +1 ACE2HYD-BUT <==> 1 2,3, DHYD3MVAL 
77: 1 2,3, DHYD3MVAL <==> 1 2KET3MVAL 
78: 1 GLU +1 2KET3MVAL <==> 1 AKG +1 ILE 
79: 1 GLU +1 PYR <==> 1 ALA +1 AKG 
80: 2 PYR <==> 1 C02 +1 2-ACETOLAC 
81: 1 NADPH +1 2-ACETOLAC ==> 1 2,3DHISOVAL 
82: 1 2,3DHISOVAL <==> 1 2KETOISOVAL 
83: 1 GLU +1 2KETOISOVAL <==> 1 AKG +1 VAL 
84: 1 ACCOA +1 2KETOISOVAL <==> 1 3C3HYDISOCAP 
85: 1 3C3HYDISOCAP <==> 1 2DTHYD3CISOCAP 
86: 1 2DTHYD3CISOCAP <==> 1 C02 +1 NADH +1 2KETO-4M-PENT 
87: 1 GLU +1 2KETO-4M-PENT <==> 1 AKG +1 LEU 
88: 1 GLN +1 CHOR <==> 1 GLU +1 PYR +1 ANT 
89: 1 ANT +1 PRPP <==> 1 N5PHORIBANT 
90: 1 N5PHORIBANT ==> 1 CARBDEOXY5P 
91: 1 CARBDEOXY5P ==> 1 C02 +1 IND-3-GLYP 
92: 1 SER +1 IND-3-GLYP ==> 1 GAP +1 TRP 
93: 1 ATP +1 RIB5P <==> 1 PRPP 
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94: 1 ATP +1 PRPP <==> 1 PPRIBATP 
95: 1 PPRIBATP ==> 1 PPRIBAMP 
96: 1 PPRIBAMP ==> 1 PPRIBFORMP 
97: 1 PPRIBFORMP ==> 1 PPRIBULOFORMP 
98: 1 GLN +1 PPRIBULOFORMP ==> 1 GLU +1 DERYIMIGLY +1 AICAR 
99: 1 DERYIMIGLY ==> 1 IMIACEP 
100: 1 GLU +1 IMIACEP <==> 1 AKG +1 HISP 
101: 1 HISP ==> 1 HISTOL 
102: 1 HISTAL ==> 1 HYS +1 NADH 
103: 1 ASP +1 ATP +1 NH4 <==> 1 ASN 
I; () 
104: 1 ASP+5ATP+1 C02+1 GLY+2GLN+1 PRPP-->2GLU+1 
FUM +1 AICAR 
105: 1 HISTOL ==> 1 NADH +1 HISTAL 
Other Reactions 
33: mue : 2.1625 ACCOA + 0.44035 ALA + 0.25306 ARG + 1.3671 ASP + 
24.1496 ATP + 0.38019 C02 + 0.078593 CYS + 0.90582 GLY + 2.0703 GLN + 
0.018952 GLU + 0.7659 GLUC6P + 0.08138 HYS + 0.2486 ILE + 0.38684 LEU + 
0.29486 LYS + 0.1321 MET + 3.8143 NADPH + 0.15886 PHE + 0.18952 PRO + 
0.80383 RU5P + 0.18506 SER + 0.21739 THR + 0.048828 TRP + 0.11817 TYR + 
0.36287 VAL ==> 
34: C02 EX :1 C02 =_> 
35: NH4 UPTAKE : 1 NH4 
36: 02 U PTAKE 1 02 
106: ATP 
-SINK: 
1 AT P <==> 
107: GLU UPTAKE : ==> 1 GLU 
108: GLU EX : 1 GL U ==> 
109: CIT UPTAKE 1 CIT 
110: LYS UPTAKE : 1 LYS 
111: LEU 
-UPTAKE: 
1 LEU 
112: GLN UPTAKE : __> 1 GLN 
Note: Reactions 107-112 were used in rational feed experiment and 
elementary modes analysis only. 
i 
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Synthesis of Macromolecules: 
1ý- 
1: 0.79 ALA + 0.454 ARG + 0.74 ASP + 25.4 ATP + 0.141 CYS+0.943GLY 
+ 0.777 GLN + 0.034 GLU + 0.146 HYS + 0.446 ILE + 0.694 LEU + 0.529 
LYS + 0.237 MET + 0.285 PHE + 0.34 PRO + 0.332 SER + 0.39 THR + 
0.0876 TRP + 0.212 TYR + 0.651 VAL ----> PROT 
2: 31.25 ACCOA + 27.34 ATP + 54.69 NADPH ----> LIP 
3: 5.55 ATP + 5.55 GLUC6P ----> PSAC 
4: 2.6 ASP + 24.14 ATP + 1.3 C02 + 1.3 GLY + 6.51 GLN + 0.506 NADPH 
+ 2.6 RU5P ----> DNA 
5: 4.54 ASP + 33.49 ATP + 1.72 C02 + 1.72 GLY + 7.103 GLN + 3.686 
RU5P ----> RNA 
Short Names of Each Reaction in the Metabolic Network of S. coelicolor 
Used in this Study 
Reaction 1: GLUCOSE UPTAKE 
Reaction 2: GLUCOSE GLUC6P 
Reaction 3: GLUC6P FRU6P : 
Reaction 4: FRU6P FRU16P : 
Reaction 5: FRU16P DHAP : 
Reaction 6: DHAP GAP : 
Reaction 7: GAP 3PDGP : 
Reaction 8: 3PDGP G3P : 
Reaction 9: G3P_2PG : 
Reaction 10: 2PG PEP 
Reaction 11: PEP PYR 
Reaction 12: PYR ACCOA : 
Reaction 13: ACCOA CIT : 
Reaction 14: CIT ISOCIT 
==> 1 GLUC 
1 ATP +1 GLUC ==> 1 GLUC6P 
1 GLUC6P <==> 1 FRU6P 
1 ATP +1 FRU6P <==> 1 FRU16P 
1 FRU16P <==> 1 GAP +1 DHAP 
1 DHAP <==> 1 GAP 
1 GAP <==> 1 NADH +1 3PDGP 
1 3PDGP <==> 1 ATP +1 G3P 
1 G3P <==> 1 2PG 
1 2PG <==> 1 PEP 
1 PEP ==> 1 ATP +1 PYR 
1 PYR <==> 1 ACCOA +1 C02 +1 NADH 
1 ACCOA +1 OAA <==> 1 CIT 
1 CIT <==> 1 ISOCIT 
Reaction 15: ISOCIT AKG : 
Reaction 16: AKG SUCCOA 
Reaction 17: SUCCOA SUC 
Reaction 18: SUC FUM : 
Reaction 19: FUM MAL : 
Reaction 20: MAL OAA : 
Reaction 21: GLUC6P 6PPGL 
Reaction 22: 6PPGL_6PPG 
Reaction 23: 6PPG RU5P 
Reaction 24: RU5P RIB5P 
Reaction 25: RU5P XYL5P 
Appendices 
1 ISOCIT <==> 1 AKG +1 C02 +1 NADPH 
1 AKG ==> 1 C02 +1 NADH +1 SUCCOA 
1 SUCCOA <==> 1 ATP +1 SUC 
1 SUC <==> 1 FADH +1 FUM 
1 FUM <==> 1 MAL 
1 MAL <==> 1 NADH +1 OAA 
1 GLUC6P ==> 1 NADPH +1 6PPGL 
1 6PPGL ==> 1 6PPG 
1 6PPG ==> 1 C02 +1 NADPH +1 RU5P 
1 RU5P <==> 1 RIB5P 
1 RU5P <==> 1 XYL5P 
l; ý 
Reaction 26: RIB5P+XYL5P_GAP+SED7P :1 RIB5P +1 XYL5P <==> 1 GAP +1 SED7P 
Reaction 27: GAP+SED7P_ERI4P+FRU6P :1 GAP +1 SED7P <==> 1 ERI4P +1 FRU6P 
Reaction 28: ERI4P+XYL5P_FRU6P+GAP :1 ERI4P +1 XYL5P <==> 1 FRU6P +1 GAP 
Reaction 29: ANAPLEROTIC :1 C02 +1 PEP ==> 1 OAA 
Reaction 30: OX PHOSPHORYLATION1 : 2 NADH +1 02 =_> 4 ATP 
Reaction 31: OX PHOSPHORYALTION2 : 2 FADH +1 02 =_> 2 ATP 
Reaction 32: ACT EX : 16 ACCOA + 16 ATP +6 NADPH ==> 1 ACT +3 NADH 
Reaction 33: mue : 2.1625 ACCOA + 0.44035 ALA + 0.25306 ARG + 1.3671 ASP 
24.1496 ATP + 0.38019 C02 + 0.078593 CYS + 0.90582 GLY + 2.0703 GLN + 0.018952 
GLU + 0.7659 GLUC6P + 0.08138 HYS + 0.2486 ILE + 0.38684 LEU + 0.29486 LYS + 
0.1321 MET + 3.8143 NADPH + 0.15886 PHE + 0.18952 PRO + 0.80383 RU5P + 0.18506 
SER + 0.21739 THR + 0.048828 TRP + 0.11817 TYR + 0.36287 VAL =_> 
Reaction 34: C02 EX :1 C02 ==> 
Reaction 35: NH4 UPTAKE : 
Reaction 36: 02 UPTAKE : 
Reaction 37: GLUTAMATE SYNTH : 
Reaction 38: GLUTAMINE SYNTH : 
Reaction 39: CHOR SYNTH : 
__> 1 NH4 
__> 1 02 
1 AKG +1 NADPH +1 NH4 <==> 1 GLU 
1 ATP +1 GLU +1 NH4 ==> 1 GLN 
1 ATP +1 ERI4P +1 NADPH +2 PEP ==> 1 CHOR 
Reaction 40: CHOR PREPH: 1 CHOR <==> 1 PREPH 
Reaction 41: PHENPYR SYNTH :1 PREPH =_> 1 C02 +1 PHENPYR 
Reaction 42: PHENYLALANINE_SYNTH :1 GLU +1 PHENPYR <__> 1 AKG +1 PHE 
Reaction 43: PREPHp-HYPPYR :1 PREPH =_> 1 C02 +1 NADH +1 p-HYPPYR 
Reaction 44: TYROSINE SYNTH :1 GLU +1 p-HYPPYR <__> 1 AKG +1 
TYR 
Reaction 45: GLU-5-P SYNTH :1 ATP +1 GLU =_> 1 GLU-5-P 
Reaction 46: GLU-5-P GLUSEMALD :1 NADPH +1 GLU-5-P <__> 1 
GLUSEMALD 
Reaction 47: PROLINE_SYNTH 
Reaction 48: ACCOA ACEGLUT : 
Reaction 49: ACEGLUT_ACEGLUP 
1 NADPH +1 GLUSEMALD <==> 1 
PRO 
1 ACCOA +1 GLU <==> 1 ACEGLUT 
1 ATP +1 ACEGLUT <==> 1 
ACEGLUP 
Reaction 50: ACEGLUP ACESEMALD :1 NADPH +1 ACEGLUP <__> 
1 ACESE". 'A1 D 
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Reaction 51: ACESEMALD_ACETORN :1 GLU +1 ACESEMALD <--> 1 AKG 
ACETORN 
Reaction 52: ACETORN_ORN : 1 ACETORN <==> 1 ORN 
Reaction 53: CARBP_SYNTH : 2 ATP +1 C02 +1 GLN <==> 1 GLU -1 CARBP Reaction 54: CITRUL_SYNTH : 1 ORN +1 CARBP <==> 1 CITRUL 
Reaction 55: ARG_SUC_SYNTH: 1 ASP +1 ATP +1 CITRUL <=_> 1 ARG SUC 
Reaction 56: ARG_SYNTH: 1 ARG_SUC <==> 1 ARG +1 FUM 
Reaction 57: ASP_ASP4P: 1 ASP +1 ATP <==> 1 ASP-4-P 
Reaction 58: ASP4P_ASPSEMALD: 1 NADPH +1 ASP-4-P <==> 1 ASPSEMALD 
Reaction 59: LYSINE_SYNTH : 1 GLU +1 NADPH +1 PYR +1 SUCCOA +1 
ASPSEMALD ==> 1 AKG +1 C02 +1 LY S+1 SUC 
Reaction 60: HSER_SYNTH : 1 NADPH +1 ASPSEMALD <==> 1 HSER 
Reaction 61: PPHSER_SYNTH : 1 ATP +1 HSER <==> 1 PPHSER 
Reaction 62: THREONINE_SYNTH : 1 PPHSER <=_> 1 THR 
Reaction 63: G3P_3PPHYDPYR : 1 G3P <==> 1 NADH +1 3PPHYDPYR 
Reaction 64: 3PPHYDPYR_3PPSER : 1 GLU +1 3PPHYDPYR <_=> 1 AKG +1 3PPSER 
Reaction 65: SERINE_SYNTH: 1 3PPSER ==> 1 SER 
Reaction 66: GLYCINE_SYNTH : 1 SER <==> 1 GLY 
Reaction 67: ACCOA_ACESER : 1 ACCOA +1 SER <==> 1 ACESER 
Reaction 68: CYSTEINE SYNTH : 1 ACESER <==> 1 CYS 
Reaction 69: ASPARTATE_SYNTH : 1 GLU +1 OAA <==> 1 AKG +1 ASP 
Reaction 70: HSER SUCHSER : 1 SUCCOA +1 HSER <==> 1 SUCHSER 
Reaction 71: CYSTATHIONE SYNTH :1 CYS +1 SUCHSER <==> 1 SUC +1 CYSTA 
Reaction 72: HCYS SYNTH : 1 CYSTA <==> 1 NH4 +1 PYR +1 HCYS 
Reaction 73: METHIONINE SYNTH : 1 HCYS <==> 1 MET 
Reaction 74: OXOBUT SYNTH : 1 THR ==> 1 NH4 +1 OXOBUT 
Reaction 75: ACE2HYDBUT SYNTH : 1 PYR +1 OXOBUT <==> 1 C02 +1 ACE2HYD- 
BUT 
Reaction 76: 2,3, DHYD3MVAL SYNTH :1 NADPH +1 ACE2HYD-BUT <__> 1 
2,3, DHYD3MVAL 
Reaction 77: 2KET3MVAL SYNTH :12,3, DHYD3MVAL <__> 1 2KET3MVAL 
Reaction 78: ISOLEUCINE SYNTH :1 GLU +1 2KET3MVAL <__> 1 AKG +1 ILE 
Reaction 79: ALANINE SYNTH :1 GLU +1 PYR <__> 1 ALA +1 AKG 
Reaction 80: PYR ACETOLAC :2 PYR <__> 1 C02 +1 2-ACETOLAC 
Reaction 81: 2-ACETOLAC 2,3DHISOVAL :1 NADPH +1 2-ACETOLAC ==> 1 
2,3DHISOVAL 
Reaction 82: 2,3DHISOVAL 2KETOISOVAL :12,3DHISOVAL <__> 1 2KETOISOVAL 
Reaction 83: VALINE SYNTH :1 GLU +1 2KETOISOVAL <__> 1 AKG +1 
VAL 
Reaction 84: 2KETOISOVAL 3C3HIDISOCAP :1 ACCOA +1 2KETOISOVAL <__> 1 
3C3HYDISOCAP 
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Reaction 85: 3C3HYDISOCAP_2DTHYD3CISOCAP: 1 3C3HYDISOCAP <--> 1 
2DTHYD3CISOCAP 
Reaction 86: 2DTHYD3CISOCAP_2KETO-4M-PENT: 1 2DTHYD3CISOCAP <==> 1 C02 
+1 NADH +1 2KETO-4M-PENT 
Reaction 87: LEUCINE_SYNTH :1 GLU +1 2KETO-4M-PENT <==> 1 AKG +1 LEU 
Reaction 88: CHOR_ANT :1 GLN +1 CHOR <==> 1 GLU +1 PYR +1 ANT 
Reaction 89: ANT_N5PHORIBANT :1 ANT +1 PRPP <==> 1 N5PHORIBANT 
Reaction 90: N5PHORIBANT_CARBDEOX5P :1 N5PHORIBANT ==> 1 CARBDEOXY5P 
Reaction 91: CARBDEOXY_IND-3-GLYP :1 CARBDEOXY5P ==> 1 C02 +1 IND-3-GLYP 
Reaction 92: TRYPTOPHAN_SYNTH :1 SER +1 IND-3-GLYP ==> 1 GAP +1 TRP 
Reaction 93: PRPP SYNTH :1 ATP +1 RIB5P <=_> 1 PRPP 
Reaction 94: PRPP PPRIBATP :1 ATP +1 PRPP <==> 1 PPRIBATP 
Reaction 95: PPRIBATP PPRIBAMP :1 PPRIBATP ==> 1 PPRIBAMP 
Reaction 96: PPRIBAMP PPRIBFORMP :1 PPRIBAMP ==> 1 PPRIBFORMP 
Reaction 97: PPRIBFORMP PPRIBUOLFORMP : 
PPRIBULOFORMP 
Reaction 98: PPRIBULOFORMP DERYIMIGLY : 
1 GLU +1 DERYIMIGLY +1 AICAR 
Reaction 99: DERYIMIGLY IMIACEP : 
Reaction 100: IMIACEP HISP 
Reaction 101: HISP HISTOL : 
Reaction 102: HYSTIDINE SYNTH : 
Reaction 103: ASPARAGINS SYNTH 
1 PPRIBFORMP ==> 1 
1 GLN +1 PPRIBULOFORMP ==> 
1 DERYIMIGLY ==> 1 IMIACEP 
1 GLU +1 IMIACEP <==> 1 AKG +1 HISP 
1 HISP ==> 1 HISTOL 
1 HISTAL ==> 1 HYS +1 NADH 
1 ASP +1 ATP +1 NH4 <==> 1 ASN 
Reaction 104: AICAR SYNTH :1 ASP +5 ATP +1 C02 +1 GLY +2 GLN +1 
PRPP ==> 2 GLU +1 FUM +1 AICAR 
Reaction 105: HISTOL_HISTAL 
Reaction 106: ATP SINK : 
Reaction 107: GLU UPTAKE 
Reaction 108: GLU EX : 
Reaction 109: CIT UPTAKE : 
Reaction 110: LYS UPTAKE 
Reaction 111: LEU 
-UPTAKE: 
Reaction 112: GLN UPTAKE 
1 HISTOL ==> 1 NADH +1 HISTAL 
1 ATP <==> 
==> 1 GLU 
1 GLU ==> 
1 CIT 
==> 1 LYS 
_=> 1 LEU 
__> 1 GLN 
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Appendix 6: Abbreviations of Metabolites 
ACCOA ACETYL COENZYME A 
ACT ACTINORHODIN 
ALA ALANINE 
AKG ALPHA-KETOGLUTARATE 
ARG ARGININE 
ASN ASPARAGINE 
ASP ASPARTATE 
ATP ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE 
C02 CARBON DIOXIDE 
CYS CYSTEINE 
ERI4P ERITHROSE-4-PHOSPHATE 
FADH FLAVIN ADENINE DINUCLEOTIDE 
FRU6P FRUCTOSE-6-PHOSPHATE 
GAP GLYCERALDEHYDE-3-PHOSPHATE 
GLY GLYCINE 
GLN GLUTAMINE 
GLU GLUTAMATE 
GLUC GLUCOSE 
GLUC6P GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE 
HYS HYSTIDINE 
ILE ISOLEUCINE 
ISOCIT ISOCITRATE 
LEU LEUCINE 
LYS LYSINE 
MAL MALATE 
MET METHIONINE 
NADH NICOTINAMIDE ADENINE DINUCLEOTIDE 
NADPH NICOTINAMIDE ADENINE DINUCLEOTIDE PHOSPHATE 
NH4 AMMONIUM 
02 OXYGEN 
OAA OXALOACETATE 
PEP PHOSPHO-ENOLPYRUVATE 
PHE PHENYLALANINE 
PSAC POLYSACCHARIDE 
PRO PROLINE 
PROT PROTEIN 
PYR PYRUVATE 
RIB5P RIBOSE-5-PHOSPHATE 
RU5P RIBULOSE-5-PHOSPHATE 
SED7P SEDOHEPTULOSE-7-PHOSPHATE 
SER SERINE 
SUC SUCCINATE 
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THR THREONINE 
TRP TRYPTOPHANE 
TYR TYROSINE 
VAL VALINE 
XYL5P XYLULOSE-5-PHOSPHATE 
FRU16P FRUCTOSE-1,6-PHOSPHATE 
DHAP DIHYDROXYACETONEPHOSPHATE 
3PDGP 3-PHOSPHO-D-GYCEROL-PHOSPHATE 
2PG 2-PHOSPHOGLYCERATE 
CIT CITRATE 
SUCCOA SUCCINYL COENZYME A 
FUM FUMARATE 
6PPGL 6-PHOSPHOGLUCONOLACTONE 
6PPG 6-PHOSPHOGLUCONATE 
MUE MUE (GROWTH RATE) 
CHOR CHORISMATE 
PREPH PREPHINATE 
PHENPYR PHENYLPYRUVATE 
p-HYPPYR p-HYDROXYPHENYLPYRUVATE 
GLU-5-P GLUTAMATE-5-PHOSPHATE 
GLUSEMALD GLUTAMATE-y-SEMIALDEHYDE 
ACEGLUT ACETYL-L-GLUTAMATE 
ACEGLUP ACETYLGLUTAMYL-5-PHOSPHATE 
ACESEMALD ACETYLGLUTAMYL-5-SEMIALDEHYDE 
ACETORN ACETYLORNITHINE 
ORN ORNITHINE 
CARBP CARBAMOYL-PHOSPHATE 
CITRUL CITRULLINE 
ARG SUC ARGININO-SUCCINATE 
ASP-4-P ASPARTYL-4-PHOSPHATE 
ASPSEMALD ASPARTATE SEMIALDEHYDE 
3PPHYDPYR 3-PHOSPHO-HYDROXYPYRUVATE 
3PPSER 3-PHOSPHO-SERINE 
ACESER ACETYL-L-SERINE 
HSER HOMOSERINE 
PPHSER PHOSPHO-L-HOMOSERINE 
SUCHSER SUCCINYL-HOMOSERINE 
CYSTA CYSTATHIONE 
HCYS HOMOCYSTEINE 
OXOBUT 2-OXOBUTANOATE 
ACE2HYD-BUT 2-ACETO-2-HYDROXYBUTYRATE 
2,3, DHYD3MVAL 2,3, DIHYDROXYMETHYLVALERATE 
2KET3MVAL 2-KETO-3-METHYL-VALE RATE 
2KETOISOVAL 2-KETO-ISOVALERATE 
2-ACETOLAC 2-ACETO-LACTATE 
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2,3DHISOVAL 
3C3HYDISOCAP 
2DTHYD3CISOCAP 
2KETO-4M-PENT 
ANT 
N5PHORIBANT 
PRPP 
CARBDEOXY5P 
IND-3-GLYP 
PPRIBATP 
PPRIBAMP 
PPRIBFORMP 
PPRIBULOFORMP 
DERYIMIGLY 
AICAR 
IMIACEP 
HISTAL 
HISTOL 
HISP 
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2,3, DIHYDOXYISOVALERATE 
3-CARBOXY-3-HYDROXY-ISOCAPROATE 
2D-THREO-HYDROXY-3-CARBOXY-ISOCAPROATE 
2-KETO-4-METHYL-PENTANOATE 
ANTHRANILATE 
N-(5'PHOSPHORIBOSYL)-ANTHRANILATE 
5-PHOSPHORIBOSYL-1 -PYROPHOSPHATE 
CARBOXYPHENYLAMINOLDEOXYRIBUOL-5'PHOSPHATE 
INDOLE-3-GLYCEROL 
PHOSPHORIBOSYL-ATP 
PHOSPHORIBOSYL-AMP 
PHOSPHOR IBOSYLFORMI MINOAICAR-PHOSPHATE 
PHOSPHORIBULOSYLFORMIMINOAICAR-PHOSPHATE 
D-ERYTHROIMIDAZOLE-GLYCEROL-PHOSPHATE 
AMINOIMIDAZOLE CARBOXAMIDE RIBONUCLEOTIDE 
IMI DAZOLE-ACETOL-PHOSPHATE 
HISTIDINAL 
HISTIDINOL 
HISTIDINOL -PHOSPHATE 
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Appendix 7: The Amounts in Grams (g) per 1 C-mole in Each Biomass 
Sample 
164 
Sample Grams (g) per C-mole 
Correlation analysis experiment 
P- ltd D=0.03 h 27.6 
P- ltd D=0.04 h-1 27.4 
P -ltd D=0.06 h-1 27.0 
P -ltd D=0.08 h-1 28.3 
P -ltd D=0.10 h-1 27.7 
P -ltd D=0.11 h-1 27.7 
P -ltd D=0.15 h-' 27.6 
Rational feed experiments 
D= 0.04 h-', P- ltd control 26.3 
D= 0.04 h-1, P- ltd + 10mM CIT 25.7 
D= 0.04 h-1, P- ltd + 10mM LYS 25.6 
D= 0.04 h-1, P- ltd + 10mM GLU 24.9 
D= 0.04 h-1, P- ltd + 3mM LEU 25.7 
D= 0.04 h-1, P- ltd + 10mM LEU 26.8 
D= 0.06 h-1, P- ltd control 24.6 
D= 0.06 h-1, P- ltd + 10mM GLN 25.8 
D= 0.06 h-1, P-ltd + M510 parental strain 26.2 
D= 0.06 h-1, C-ltd control 26.5 
D= 0.06 h-1, C- ltd +1 0mM CIT 26.8 
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Appendix 8: Carbon Flux Distribution for Correlation Analysis Experiment. 
Note: Flux values were normalized to that of reaction 1, Glucose Uptake. 
Reactions % Fluxes distribution for correlation analysis 
D (h"') 
_> 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.11 0.15 
1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
2 100.29 100.32 100.14 100.17 100.21 100.12 99.95 
3 77.13 66.09 58.51 58.37 91.25 102.94 105.68 
4 91.49 87.29 81.45 82.28 94.01 95.52 93.21 
5 91.79 87.59 81.59 82.45 94.22 95.64 93.17 
6 91.94 87.76 81.67 82.53 94.33 95.70 93.14 
7 192.00 186.94 174.76 177.14 190.41 187.69 179.30 
8 192.10 187.09 174.82 177.20 190.51 187.74 179.28 
9 186.99 180.89 168.23 170.42 184.10 181.70 173.69 
10 187.10 181.04 168.31 170.49 184.21 181.76 173.66 
11 174.93 165.41 144.29 147.08 163.69 155.71 137.75 
12 162.08 151.26 128.50 131.50 150.28 141.35 121.88 
13 91.36 82.03 70.30 73.45 109.43 115.54 107.67 
14 91.60 82.33 70.44 73.57 109.64 115.66 107.62 
15 91.81 82.65 70.58 73.70 109.85 115.78 107.57 
16 81.45 70.73 57.85 60.66 97.11 101.42 90.72 
17 80.13 68.99 55.53 58.43 95.23 99.49 88.61 
18 82.17 71.48 58.22 61.05 97.62 101.77 90.74 
19 82.51 72.54 58.72 61.63 98.59 101.62 88.87 
20 82.67 72.75 58.81 61.72 98.73 101.69 88.84 
21 17.99 28.80 35.80 36.69 4.13 -8.29 -10.68 
22 18.26 29.12 35.94 36.84 4.34 -8.17 -10.73 
23 18.52 29.44 36.08 36.99 4.55 -8.04 -10.78 
24 1.38 5.32 9.58 9.39 -1.83 -5.66 -5.54 
25 13.46 20.27 22.53 23.42 2.13 -7.78 -12.32 
26 5.06 8.68 11.16 11.35 0.36 -4.05 -5.20 
27 5.43 9.04 11.33 11.54 0.60 -3.91 -5.26 
28 8.64 11.85 11.48 12.21 1.94 -3.64 -7.16 
29 18.34 20.94 24.21 24.59 23.02 26.49 32.17 
30 266.32 248.31 217.00 222.20 273.98 271.60 245.99 
31 41.10 35.75 29.11 30.53 48.81 50.89 45.37 
32 1.88 1.59 0.95 0.69 0.41 0.22 0.16 
33 7.42 7.75 7.67 7.87 6.94 6.95 6.82 
34 340.89 319.31 278.63 287.17 345.28 332.71 289.70 
35 45.89 54.43 56.54 57.45 55.64 57.14 59.60 
36 307.47 284.05 246.09 252.76 322.79 322.48 291.36 
37 38.92 45.84 48.40 48.77 46.21 47.47 49.61 
38 6.89 8.27 8.90 9.24 9.46 10.70 12.71 
39 -3.02 -2.58 -0.06 -0.56 -1.20 -0.19 
1.86 
40 -0.32 -0.13 1.01 
0.82 0.37 0.90 1.92 
41 21 0 0.34 0.78 0.69 0.50 0.69 
1.06 
42 
. 
66 0 0.80 0.98 0.94 0.81 0.87 
0.98 
43 
. 
-0 05 0.04 0.47 
0.40 0.22 0.42 0.78 
44 
. 
0.40 0.51 0.68 0.65 0.54 
0.60 0.71 
1 fý 
Reactions 
D(h'') 
_> 0.03 
Fluxes distribution for correlation analysis 
0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.11 0.15 
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45 0.69 0.88 1.08 1.04 0.91 0.91 0.93 
46 0.90 1.07 1.20 1.17 1.04 1.03 1.04 
47 1.11 1.25 1.31 1.31 1.16 1.16 1.15 
48 -0.82 0.02 0.49 
0.27 0.41 -0.02 -0.51 
49 -0.50 0.30 0.66 
0.45 0.61 0.14 -0.41 
50 -0.21 0.60 0.81 
0.63 0.80 0.31 -0.32 
51 0.11 0.88 0.97 0.82 1.00 0.48 -0.23 
52 0.45 1.09 1.13 1.03 1.15 0.67 0.01 
53 0.79 1.33 1.26 1.24 1.31 0.82 0.12 
54 0.79 1.31 1.29 1.24 1.29 0.87 0.26 
55 1.09 1.50 1.46 1.44 1.41 1.11 0.64 
56 1.54 1.82 1.73 1.74 1.64 1.45 
1.15 
57 2.49 3.44 4.81 4.51 3.80 4.05 
4.68 
58 2.60 3.57 4.90 4.60 3.89 4.16 
4.79 
59 1.83 2.08 2.08 2.07 1.89 1.83 
1.72 
60 0.93 1.63 2.91 2.61 2.10 
2.44 3.20 
61 1.46 1.89 2.67 2.48 2.05 
2.36 2.95 
62 1.62 2.02 2.76 2.59 2.14 
2.47 3.07 
63 5.27 6.36 6.67 6.86 6.51 
6.10 5.57 
64 5.35 6.51 6.73 6.91 6.62 
6.16 5.54 
65 5.46 6.59 6.79 6.98 
6.67 6.25 5.67 
66 21 4 4.88 4.49 4.76 
4.79 4.37 3.69 
67 
. 
19 0 0.45 0.88 0.81 0.65 
0.65 0.76 
68 
. 
37 0 0.62 1.00 0.93 
0.77 0.86 
69 
. 
75 9 11.88 12.82 12.92 12.46 
12.73 13.31 
70 
. 
-0 34 -0.13 
0.33 0.25 0.13 8 
71 
. 
03 0 0.21 0.52 0.45 0.36 
0.37 
72 
. 
40 0 0.52 0.72 0.69 0.57 
0 . 60 
0.68 
73 
. 
0.69 0.77 0.86 0.85 
0.73 0.75 0.78 
1 73 
74 0.24 0.51 1.22 1.03 
0.75 1.09 . 
75 0.42 0.71 1.31 1.14 
0.90 
1 11 1 30 1.66 
76 0.74 1.03 1.45 1.32 . 31 1 
. 
42 1 1.60 
77 1.11 1.33 1.59 
1.51 
71 1 
. 
1.52 
. 
1.54 1.55 
78 1.46 1.65 1.73 . 30 3 2.93 2.90 2.81 
79 3.07 3.26 3.24 . 35 4 3.58 4.11 5.07 
80 2.91 3.44 4.56 . 49 4 3.75 4.21 
5.03 
81 3.15 3.71 4.67 . 64 4 3.92 4.31 
4.99 
82 3.44 3.97 4.79 . 62 2 2 , 2.34 34 
2.33 2.31 
83 2.36 2.56 2.61 . 16 2 1 . 
2.08 2.64 
84 1.35 1.65 2.29 . 37 2 2.01 2.21 
2.58 
85 1.72 2.02 2.46 . 2 57 2.26 2.36 
2.53 
86 2.09 2.38 2.62 . 2 77 2.47 2.48 
2.48 
87 2.46 2.70 2.76 . 1 12 -1.23 -0.89 -0.14 
88 -2.23 -1.93 -0.84 
- . 
-1 03 -0.72 -0.05 
89 -1.91 -1.65 -0.69 
-0.93 . 66 -0 -0.46 
0.00 
90 -1.32 -1.09 -0.42 
-0.60 . 
-0 29 -0.19 
0.06 
91 -0.74 -0.54 -0.14 
-0.27 . 04 0 0.06 0.12 
92 -0.19 -0.06 
0.11 0.06 . 
02 -2 -1.52 -0.38 
93 -3.44 -3.11 -1.46 
- . 
83 . 
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Reactions % Fluxes distribution for correlation analysis 
D(h"') 
_> 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.11 0.15 
94 0.05 -0.24 0.66 
95 0.29 0.02 0.77 
96 0.53 0.28 0.88 
97 0.79 0.52 1.01 
98 1.03 0.79 1.12 
99 0.98 0.82 1.03 
100 0.90 0.84 0.96 
101 0.85 0.79 0.87 
102 0.69 0.67 0.69 
103 -0.11 -0.06 -0.09 
104 -1.32 -0.95 -1.31 
105 0.79 0.73 0.78 
106 1194.70 1079.06 907.02 
0.48 -0.01 1.00 2.62 
0.62 0.17 1.10 2.58 
0.76 0.34 1.20 2.54 
0.89 0.51 1.30 2.50 
1.03 0.69 1.40 2.45 
0.96 0.70 1.24 2.04 
0.89 0.71 1.08 1.61 
0.83 0.67 0.95 1.35 
0.71 0.59 0.69 0.81 
-0.08 -0.04 -0.13 -0.27 
-1.24 -0.80 -1.69 -2.98 
0.78 0.63 0.82 1.08 
935.09 1260.49 1253.07 1105.95 
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Appendix 9: Ranking Table of the Correlation of Each Reaction with ACT 
Biosynthesis Reaction, Negative Numbers Represent the Most Negatively 
Correlated Reactions. 
Reactions Correlation 
coefficient 
32 ACT-EX 1 
45 GLU-5-P_SYNTH 0.97 
67 ACCOA_ACESER 0.97 
68 CYSTEINE_SYNTH 0.96 
71 CYSTATHIONESYNTH 0.96 
46 GLU-5-P_GLUSEMALD 0.95 
59 LYSINE SYNTH 0.95 
24 RU5P_RIB5P 0.95 
26 RIB5P+XYL5P_GAP+SED7P 0.94 
27 GAP+SED7P_ERI4P+FRU6P 0.94 
21 GLUC6P_6PPGL 0.94 
22 6PPGL_6PPG 0.94 
23 6PPG_RU5P 0.94 
25 RU5P XYL5P 0.94 
28 ERI4P+XYL5P_FRU6P+GAP 0.93 
47 PROLINE_SYNTH 0.92 
78 ISOLEUCINE_SYNTH 0.91 
83 VALINE SYNTH 0.90 
72 HCYS_SYNTH 0.90 
87 LEUCINE_SYNTH 0.90 
57 ASP_ASP4P 0.89 
73 METHIONINE_SYNTH 0.89 
58 ASP4P_ASPSEMALD 0.88 
70 HSER_SUCHSER 0.88 
79 ALANINE_SYNTH 0.88 
56 ARG_SYNTH 0.87 
86 2DTHYD3CISOCAP_2KETO-4M-PENT 0.86 
42 PHENYLALANINE_SYNTH 0.85 
33 mue 0.85 
92 TRYPTOPHAN_SYNTH 0.81 
77 2KET3MVAL_SYNTH 0.81 
55 ARG_SUC_SYNTH 0.80 
63 G3P_3PPHYDPYR 0.79 
44 TYROSINE_SYNTH 0.79 
60 HSER_SYNTH 0.79 
82 2,3DHISOVAL_2KETOISOVAL 0.77 
65 SERINE_SYNTH 0.77 
64 3PPHYDPYR_3PPSER 0.77 
85 3C3HYDISOCAP_2DTHYD3CISOCAP 0.77 
48 ACEGLUT ACCOA 0.75 
81 _ 2-ACETOLAC_2,3DHISOVAL 0.74 
61 SYNTH PPHSER 0.74 
49 _ ACEGLUP ACEGLUT 0.72 
62 _ THREONINESYNTH 0.71 
54 CITRUL SYNTH 0.71 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
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Reactions Correlation Rank 
coefficient 
80 PYR_ACETOLAC 0.71 
52 ACETORN_ORN 0.68 
76 2,3, DHYD3MVAL_SYNTH 0.68 
50 ACEGLUP_ACESEMALD 0.67 
84 2KETOISOVAL_3C3HIDISOCAP 0.66 
53 CARBP_SYNTH 0.66 
37 GLUTAMATE_SYNTH 0.65 
51 ACESEMALD_ACETORN 0.64 
41 PHENPYR_SYNTH 0.57 
75 ACE2HYDBUT_SYNTH 0.55 
69 ASPARTATE_SYNTH 0.52 
74 OXOBUT_SYNTH 0.50 
43 PREPH_p-HYPPYR 0.48 
40 CHOR_PREPH 0.43 
102 HYSTIDINE_SYNTH 0.41 
91 CARBDEOXY_IND-3-GLYP 0.36 
39 CHOR_SYNTH 0.33 
90 N5PHORIBANT_CARBDEOX5P 0.28 
88 CHOR ANT 0.25 
93 PRPP_SYNTH 0.25 
89 ANT_N5PHORIBANT 0.22 
103 ASPARAGINE_SYNTH 0.22 
104 AICAR SYNTH 0.17 
105 HISTOL_HISTAL 0.13 
66 GLYCINE_SYNTH 0.13 
35 NH4UPTAKE 0.07 
101 HISP_HISTOL -0.01 
2 GLUCOSE_GLUC6P -0.04 
100 IMIACEP_HISP -0.08 
94 PRPP_PPRIBATP -0.09 
95 PPRIBATP_PPRIBAMP -0.10 
96 PPRIBAMP_PPRIBFORMP -0.12 
97 PPRIBFORMP_PPRIBUOLFORMP -0.12 
99 DERYIMIGLY_IMIACEP -0.13 
98 PPRIBULOFORMP_DERYIMIGLY -0.14 
29 ANAPLEROTIC -0.40 
11 PEP_PYR -0.79 
12 PYR_ACCOA -0.79 
38 GLUTAMINE_SYNTH -0.89 -22 
34 C02_EX -0.89 
8 3PDGP_G3P -0.90 
7 3PDGP GAP -0.90 
10 _ 2PG PEP -0.91 
9 2PG G3P -0.91 
30 _ PHOSPHORYLATION1 OX -0.93 
106 _ SINK ATP -0.93 
36 _ UPTAKE 02 -0.93 
20 _ OAA MAL -0.94 
19 _ MAL FUM -0.94 
3 _ FRU6P GLUC6P -0.94 
6 _ DHAP GAP -0.94 
10 
5 FRU16P_ DHAP -0.94 -9 
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Appendices 
Reactions Correlation 
coefficient 
Rank 
18 SUC_FUM -0.94 -8 
31 OX_PHOSPHORYALTION2 -0.94 -7 
4 FRU6P_FRU16P -0.94 -6 
16 AKG_SUCCOA -0.94 -5 
17 SUCCOA SUC -0.94 -4 
15 ISOCIT_AKG -0.95 -3 
14 CIT_ISOCIT -0.95 -2 
13 ACCOA CIT -0.95 -1 
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Appendices I-'(, 
Appendix 11: Values of Consumption and Production Rates (mmole. gb, o, ass" 
. 
h-) Used for Metabolic Flux Analysis in Correlation Analysis Experiment. 
D 
Rates (mmole. gbiomass'1. h- ) 
(h., ) 
Glucose NH4 02 C02 ACT 
Consumption Consumption Consumption Production Production 
0.03 0.38 0.17 1.16 1.07 0.0071 
0.04 0.53 0.29 1.23 1.71 0.0085 
0.06 0.79 0.45 1.32 2.21 0.0075 
0.08 1.02 0.59 2.57 3.30 0.0070 
0.10 1.38 0.77 4.65 4.76 0.0056 
0.11 1.59 0.91 4.65 5.29 0.0035 
0.15 2.16 1.29 5.41 6.25 0.0034 
Appendices 1, 
Appendix 12: Values of Uptake and Excretion Rates (mmole. gbiomass-' 
Used for Metabolic Flux Analysis in Rational Feed Experiment. 
Rates (mmole. gbiomass 1. h-1) Feed 
Glucose NH4 02 CO2 ACT 
Culture 
Uptake Uptake Uptake Excretion Excretion 
P-ltd, D=0.04h"' 
Control 0.53 0.29 1.23 1.71 0.0085 
+ 10mM CIT 0.63 0.26 3.40 1.97 0.014 
+ 10mM LYS 0.65 0.25 2.21 2.21 0.012 
+ 10mM GLU 0.52 0.26 2.06 1.19 0.013 
+ 3mM LEU 0.74 0.28 2.58 2.53 0.0090 
+ 10mM LEU 0.88 0.30 3.36 3.79 0.0096 
P-ltd, D=0.06h" 
Control 1.02 0.45 2.45 3.27 0.0088 
+ 10mM GLN 1.04 0.47 4.48 3.87 0.0089 
+ M51 0 strain 1.04 0.46 1.96 3.80 0.0055 
C-ltd, D=0.06h" 
Control 1.44 0.46 6.39 5.78 0.015 
+1 0mM CIT 0.78 . 
0.47 1.79 3.11 0.014 
Appendices 
Appendix 12: Continued from Page 177. 
Feed 
Rates (mmole. gbiomass " hý 
1 -/ , -, 
Culture 
CIT LYS GLU LEU GLN GLU 
Uptake Uptake Uptake Uptake Uptake Excretion 
P-Itd, 
D=0.04 h-1 
Control ----- - 
+ 10mM CIT 0.041 ---- 0.0036 
+ 10mM LYS - 0.036 --- 0.0037 
+ 10mM GLU --0.022 -- - 
+ 3mM LEU ---0.010 - 0.0053 
+ 10mM LEU ---0.053 - 0.0056 
P-ltd, 
D=0.06 h"1 
Control 
+ 10mM GLN 
+ M510 strain 
----0.052 - 
C-ltd, 
D=0.06h"1 
Control ------ 
+1 0mM CIT 0.15 ----0.0023 
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